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A few important words
about the new
AT 40 Series:

Tony Bongiovi
Power Station
"The 4051 is a great mike,
especially for rock. It sounds
fat and you can bang away at it
with a lot of level without a
pad...for a rock studio like the
Power Station that's important.
When you put it on horns it has
a nice clean sound and it holds
the dynamics well...it's just an
excellent sounding mike:'

David Cook
Dreamland Studios
"...real nice top end and a
warm bottom end...very ver-
satile. I didn't have to pile on a
lot of EQ to capture the air in
the studio...very present, very
natural sounding mikes:'

Milan Bogdon
Masterphonics
"The S/N ratio is superior to
some of the other mikes we
used. They're bright and clean
so we don't have to push the
EQ. Superb mike...great for
vocals, overheads, snare,
toms, electric and acoustic
guitar...it seems to work well
wherever we put it:'

AT4049
Orrn (fractional

Capacitcr

ATID51
Ca-doid
Capacitor

Jeff Baxter
Producer/Artist
"If I'm not getting what I want
from another microphone...I've
been putting up the 4051 and it
nearly always does the job:'

Mack Emerman
Criteria Studio
"The response is very flat... it
holds the natural tonal qualities
even at high sound pressure
levels:'

AT4053
Hypercardioid

Capacitor

Now it's your turn!
Compare the new
Aud:o-Technica 40 Series against
the very best in your studio.
Contact your A -T pro sound
dealer today.

Circle 10 on Reader Service Card See us at the AES in booth 301
audiotechnica.
1221 Commerce Drive, Stow, OH 44224

(216) 686-2300  FA :c (216) 688-3752
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 These are views of The Plant, lo-
cated in Sausalito, California. If you
cross the Golden Gate Bridge head-
ing north from San Francisco,
Sausalito is the first major exit you
get to on the other side. The town is
nestled along the bay side and has
long been known for its marina am-
biance and easy access from the big
city. The hills move up sharply from
the bay, offering spectacular vistas
across that bay. In such a setting, the
ultra -modern studio complex offers
the best of today's technology in sur-
roundings that offer privacy and nat-
ural beauty. See page 19 for the full
story.
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EQ 60
The all new ARX EQ 60.
State of the Art Dual Channel
1/3rd octave Graphic EQ in
a compact 3 rack unit
package. Everything
you ever wanted in a
Graphic and more:
XLR and Phone
jack balanced
INs and OM,
low noise
(-98dB),

±15 dB or
± 6 dB cut and

boost, smooth well
damped maximum

throw sliders, and all
new Constant 0 circuitry.

Also available in Single
channel version: the EQ 30.

For more information, call Algis Renkus at

AM Mirwit:Alr!
Systems

PO Box 842, Silverado CA 92676-0842
Phone 714-649 2346 Fax 714-649 3064

See us at the AES in booth 69
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 The fifth Programming and Pro-
duction Showcase, a mini -fair of prod-
ucts and services for the radio industry,
will be presented at the RADIO 1990
convention of the National Associa-
tion of Broadcasters Sept. 12-15 in
Boston, MA. The Engineering Confer-
ence begins Sept. 11. The showcase will
be held in the Special Events area of the
exhibit hall Friday, Sept. 14 from 4:30
to 6:00 p.m. Exhibitors will present
their products and services, including
syndicated programs, programming
softwarejingles, entertainment graph-

ics, voice-overs and production librar-
ies. lb register for RADIO 1990, call
(800) 342-2460, or for more informa-
tion, contact Aimee Jennings at (202)
429-5402 or FAX at (202) 775-2146.

 A call for papers for the 25th An-
nual Television Conference of the So-
ciety of Motion Picture and Television
Engineers has been issued by Frank J.
Haney, SMPTE Editorial vice presi-
dent. The conference will be held in
Detroit, MI, site of the first SMPTE
television conference 25 years ago. The
meeting will be held Feb. 1-2,1991. The
conference's theme is "A Thlevision
Continuum -1967 to 2017." Those
wishing to present papers may submit a
500 -word synopsis and a completed
author's form by Sept. 14, 1990, to
SMPTE Headquarters, 595 W.
Ilartsdale Ave., White Plains, NY
10607. Forms are available from Mari-
lyn Waldman. Authors will be notified
of acceptance before Oct. 15; final
manuscripts of accepted papers are
due back at Headquarters by Jan. 7,
1991. Authors who submitted papers
for SMPTE's 132nd Technical Confer-
ence and Equipment Exhibit will be
notified before Oct. 31. Completed
forms and synopses are due Sept. 14.

 Synergetic Audio Concepts of Nor-
man, IN, announces new dates for the
Intelligibility Workshop II which will
be held at Indiana University Oct. 7-9,
and will deal with the measurement of
speech intelligibility and its uses in
planningsound reinforcement systems
with acceptable intelligibility charac-
teristics. Intelligibility II will employ
new technical tools, unavailable at the
time of the earlier workshop, to ad-
vance the understanding of the partici-
pants with respect to the proper
measurement of speech intelligibility
of a sound system. Special emphasis
will be placed on understanding the
role of the pinna and the ear canal's di-
rectional influence in intelligibility. A
DAT recorder will be used to make re-
cordings of %ALcon losses using live
listeners, TEF analysis and in -the -ear
measurements. DAT recordings will be
made of 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 percent Ar-
ticulation Loss of Consonants. The

Sound. Technology.
Nobody combines them better than Modular.
In the 80's, people agreed that Joe's
Sound & Salami made the best -sounding
speaker cabinets available. Now, Modular
is making those same great products.
And, our new products and marketing
programs will bring even more new
customers into your stores.

MODULAR
Technologies
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Head through the main entrance,
main aisle. Pick up your pace for a

minute , take a left, and you're
there. See the most exciting line of

professional audio equipment
anywhere. Made right here in the

U.S.A. by Peavey. Come by and
visit us at Booth #810 AES.

PEAVEY ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 711 A STREET  MERIDIAN, MS 393 1 2-2898
 PHONE (601) 483-5365  TELEX 504115  ©1990
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role of Signal -to -Noise and late reflec-
tions will also be studied. For further
information, please contact Synergetic
Audio Concepts at Rt. #1, Box 267,
Norman, IN 47264. Phone (812) 995-
8212 or FAX (812) 995-2110.

 The Society of Broadcast Engi-
neers has announced it will hold its Fall
affiliate engineering meeting at the
1990 SBE convention in St. Louis,
MO. The SBE convention will provide
more than 3 1/2 days of intensive train-
ing in television and radio broadcast
technology. Coupled with the largest
exhibit floor ever assembled by the

SBE, engineers will be able to see and
test the latest in broadcast equipment
and technology. Aspecial series of day-
long seminars are held in conjunction
with the convention. The Ennes work-
shops will be held Wednesday, Oct. 3.
For more information, please call
(317) 842-0836 or (317) 842-0394.

 SPARS, the Society of Professional
Audio Recording Services, will con-
duct several meetings at the annual
Audio Engineering Society Conven-
tion in Los Angeles, CA Sept. 21-25.
An Educational Conference to discuss
SPARS programs and review the Na-

STUDER REVOX
DEMO/USED/fRADEIN
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
STUDER PRODUCTS LOCATION EACH QTY.
D1 2OX DAsli Digital Lbeti NaN11% Ille S 17,000 (I)
A820-2-1/4" TC Demo Nashville 12,000 (1)
A812-2-1/4" TC Demo Nashville 11,000 (1)
A810-2-1/4" Demo
(w/console) New York 7,500 (1)
A810-2-0.75 Demo
(w/console) Nashville 6,900 (1)
A810-2-0.75 Demo Nashville 5,900 (1)
A810-2-1/4" TC Demo
(w/console) Nashville 8,900 (1)
Console 269 15 in/3 out
Demo Los Angeles 9,900 (1)
B67 -1/4" -Pilot Demo Los Angeles 4,900 (2)
TLS -2000 New Nashville 1,900 (1)
REVOX PRODUCTS
C278-8 Track Demo -Logger Nashville $4,950 (2)
C274-4 Track Demo -Logger Nashville 2,950 (1)
OTHER BRANDS
Ampex MM -1200
Used 24-Trk New York 12,000 (2)
Otari MTR-90 Used 24-Trk New York 28,000 (1)

Products are offered subject to prior sale. Studer Revox
demo products sold with original limited warranty. Other
products sold as is but cleaned, tested and aligned, and in
some cases refurbished. Cash before delivery. Sales taxes
are additional. F.O.B. where located. Financing assistance
and monthly rentals available. Please call the Studer office
nearest you for the details:

Nashville New York Los Angeles
(615)254-5651 (212)255-4462 (818)780-4234

STUDER REVOX

Studer Revox America, Inc.
1425 Elm Hill Pike  Nashville. TN 37210

tional Studio exam will be held Friday,
Sept. 21, from 3-6 p.m. The election of
the 1990-91 officers will take place at
the Annual General Membership
Meeting, which will be held at Sound -
Works West on Saturday, Sept. 22 at
8:30 a.m. A SPARS/AES Seminar will
be conducted Saturday, Sept. 22 from
2-5 p.m. lbpics include diversification,
rate structures and succemful market-
ing in the 90s. An informal meeting
with Advisory and Associate Advisory
members will be held at the SPARS
Manufacturers Interface Sunday,
Sept. 23 at 8:00 a.m. at the Los Angeles
I Tilton and Towers.

 A series of workshops and seminars
for music ministers, musicians, audio,
video and lighting technicians, volun-
teers, pastors and building committees
has been announced by Soundcheck
Workshops. In addition to their Sound
Reinforcement for Churches seminar,
Soundchcck Workshops is scheduling
five more seminars and three new
workshops across the United States.

Several of the seminars include:
PA Loudspeaker Evaluation Clinic,

Sept. 8, Atlanta, GA;

Effective Use of Synthesizers in Wor-
ship, Sept. 8, Atlanta, GA and Oct. 20,
St. Louis, MO;

Where and How to Buy a Sound Sys-
tem, Sept. 14, Mt. Vernon, IL, Sept. 21
at the AES Show in Los Angeles, CA,
Oct. 5, Atlanta, GA and Oct. 12 in Mil-
waukee, WI;

Sound Reinforcement for Churches,
Scpt.15, Mt. Vernon, IL, Sept. 22 at the
AES Show in Los Angeles, CA and
Oct. 13 in Milwaukee, WI;

Critical Listening and Sound Mixing
Class, Oct. 6, Atlanta, GA;

Five Day Sound Reinforcement Re-
treat, starts Oct. 15, St. Louis, MO;
Where and How to Buy a Church TV

System, Oct. 19, St. Louis, MO;
Videotaping the Church Worship

Service, Oct. 20, St. Louis, MO;
Five Day Intensive Study in Sound

Recording, starts Oct. 29 in Atlanta,
GA;

Five Day Sound Recording Retreat,
starts Oct. 29 in Atlanta, GA.

Summer and Fall classes are being
scheduled in Texas, Georgia, Missouri,
Illinois, Ohio, Kentucky, California
and New York, with more to come.
Contact Soundcheck Workshops at
1471 Colgate Drive, St. Charles, MO
63303 or call (314) 946-4360 for more
information.

See us at the AES in booth 111 and Rm 209



THE 21ST CENTURY

I HE SGE MACH II
The stunnirg new Wonder -processor offe-ing
12 effects s multanously' The Mach II has over
70 different erects including an exciter, equalizer
compressor. imiter. noise gate, expander. sampler,
env filter. pitch transposer. line EQ stereo panner. ff.
stereo chords and flange. 12 killer distortions. ,*
21 delay types (2 full seconds) and 24 different revert
algorithms' Real time midi, 200 rremones and
bandwidth o 20 kHz.

A.R.T. INTRODUCES THE FIRST
SIGNAL PROCESSORS OF

Bp

00'

THE DR -X
The all new Studio Digital Reverberator/Dynamics
Processor/Pitch Transposer/Sampler offering 160K bytes of
audio ram, oandwidth to 20 kHz, sampling, 10 simuhaneous
audio funcbcns, an exciter, equa izer, compressor, limiter,
expander, nose gate. stereo pan-ier, stereo chorus and
flange. 21 ciferent delays (2 full seconds) 24 reverb
algorithms, 230 memories. amazingly comprehensive real
time midi control.

FHE MUITIVERB 111
A new age o- technology and 400% more processing offers digital
reverb and spatial enhancement that defies descript on! The
Multiverb II -as over 53 effects to choose from (up :o four
simultaneodsly) including sampling, stereo chorus and flanging.
21 delay types (2 full seconds), stereo panning, pitch transposing,
24 reverbs, 200 memory locations, full prcgrammability and
Performance Midi'''.

THE MULTIVERB LT
The Multiverb LT gives you the power of the Multiverb with the simplicity
of 1 -touch control. The LT has 192 of the finest studio multi -effect
combinaticns ever created' For riose who don't have time for the
complexity of programming, the LT gives you all the power you can
use at a great price! Midi addressable.

F ',port f)istributar.
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ALAN P. KEFAUVER

Down Mexico Way

As I was peacefully sitting in
my office one fine after-
noon, the phone rang and
my friend and mentor

Harold Boxer said, "How would you
like to help me build a record-
ing/broadcast studio in Mexico?"
Without a mom-
ent's hesitation, I
accepted. After
further conversa-
tion, it turned out
that through a
conductor friend,
Boxer had been
asked to submit a
proposal to the
University of Me-
xico in Mexico
City for a two -
track recording/
broadcast facility
to record the
UNAM (Uni-
versidad Nacional
Autonoma de Me-
xico) Orchestra.
The University
Orchestra is a
paid professional
union orchestra
and has a 44 -week
season. They play
in a hall on the UNAM campus that
seats about 2600 people. Audience
seating is principally in front of the
orchestra, but there is also a large
balcony and additional raised seat-

° ing behind the orchestra. These rear
a) seats wrap around to the sides of the

stage area, and are often used for a,
2 chorus when works such as the Bee-
°t thoven Symphony Number 9 are
0 performed.

To this point, recording for delayed
-° broadcast and some live broadcast
a) programs from the hall had beena

cc/3 Alan P Kefauver is the Director
.0 of Recording Arts and Sciences at
" the Peabody Institute of Music in
co Baltimore, MD.

done in a hit-or-miss fashion. The re-
quirements were pretty simple.
"Provide us with a facility that will
generate high -quality stereo record-
ings of the orchestra for duplication
and distribution to radio facilities
throughout the country. Include the

Figure 1. Sala Nezahualcoyoa

Some have Dolby A noise reduction,
but many do not. A few stations are
Ca qsette and turntable playback only.

FIRST SITE SURVEY
In January of 1989, we flew to

Mexico City for a site survey. Upon
arriving in Mexico
City, we were met
by a young woman
from UNAM who
assisted us through
Customs and drove
us directly to the
Sala Nezahualcoy-
otl, the concert hall
on the UNAM cam-
pus. We arrived just
in time to hear the
last half of the Stra-
vinsky Le Sacre du
Printemps, better
known as The Rite
of Spring, being
performed by the
orchestra with
Lukas Foss cond-
ucting.

The Hall was

capability for live broadcasts." Since
Boxer and I have collaborated on
similar facilities and broadcasts ear-

lie; including the Philadelphia Or-
chestra broadcasts, we felt it would
be a relatively simple task to meet
these specifications.

The types of music performed
there would require a system with an
extremely low noise level, and it
seemed to me that the key would be
to select top-flight equipment and
combine that with a flexible inter-
connect system and a good solid elec-
trical and signal ground. The clients
had requested digital recording ca-
pabilities, even though the Mexican
radio stations mostly used half-track
reel-to-reel playback equipment.

crowded, and stan-
ding in the back, I
had a good sense of
the acoustics of the

place. It is a lovely fan -shaped hall
with mostly wood side -walls, seating
rising rather steeply from the foot of
the stage, parabolic dish reflectors
hanging over the orchestra and as
mentioned ear -lie; a large balcony
and seating behind the orchestra.
The reverberation time seemed to be
around the two -second range, and
high -frequency attenuation in the
hall appeared to be average even
though we were at high altitude and
very low humidity. (Mexico City is
situated at an altitude of 8500 feet.)
It is about 65 feet from the stage to
the overhead reflectors and an addi-
tional 20 feet above that to the ceil-
ing. Above the ceiling are some very
narrow catwalks suitable for ex-



Max Tech's Jim Pici
Club Design & Installation

Williamsville, NY - Jim Pici, owner of
Max Tech here, purchased his first EAW
products about one year ago. He says
his phone has not stopped ringing since.
"It's a flawless product line," enthused
Pici. Once I came across EAW, I stopped
having speaker problems. I've had zero
defects. I don't have to carry spare units
on the service truck like I used to. In the
past, I've tried just about everything
else... you name it. EAW systems are
simple, easy to install, and they offer
high output. They sound smooth . . .

no harshness. EAW products have
changed the way I do business. The
delivery and service aspects of dealing
with the product line have been very
impressive."

Max Tech has been doing sound and light installations for
nearly two decades, and has extensive expertise in designing and
building systems for entertainment venues. A variety of nightclubs
and skating rinks in the northeast have been equipped with Max
Tech / EAW systems. In fact, 18 systems based on EAW speaker
systems have been installed in the past nine months.

One of the firm's recent jobs is SharkA a 3 -bar 7,500 ft3
complex. The club's 25'x16' high-tech dance floor system features
4 SB528 sub.; and 10 DS123 high definition systems. Additionally,
(8) MS30 monitors were installed to cover the bar areas. 'We
chose EAW for its outstanding sonic accuracy, wide coverage,
compact size and impressive hi-fi like sound," advised Pici.

'The MS30s enabled us to put program material in more
social, non -dance areas of the club, yet still have bass output and
high power handling. I really enjoy the fact that the units are
compact, because today's club owners like things hidden. You
have to place the components in a very sleek, high-tech visual
environment. EAW gives us the tools we need, systems that install
easily, look good, sound powerful and are both reliable and
affordable. I can't ask for morel"

I  $

.11
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A recent roller-skating rink installation in the firm's home base
of Williamsville features two DS123s mounted near the ceiling in
each corner of the rink, with SB528 subs recessed in the walls.
'The expectation of the American public for quality sound has
never been nigher," noted Jim Pici. "I've been doing sound
installations `or many years ... and have probably seen every type
of sound system and technology that there is to work with. EAW
products are the best thing we've ever had to offer"

Pici designs a unistrut-type frame to suspend multiple
cabinets. An experienced labor force with sound, lighting,
electrical and rigging skills put the company's design concepts into
action. Typically, up to five technicians work non-stop onsite to get

systems up and unning. 'The thing that
has been taking the least amount of time
is tuning the sou id system," Pici advised.
'The speaker systems are so inherently
smooth that we don't have to do a lot of
equalizing, even in difficult rooms."

Pici appreciates the high quality
crossover networks in EAVV's full range
systems. 'The ccmpany has gone to
great efforts to d?sign and construct a
complex passive network featuring
asymmetrical slopes, exceptional hear
dissipation, and good power handling
capabilities. It lets us build high powered
systems without using complex 4 -way
electronic crossovers and separate types
of amplifiers. People who feel that

passive systems are outdated really need to hear these new EAW
systems."

Max Tech's sound and lighting system installations are
attracting attention in the nightclub industry. The firm's reputation
is spreading internationally. Jobs have recently been completed on
Long Island, in Westchester, and a new job will go in soon in
Florida. Inquiries are coming in from as fa.- away as Jamaica, the
Orient, and England. "Our philosophy is very simple," notes Pici,
"Offer the club owners the best sound we can find for them at the
most affordable price, with fail-safe reliability and great attention to
appearance and detail." Max Tech can be reached at (716) 633 -
2289.

Max-Tech's Installations In The Past Year Include:
Club Location Size (ft') System

Bull Dog s

Cafe Rumors

Buffalo, NY
Buffalo, NY

3.000 SB528, DSI23HI, MS30
6,000 SB528, DS I 23HI

Cafe Sports Buffalo, NY 6,000 MS30, DS I 02HI

Cathode Ray Buffalo, NY 2,500 DS153
Club Heat Buffalo, NY 4,000 SB528, DSI23HI
Crash Club Buffalo, NY 2,000 SB528, DS123HI
DJ Spinner W. Seneca, NY 14.00C SB528, DS 123H1

Jam Club Buffalo, NY 6,000 SB528, DS123HI
LaBoom Night Club Buffalo, NY 7,000 SB528, DS 123H1

Late Show Niagara Falls, NY 14,00C SB528, DS123HI
Montauk Yacht Club Montauk, NY 3,000 SB528, DS123HI
Mulligan's Buffalo. NY 3,000 SB528, DS123HI
Razzberry's Olean, NY 5,000 SB528, DS123HI
Sharky s Amherst. NY 5,000 SB528, DS123H1. FR 102

Stones New Rochelle, NY 3,000 S8520, DSI23HI
Village Inn Bradford, Ontario 8,000 SB528, DS123H1

Wise Guy's Buffalo, NY 7,500 SB528, DSI23HI

EAW Eastern Acoustic Works
One Main Street. Whitinsville. MA 01588
(508) - 234 -6158 - FAX: 508-234-8251

Circle 18 on Reader Service Card See us at the AES in booth 244



Sennheiser. 41.10)

Still setting the
standards.

engineering, earned our
an Academy Award* Sen. eiser
continues to set the standard in the
industry, tills time with the MKH
and MKH i0, our newest shotgun
crophones. They display
gedness that yo
tion and the
has become

1 I

Sennheiser.
on shotguns!

Ask your Sennheis
for a demor stration.

.

=4.,SEN11%11111EISEIr
SENNHEISER ELECTRONIC CORPORATION
6 Vista Drive. F.O. Box 987, Old Lyme, CT

1203) 434-9190 FAX# 203-434-17 9.
Manufacturing Plant: D-3

Federal Republic of
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tremely agile recording engineers or
acrobats. Figure 1 shows a picture of
the empty hall prior to microphone
placement.

We determined that the best ap-
proach for recording the orchestra in
this hall would be to use a central
pick-up microphone array or stereo
microphone, with flanking micro-
phones on the same lateral plane and
spaced halfway toward the rear vio-
lins and cellos respectively. Provis-
ions also needed to be made regard-
ing soloists' microphones, chorus
microphones and possible woodwind
microphones. Since the front array
would be needed whenever the or-
chestra was in residence, it was de-
cided to hang the front line micro-
phones semi -permanently from the
catwalks and use movable stands for
auxiliary pickups.

To this end, three quad boxes with
XLR connectors would be perma-
nently mounted above the ceiling
next to the forward catwalk that ran
roughly parallel to the front edge of
the stage. Microphone cable cleats
would be mounted on the catwalk it-
self at the projected microphone
drop position. This would allow ver-
tical adjustments to be made from
above. It was envisioned the micro-
phones would then be guyed, with
clear fish line, to the rear wall of the
stage, thus allowing for lateral and
in/out adjustments. Six additional
quad boxes with microphone con-
nectors were to be flush mounted at
various points around the perfor-
mance/stage area to handle auxil-
iary microphone requirements.

PROBLEM 1
The first major problem we en-

countered was a lack of space suit-
able for a control -room site. After
much discussion, it was determined
that, by commandeering an existing
secretarial space and combining
that with new construction, a room
18 feet by 20 feet and with 12 -foot
ceilings could be built without totally
blocking the corridor at the stage -

left side of the hall. Since there would
be no sight lines to the concert hall, a
surveillance -grade video system
with a wide-angle lens was specified.
With the camera mounted on the
stage wing, the engineer in the con-
trol room would have a clear view of
the conductor and soloists.

See us at the AES in booth



Both methods record incredible stereo.
Crown's SASS -P makes it fast and easy.

Crown's new Stereo Ambient Sam-
pling System"' (SASS-) and the
DAT recorder combine to create a
new generation of stereo recording.
Unlike traditional recording meth-
ods, this powerful new combination
is easy to use, more dependable and
less expensive. The result is a system
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Crown's SASS -P' eliminates tra-
ditional stereo recording compro-
mises in sound quality, ease -of -use,
and cost. No longer do you have to
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case and accessories.

No matter what your stereo record-
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See your Crown representative
for more information or call toll -
free: 1-800-535-6289.
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Figure 2. The empty control room before the equipment was moved. Har-
old Boxer adjusting the lights.

IS THERE A GROUND IN THE
HOUSE?

That afternoon, we met with the
school's architects, electricians and
building planners. It was one of the
most interesting meetings I have
been to in a long time. Their English
was about equal to my Spanish-
nearly nonexistent. However, we
spent many hours discussing floor,
ceiling and wall construction by
drawing rudimentary diagrams
combined with sign language and
pidgin Spanish/English. For in-
stance, I was making little headway
discussing grounded power recepta-
cles with the electrician until I went
over to the secretary's lamp, un-
plugged it and showed them the two-

conductor A.C. plug and indicated
with three fingers that there should
be one more blade on the plug. After
a collective "Aaaah," the meeting
progressed. I did find out that a good
ground was a difficult thing to come
by in Mexico City. About the best we
could hope for would be a resistance
of five or so ohms to ground. It
seemed that it would be best to float
the whole system from the house
ground and to only use the power
company's electrical ground for the
whole system to avoid differing
ground potentials. This would also
be taken into consideration when the
equipment for the job was specified.

We left Mexico a day later with a
better understanding of the prob-
lems involved in the project, and
with the promise that the architects'

0 and builders' plans would be sent to

us for comments and modifications
before work started. At this point,
my partner and I decided that given
the complexity of the logistics, the
grounding and power problems and
soon, it would be best for us to design
a modular system. That is to say, a
system that could be purchased and
completely assembled and tested in
the United States, then broken down
and packed for shipment to Mexico.
This would include wiring harn-
esses, patchbays and microphone ca-
bles as well as the equipment itself.

I felt that if I could set up the entire
system and have it work to my satis-
faction here, the potential for prob-
lems in Mexico would be greatly di-
minished. Since we had been told
how difficult it would be to get any
kind of miscellaneous audio hard-
ware in Mexico, it was incumbent on
us to make sure everything we
needed was sent to Mexico prior to
the actual installation. However,
even the best laid plans can go awry

THE EQUIPMENT
Selecting the equipment was

pretty straightforward. We had bud-
get limitations and needed equip-
ment that would provide high -qual-
ity audio for an extended period with
a minimum of repair and mainte-
nance problems. Since I have pur-
chased and worked with a lot of
equipment for many years, and since
requirements for ruggedness and
RF protection were important, cer-
tain manufacturers came immedi-

ately to mind. The equipment se-
lected was as follows:

 Sony MXP2000 16 input -console
 2 Sony APR5002 Tape Record-

ers
 1 Otari MTFt5050II Tape Re-

corder
 1 Sony PCM2500 DAT Recorder
 2 Nakamichi MR2 Cassette Re-

corders
 6 Channels of Dolby SR/A Noise

Reduction
 2 Biamped JBL 4430 Monitors
 2 Tannoy NFM-8 near field Mon-

itors
 Bryston Power Amplifiers
 UREI 1/3 -octave graphic equaliz-

ers
 2 UREI 1178 Stereo Peak Limit-

ers
 A Dynamics module for the

MXP2000
 AKG ADR68K Digital Reverber-

ation System
 2 AKG 422 Stereo Microphones
 6 AKG 414ULS Microphones
 4 Neumann KM84i Microphones
 3 Sennheiser MKH2O Micro-

phones
 2 5 foot Equipment Racks
 Custom 192 point Patchbay
 Plenty of Canare Star -Quad

cable
 Miscellaneous Hardware, con-

nectors, stands, patch cords, etc.

Sixteen microphones would proba-
bly be the most ever used even with a
work as large as the Berlioz Re-
quiem. The Otari was provided as a
remote recorder as well as a duplica-
tion deck since it contained micro-
phone preamplifiers. The reverbera-
tion unit was supplied to add
low -frequency reverberation time
length to the existing acoustic. This
could be used to warm up the sound
of the natural ambience, and also,
when close mic'ing soloists, it is
often advisable to supplement the
natural ambience to provide a better
blend and to keep the soloist from
appearing too far forward of the or-
chestra. Stereo microphones were
selected since it would then be possi-
ble to remotely control the polar pat-
terns of the left- and right -micro-
phone capsules from the control
room.

INITIAL APPROVAL
The facts and figures were submit-

ted and approved and the monies
were allocated for the initial phase of
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the project, the equipment pur-
chases and the room construction.
Washington Professional Systems in
Wheaton, MD was chosen as the
equipment supplie4 and they agreed
to hook up the system in their show-
room as it would be set up in Mexico.

We decided to build a raised floor in
the control room, and to have wiring
troughs located around the perime-
ter of the room with a leg of the
trough extending into the center
where the console would be located.
The area in front of the console was
to be at the original floor level for
possible visitor seating. From here,
the visitors could see the video moni-
tor and heal; but would not be in the
acoustical path between the engi-
neer and the monitor loudspeakers.
After determining the cable lengths
required for all interconnections, a
custom patchbay was ordered from
Pro Co of Kalamazoo, MI. It was
specified that all standard connec-
tions were half-normalled. That is to
say, the console two -mix outputs
were normalled to the recorders and
the recorder outs were normalled to
the console line -ins. This meant that
all standard signal paths did not re-
quire patching, yet any deviation
from that path could be easily re-
routed. The patchbay tails were to be
cut to length, terminated with the
respective connectors, and labeled.
This included wiring the Hiroshi
connectors for the Sony MXP2000.
XLR wiring for line -level equipment
was specified as pin -3 hot and micro-

phone lines were specified pin -2 pos-
itive. This follows the so-called
Westrex convention for line -level in-
terconnects and the standard
RCA/European convention for mi-
crophone sources. If things were to
go as planned, the patchbay would be
shipped, with its wiring, in one of the
equipment racks. Then, upon ar-
rival, the equipment could be bolted
into the racks, the connections made
and everything would be interfaced
properly and available at the patch
points.

GOOD SOUND IN WHEATON
The equipment was ordered

shortly before Christmas 1988, and
all had arrived at the shop in Whea-
ton by March 1989. At this time, all
equipment was hooked up through
the patchbay and system perfor-
mance was checked. The only
ground used was through the A.C.
mains, yet the system was as quiet as
could be, just as we expected. As long
as there was good ground for the A.C.
in Mexico, things would be fine. To
this end, we called Mexico and speci-
fied separate neutrals on all A.C. re-
ceptacles with all A.C. third pins tied
together and run to the A.C. mains
ground. I didn't really trust, nor do I
ever trust, the conduit ground. This
would prevent ground loops and put
the system at the same ground po-
tential as the rest of the building.
The only things not tested opera-
tionally at WPS was the biamped
monitor system, and the auto -
switching for the Dolby SR/A units.

Figure 3. The Sala with the Orchestra on stage and the microphones in
position.

C\I

This would come back to haunt us
later.

The crossover cards for the elec-
tronic frequency -dividing network
came separately from the unit, and it
was felt it would be better to ship
them in their original packing.

The crossover was checked electri-
cally, and the amplifiers and moni-
tors were run on the test bench. The
system sounded superb, and the
noise floor from microphone to tape
was inaudible.

ON TO MEXICO CITY
The equipment was then un-

assembled, repacked and put on two
pallets. These pallets were trucked
to Houston where UNAM has an of-
fice. Here, the equipment cleared
Customs, was flown to Mexico City
and delivered to the concert hall. The
equipment was secured to await our
arrival for the installation after the
completion of the control room.

During this time, there was a Pres-
idential election in Mexico. The
party then in power lost the election,
and since the head of the University
is a political appointee, budget prior-
ities changed quickly and the record-

Nearly a year later, we were in-
formed the project was once again
"on," and that preliminary construc-
tion on the control room had begun.
My partner flew to Mexico to check
on the control room and to ensure
that construction was proceeding
properly. Budget and availability of
materials severely limited the design
parameters of the control room. Be-
cause of this, a simple reflection -free
room was thought to be the best ap-
proach. Obviously, all reflections
could not be tamed, but they could be
greatly attenuated. We had specified
double -wall construction through-
out with splayed walls and an
"acoustic" ceiling hung on resilient
clips. The walls were to be covered
with absorbent material and the
raised floor was to be carpeted.

CONSTRUCTION CONTINUES
After some on -site modifications

recommended by Boxe4 construc-
tion continued with a targeted com-
pletion date of December 1989. At
this time, Boxer met a young man
employed by UNAM, who would as-
sist us with our installation and be
responsible for the studio and the re-
cordings after our departure. The
young man, Marcos Deli, is a gradu-
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Figure 4. The completed control room with equipment installed.

ate of the Institute of Audio Record-
ing in New York and speaks excel-
lent English and Spanish. In Decem-
ber, we were told the studio would be
ready for equipment installation and
alignment in January.

We were also told that at this time,
the contractor would be finished and
that all cable would be pulled in con-
duit and connected to the appropri-
ate stage boxes on the stage and in
the fly.

We asked to have the two pallets of
equipment moved to the control -

room location.

In mid December; Boxer and I
shipped a package by Federal Ex-
press containing our tools and mis-
cellaneous hardware, along with my
spectrum analyzer and digital multi -

meter to UNAM. We felt that ship-
ping the materials there would be
better than taking them on the plane
with us both for convenience and to
minimize Customs hassles. Little did
we know at the time we would never
see the equipment and tools again.

We flew to Mexico City on Sunday,
Jan. 17th, 1990,and were once again
met by a University representative.
We planned to drop our luggage at

Figure 5. Alan Kefauver (right) and Marcos Deli behind the console dur-
ing the Thursday morning rehearsal.

the hotel and go immediately to the
theater to meet Deli and start pre-
liminary equipment setup.

Microphones are light, but
Sony consoles and Audio
tape recorders are not. We
did find an electrician and

his helper to assist us.

Upon arrival at the University, the
gates were closed and no one seemed
to know why, except that maybe
there was a bicycle race occurring
within the huge University road sys-
tem. The young woman driving us,
however, insisted that she knew an-
other way in (Here it should be noted
that Mexico City is the largest and
most populous city in the world, and
that the University itself is the size of
a small city). For the next two hours,
we drove to every conceivable en-
trance only to find them all closed.
Undaunted, we parked the car and
walked through the campus to the
concert hall. It had already been a
long day, what with a 6 a.m. Mexican
flight, and by the time we got to the
hall, we were tired. But, with only
five days available to install and
proof the system, we felt we should
at least get the equipment properly
placed so we could begin hookup
early Monday morning.

The orchestra's last rehearsals for
the week were to be on Wednesday
and Thursday mornings, and it was
imperative we start listening
through the microphones to deter-
mine final position as soon as possi-
ble. We finally arrived at the studio
doo4 but Deli was nowhere to be
found. Our guide made some calls
and determined that Deli was the
only one who had a key. A very frus-
trating day at best. Oh well, back to
the hotel, dinner and bed. We finally
did reach Deli from the hotel, and he
promised to be at the studio by 8 a.m.
We didn't know it at the time, but
Murphy's Law was to be in full force
for the duration of the trip.

Monday morning at 7:45 a.m. we
were in front of the hotel where we
were supposed to be picked up. No
one showed, so we hailed a cab. After
negotiating the fare of 40,000 pesos
to 20,000 pesos for the ride to the
Sala Nezahualcoyotl at the Univer-
sity, we were off. At 8:15 a.m. we
were outside the studio door waiting
for Deli. He arrived at 9:30 a.m. Car
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trouble we were told. After all of the
delays, we wanted to get to work.

WHERE IS THE EQUIPMENT?
The door opened and, "Uh, Mar-

cos, where is the equipment?" we
said. "Oh," Deli said, "we didn't get a
chance to move it yet." "Fine, let's
get the key and move it to the stu-
dio," I said. The man who had the
key to where the equipment was
stored didn't show up until 10:30
a.m. When we located the key, got
into where the equipment was
stored (two flights down on the other
side of the stage near the loading
dock) and started to move it, we dis-
covered the elevator was broken and
there were no stage hands to help
move the equipment. "Gee Whiz (in
Spanish), it worked fine yesterday,"
we were told. Microphones are light,
but Sony consoles and Audio tape re-
corders are not. We did find an elec-
trician and his helper to assist us. By
the time we got the equipment to the
studio, unpacked it and placed it in
the room, it was 6 p.m., the building
was closing and Boxer and I were
beat. We also learned during the day
that the equipment we had shipped
had not arrived yet, but that it was at
the airport and would be picked up
first thing in the morning and
brought to the studio. Hotel, dinner,
bed.

Tuesday morning: no ride, same
cab driver. "To La Sala? 40,000
pesos!" he said. "Yesterday it was
25,000!" I said. "That was yester-
day!" the cab driver said. Ten min-
utes of bargaining later we were on
our way for 25,000 pesos. After ar-
riving at the hall, we found out why
the two electricians who had helped
us move the equipment had been
there. They were still pulling micro-
phone cable in conduit and no micro-
phone boxes or connectors had yet
been installed.

I must say, however, that the con-
struction people did a very nice job
on the control room. The room
sounded pretty good. The A.C. was
correctly installed with isolated
ground receptacles and separate
neutrals, the wiring troughs were in
the right places and the equipment
tables were strongly constructed.

The only problem was the door. It
was hollow core, and with no real
sound seal. We were told this would
be fixed. Figure 2 shows the control
room basically empty, but after some
preliminary equipment was placed.
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WHITHER THE TEST GEAR
In the meantime, our package of

test equipment was not at the air-
port. It seems Federal Express does
not have landing rights in Mexico
City but has to land in neighboring
Toluca, an hour -and -a -half away.
The equipment had not been sent to
the Federal Express Office in Mexico
City because no one in Toluca could
translate the invoice, and therefore,
the package could not clear Cus-
toms. We were also told there is a 10
percent usage tax for any materials
not purchased in Mexico, even if they
are going to be returned to the
United States. The package was val-
ued at $3,000, so we had to come up
with some additional money for the
tax. Tuesday was spent wiring
equipment. Hotel, dinner, bed.

We had a copy of the invoice trans-
lated into Spanish and on Wednes-
day morning, while I was working on
the equipment installation, Boxer
and Deli drove to Toluca with the
money to retrieve the package. At
the hotel: no van, same cab, same
conversation, same result. I had said
everything but the biamped cross-
over had been checked out in Wash-
ington, but one of the crossover
cards, naturally the one that had not
been opened in D.C., was a dummy.
No resistors, capacitors, or other
such parts on the card. There was a
chart showing the reactive compo-
nent values required for the various
frequencies, but that doesn't help
much in Mexico.

By Wednesday evening, using
Deli's tools, most of the wiring, in-
cluding the microphone lines and
drops, were completed. However,
Boxer had not fared as well. On his
arrival at Customs, he was told that
the paper work needed to release the
package would take several days to
complete, and that the tax had gone
up to $750. One of the big sticking
points was an item labeled miscella-
neous screwdrivers. It seems that
every item has to be listed separately,
with a price, in order for Mexican
Customs to figure the appropriate
tax.

At this point, it seemed that since
we would not get the equipment in
time to equalize the control room be-
fore the Thursday (last chance) re-
hearsal, it would be best to return the
equipment to the United States.
However, Mexican Customs would
not release the equipment back into

the United States. They wouldn't
even tell us why!

After we returned to the States,
the entire problem would have to be
turned over to the Federal Express
representatives for resolution. Fed-
eral Express in Mexico was no help
whatsoever; and nothing could or
would be done by the Mexican au-
thorities either at Customs or at the
University. Thank goodness we in-
sured the package for its replace-
ment value.

Also on Wednesday, workmen
came to install a new sound seal for
the studio door. This included new
molding with rubber gaskets on both
sides of the door. To make the door
fit, they cut a semi -circle in the inside
molding for the door knob. This was
accomplished with great sawing,
pounding and extended conversa-
tion in Spanish. This procedure
helped cut down on the sound leak-
age, but the hollow core door still
acted as a diaphragmatic resonator. I
still recommended that this door be
replaced. A side note to this is that
the door shut so tightly at first that it
could not open from the inside. You

could not get a grip on the doorknob
because the cut out semi -circle just
barely cleared the knob. I was locked
in the room for about two -and -a -half
hours! No phone, and no one around
outside. I had plenty of work to do,
though.

THURSDAY MORNING
No van, different cab driver, same

conversation, same result, but by a
more scenic route (not my choice)
which took an additional half hour.
Anyway, we got the microphones
hung properly and the system pow-
ered up. Clean, cuiet, no hums or
buzzes. Perhaps Murphy had de-
cided to take a Mexican holiday.

The Orchestra started rehearsing
at 8:30 a.m., and by 11 a.m., we had a
good orchestral sound. Figure 3
shows the hall with the orchestra,
and if you look closely, you can see
the hanging microphones. Even
though we weren't biamped yet, the
sound in the control room was good.
The conductor was extremely
pleased with the quality and amount
of reverberation, the balance and the
general "feel" of the recordings. The
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remainder of Thursday was spent
cleaning up some odds and ends,
closing the troughs, dressing cable
and so on. Figures 4 and 5 show the
finished control room. Deli said he
could take care of equalizing the
room if I would loan him my spec-
trum analyzer. I said that would be
okay if we got it released from Cus-
toms. Well, back to the hotel, a large
margarita, dinner and bed.

Shortly after this story was writ-
ten, Federal Express sent a special
agent to Mexico to retrieve the test
equipment from limboland. They
would not say what transpired, but

Friday was a free day for me, while
Boxer finished up the financial ar-
rangements with the University. I
went sightseeing to the Pyramids of
Teotihuacan. As we passed Toluca, I
thought fondly of my equipment.
Juan, my drivei; then got lost. I won-
dered whether or not he was related
to the Toluca Customs people or the
young woman who picked us up at
the airport.

POSTSCRIPT
the equipment returned with the
agent to the U.S. and it was duly de-
livered to Harold in Washington.

At this writing, the story is still in-
complete. When Boxer went to re-
ceive the check for the final install-
ment which was due on completion
of the work, he was told that since
the room had not been equalized,
and that since one crossover card
was missing, the job wasn't finished.
Therefore, payment could not be
made. No amount of discussion
changed this. Actually, our contract
specifically stated we were not re-
sponsible for construction errors or
the equalization of the room. I had
brought my analyzer along, or so I
thought, to equalize the room as a
courtesy to UNAM. (Ed. note: see
the Postcript below)

We found out later that since the
project had been instigated by the
previous orchestra conductor, and
contracted by the previous adminis-
tration, the current head of the
music department (also politically
appointed) had lost great face. He
was trying to recover his political
standing by doing whatever he could
to snafu the former administrators'
project. I still wonder whether the
Customs problem had anything to do
with this. Currently, lawyers are in-
volved, and Federal Express says the
package of equipment will be re-
turned sometime.

All in all, it was an interesting and
engaging project that was compli-
cated beyond reason by bureaucracy.
If asked, I would probably take on a
similar project again because good
music and musicians know no inter-
national boundaries and the bureau-
cratic problems pale when con-
fronted by Stravinsky and his peers.

However, I think I would stay away
from Toluca.

And, a week later and with the help
of a Mexican attorney, final pay-
ments were received after the cross-
over parts discrepancies were cor-
rected.
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The Plant-Post-Production
for the 90s

1
t's a complicated world,
full of choices and options.
Diversification is the key
to success in many busi-

nesses these days. Offer a full range
of services or products to your pro-
spective clients that span the entire
spectrum of their needs, and they'll
be back. The world of music is no
exception. Studio owners with vision
are jumping into
the swiftly mov-
ing currents of
sound and music
post -production
for film, video and
advertising.
These services
are being offered
by studio owners
who must con-
tinue to update
and maintain
state-of-the-art
facilities for their
present client
base, recording
artists.

Some studio
owners have opt-
ed for producing
music only for vi-
sual media, while
abandoning their
client base (re-
cording artists)
and losing every-
thing. Other studio owners may
watch the world go by, cowering at
the thought of expansion and diver-
sification. The initial costs of such a
change can be exorbitant. Success at
this venture requires a supreme act
of balance, grace and wits. One of the
best examples of this formula at
work is at The Plant Studios in
Sausalito, CA.

Brad Leigh Benjamin is a free-
lance writer based on the West
Coast.

ACQUIRING THE PLANT
In 1986, Bob Skye, founder of Sky-

elabs, Inc., purchased The Plant Stu-
dios. Three years prior, he converted
a General Motors diesel coach into a
dual 24 -track recording facility on
wheels. The bus was designed to live
end -dead end specifications, and to
this day, is the only LEDE-certified
mobile facility in existence. Affec-

Figure 1. The Plant: Arne Forger, standing; Bob Skye, seated.

tionately called "Rover," this set of
reels on wheels, artfully utilized by
Skye to record live performances at
arenas and major venues all over the
East Coast, eventually brought him
to Mann Counts CA where his own
wheels began to turn at The Plant. In
August of that year, Skye bought The
Plant.

Over the next two years, he up-
graded the equipment while retain-
ing the sense of tradition that came
to be associated with The Plant. Stu-
der tape machines were installed.
Video lock -up soon followed, and The

Plant was again ready to be recog-
nized as a strong force in the record-
ing industry. However, with the in-
creasing popularity of MIDI home
pre -production, major studios were
booking less time and losing reve-
nue. Skye knew a piece was still
missing to his puzzle. During Sep-
tember, 1988, he found that piece in
Arne Frager, present co-owner, digi-

tal audio pioneer
and marketing ma-
stermind.

Frager, former
owner of Spectrum
Studios, a.k.a. Hol-
lywood Central, had
been freelancing
since 1986, engi-
neering album pro-
jects for Robert
Palmer, Prince and
Paul McCartney.
Together, conclud-
ing the futility in
competing for a
share of the MIDI
pre -production
market, Skye and
Frager set their
sights on far great-
er horizons. Their
new objective was
to provide technical
proficiency and ex-
cellent service in
music and audio

post -production. A joint venture
agreement was developed between
themselves and Synclavier Artist
Greg Shaw of San Francisco, whose
previous production credits included
projects for ABC Sports, HBO and
Audi.

Renovations on Studio C started.
Soon after, Studi 01 was born, a Syn-
clavier room, with full lock -to -pic-
ture capabilities. including tapeless
direct -to -disk digital multi -track re-
cording. CCo



Figure 2. Studi 01 control. Effects racks, Synciavier, and console-face
into the studio.

INDEPENDENT SOUND/WEST
At about this time, Peter and Mary

Buffett, owners of Independent
Sound, a Bay Area music production
house, decided to move to the Mid-
west. Independent Sound was sold to
new principles Frager, Shaw and

Skye, and Independent Sound/West
was born. Its new home became
Studi 01 at The Plant.

Although Peter Buffett's composi-
tional skills are still available via In-
dependent Sound, Frager and Shaw
make up the core of this new Bay

Area production team. In collabora-
tion with other composers, Frager
and Shaw are intent on establishing
Independent Sound/West as a highly
professional and well -recognized
name in the West coast ad music and
post -production scene.

"We're continually establishing
and building on relationships with
ad agencies and filmmakers so that
Independent Sound/West can con-
tinue to expand and grow both
regionally and nationally," said
Yvonne Champion, Independent
Sound/West's marketing represen-
tative and client liaison. "If you no-
tice, some music houses have a par-
ticular sound, one trademark style
of music production. Our diverse
composer base allows us to do it all-
rock, techno-pop, ethnic, thematic,
whatever suits the clients' needs."

Independent Sound/West have re-
cently completed a 30 -second televi-
sion spot for McCann-Erickson and
The California Milk Advisory Board.
It aired April 1990, and was pro-
duced by Frager and Shaw.

Regarding his working relation-
ship with Independent Sound/West,
Scott Deal, McCann-Erickson pro -

See us at thz AFL' in booth 103



ducer, said, "When Peter and Mary
Buffett left town, I was nervous
about whether I could find someone
with whom I could work as effec-
tively. I was delighted to find that In-
dependent Sound/West was able to
offer me creative input and excellent
production, effectively putting my
fears to rest," Deal said. "I absolutely
will be working with them again in
the future, and another thing," he
adds after a moment's consider-
ation, "Rose Greenway, the studio
manager, makes incredible banana
bread."

While Studi 01 and Independent
Sound/West are significant exam-
ples of the strides being made in the
music post -production area at The
Plant, they are singular aspects, in-
dividual brush strokes in a much
larger portrait.

BOOMTOWN STUDIOS
Late 1988 also marked a signifi-

cant crossroad in the careers of Mark
Keller and Jeff Cohen, principles in
their jingle company, and steady cli-
ents at The Plant. Having had great
success producing ad spots for Levi
Strauss, California Raisins and
other clients, Keller and Cohen con -

Figure 3. Boomtown control.

sidered building their own facility in
lieu of the costs incurred purchasing
hourly studio time at The Plant.
Taking the initiative, Skye and Fra-

ger suggested Bob design and con-
struct from the ground up, a room
specifically aimed at Keller's and
Cohen's noeds.

Etc
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OR, FOR ANT 93,999
YOU COULD BUPA NEW MR-

Maybe at one time it was worth risking second-hand sound, iffy
reliability and outrroded technology to save money on a used 24 -track.

Not any more
At $13,999,* the MSR-24 actua cogs thousands less than most used

machines. And its ccst-effective one .nd- format saves you even more
But despite its bw the MSR-24 ha< micro-electponica Fi con-

trolled functions that recorders even ear or two old can': match.
And when it comes to lockup speec, no used
machine can compete.

Best of all, the V1SR-24s incredible
sound will knock you out, thanks to fea*.ures
like our superior head design, gapless punch
in/out and spot erase. And, of course, you
also get Tascam's leoencla-y reliabi ity

See your Tas:am dealer and try art the
brand-new very affadable
MSR-24 And let Al keep
the hand-me-dmrs. -:-ir-t par
 Manufac:urer's suggested reta I p ice
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TASCAM,
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Figure 4. A view into Studio B.

They found it expedient to have
The Plant construct a room built in
accordance with their design param-
eters, and leasable on a steady basis.
Soon after construction began,
Boomtown Studios, home to Mark
& Jeff's Jingle Company, was born.

One significant advantage to
building Boomtown was its rela-
tively small spatial requirements.
Keller and Cohen did not require a
lot of space for live studio recording.
Studios A and B, the rooms available
prior to Boomtown's construction,

64 CHANNELS.
CABLE READY. I

were designed primarily for live re-
cording, commanding higher fees
due in part to their greater available
square footage. Keller and Cohen did
not wish to pay for space they would
not use. They relied largely on drum
machines and synthesizers situated
in their control room, and required
only a small isolation/vocal area. It
would not have been cost-effective
for Keller and Cohen to lock out A or
B at the going rate, nor for The Plant
to dedicate either Studios A or B to
them. The construction of Boom-
town, therefore, was the ideal solu-
tion and most efficient use of space
at The Plant.

The design and layout of Boom-
town, a free-floating room within a
room, is based on a unique and func-
tional concept. Imagine a long con-
ference table similar to those found
in a large corporate boardroom. At
one end of the table is the engineer
sitting at a mixing console.

At the other end of the table, facing
the engineer, is a keyboard player or
MIDI workstation programmer with
a controller on the table and sound
modules at arms' length. Between
the musician and the engineer, along

Sometimes it seems like you can't get there it here. Yours got a thousand great ideas,
and just about as many plugs in your hand. What you don't have is enough input channels.

.Nell, allow us to give you some input about a new way to sdve your
dilemma. It's a Tascam M3500 in -line mixing console Choose eithe- the 24 or
32 -track mixer and by simply flipping a switch, you can double r -o 48 or
64 miz positions.

And, with a suggested retail price of $7,499 far 24 inputs 3-
$8,49S. for 32, it won't take up a lot of your budget, eitner

If you're planning to build a 24 -track develoornent
studio, here's another advantage: The M3500 is thz-
perfed match for the MSR-24, Tascam's one -
inch 24 -track recorder. Together, they
make the most cost effective studio
available

l- just may be that you
don't need a huge console to
enlarge your capabilities. The M3500
offers ou a new, more effective approach
to trad tional mixing that is both compact and low
cost. Aid when you need more inputs, all you'll ha+. b do
is switc-) channels. From 24 to 48 Or from 32 to 64

TASCAM.
'c.1990 TE AC America, Inc., 7733 Telegraph Road, v1 y-tebello, CA 90640,23rP.6 0303
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the sides of the table, are chairs for
producers, ad agency personnel or
whomever might be at that particu-
lar session. This configuration not
only creates a very immediate, face-
to-face rapport between the musi-
cian, engineer and producers (free of
encumbering talkback systems), but
also allows other creative partici-
pants to confer and interject ideas
from their positions around the
table. There is ample room behind
the chairs for people to walk com-
pletely around the table and stretch
their legs without getting underfoot,
truly an innovation in control room
design. The circular and free -flow-
ing nature of the room creates a con-
stant sense of movement, with any
potentially stale vibrations being
swept away in a creative jet stream.

WORKING IN THE ROOM
"The layout of the room is wonder-

ful for the way we work, and the
space is such that you can move
around the room easily," Keller said.
"Quite often, we have a lot of people
at our sessions, but the traffic flow is
really manageable. The agency pro-
ducers show up, and sometimes

bring their clients, which can result
in large numbers of people. The lay-
out of Boomtown gives people a way
to move so you don't feel like you're
closed in as in a traditional control
room," Keller said. "Aesthetically,
it's nice, too," he said, glancing
around the room and sizing up the
space "The ceiling goes up. We
wanted a higher ceiling just to give
ourselves the feelin of air in the
room."

Many a ve" 'si IPs and
their clientS-relax here,

mcnitoring the control room
activity via eadphones

In response to Boomtown's acous-
tical value, Keller said, "the listening
is easy from all around the room.
Boomtown is on the live side, which
is nice for us because you can talk to
someone all the way across the room.
Things aren't muffled in here. It's a
nice, natural sounding room."

Boomtown's liveness is not only
desirable from the perspective of
ease -in -communications between

Keller; Cohen and associates, but
presents several unique acoustical
advantages in regards to accurate
monitoring of their program mate-
rial at the mix position.

Skye was able to develop an accu-
rate mix position with excellent ste-
reo imaging by constructing pur-
posefully -built acoustic panels and
wall shapes over the console and
around the mix position, designed to
address and balance Boomtown's
unique acoustic signature.

"Bob Skye designed the acoustic
bridge which goes over the console
and engineer's listening area," Kel-
ler said. "That breaks up the sound a
lot, and along with the RPG diffus-
ers, breaks up any unwanted reflec-
tions."

Adjacent to the control room is an
area doubling as a live-mic'ing room
for vocals, acoustic guitars and a
kitchenette/lounge. Many advertis-
ing VIPs and their clients relax here,
monitoring the control room activity
via headphones. Although the room
is available to other clients of The
Plant, Keller and Cohen are its most
frequent residents.



RECORDING MUSIC
While mix-to-pix and post -produc-

tion are of great interest to Skye and
Frage4 recording artists and their
producers command a very high pri-
ority at The Plant. "This year has
been really a big year to redesign, re-
evaluate and readdress the markets
we're going afte4" Skye said. "Both
my partner and I are musicians,"

Skye added, "We're both very pro
music and want to continue working
with recording artists. After all,
music is what built this place (and)
record albums.

"Going exclusively into music pro-
duction for commercials, industri-
als, or all video is just not in the
cards, but to offer those services, and
include those aspects of music pro-
duction within our clientele, is really
the key," he said.

Frager added, "What was impor-
tant to us was to go after film and TV
work, but to maintain our relation-
ship with our rock 'n' roll, blues, jazz,
R & B and country people, because
they are the heart and soul of the in-
dustry," Frager said. "To go after
new markets and lose the already es-

tablished markets is not gaining
anything. If you can build into new
markets, the way we built the media-

oriented Synclavier Room (Studi 01)
and Boomtown, and have those
rooms situated in such a way where
their potentially conservative clien-
tele are not infringed on by the some-
times playful and outrageous vibes
of the rock 'n' roll or Record People,
then you have effectively taken care
of your clients and added to your
business," he said.

Studio a us tfle
best -sounding monitoring
room, because it is the first
room that we built totally for

mixing and maste ng.

STUDIOS A AN D B
While Boomtown and Studi 01 ser-

vice the bulk of The Plant's commer-
cial/post-production/mix-to-pix cli-
ents, Studios A and B are dedicated
to the production of recording art-
ists. The rooms are distinctly differ-
ent, each one possessing its own

acoustic signature and characteris-
tics. Between the two rooms, a wide
range of technology is available to re-
cording artists and producers work-
ing at The Plant.

Studio A may well be the premier
SSL room in the Bay Area. It is
equipped with a 56 -input SSL
4064G Series Console with Total Re-
call. Otari MTR 100 and MTR 90 24 -

track recorders (with optional Dolby
SR) are available. A Sony 3348 48-

track Digital recorder is also avail-
able upon request. The new 400
square foot control room, designed
by Skye and Lakeside Associates'
Carl Yancha4 features a custom two-
way monitor system utilizing TAD
Drivers. The studio is 1200 square
feet and has an isolated vocal booth
dubbed Iso Alley, which has been
host to artists such as Huey Lewis
and The News, who did tracking
overdubs for their multi -platinum
album, Sports.

The sound quality in Studio A's
control room is excellent. "Studio A
is the best -sounding monitoring
room, because it is the first room
that we built totally for mixing and

SAMPLE STEREO.

Sony's ECM-MS5 stereo microphone puts high quality
stereo mitring from a single point within your reach.
Incorporating Sony's MS (Mid -Side) capsule technology, the
MS5 brings true stereo imaging to your recordings. Coupled
to Sony's TCD-Dl0 PRO portable DAT recorder, the MS5
provides digital sampling results of startling clarity and realism.
To find out more call 1 -800 -635 -SONY.

mimmomem=

SONY

ECM-MS5
 Three matched condenser capsule MS design
 Light weight: 7.6 oz.
 Six position adjustable directivity (0-127 degrees)
 Accepts 12-48V external power
 Optional DC-MS5 DC power supply allows 20 hour

operation on a single AA alkaline battery
 Low-cut roll off switch

Sony Communications Products Company
1600 Queen Anne Rd . Teaneck. NJ 07666

1989 Sony Corporation of America Sony is a registered trademark of Sony
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mastering," Frager said. "Obviously,
sound quality and precise stereo im-
aging were important."

Studio A's reputation is growing so
quickly that singer Michael Bolton is
working there with producer Walter
Afanasieff on his next album.
Afanasiefflongtime keyboard spe-
cialist utilized by producer Narada
Michael Walden, and frequent presi-
dent of Studio A, says, "When I'm
sitting in Studio A listening to a
track that I did, I can hear every sin-
gle instrument, every single sound
that's coming out of the speakers
with perfect clarity. In many of the
rooms I've worked in, the sound of
the mains doesn't accurately trans-
late what we've got up into the near -
fields. In Studio A, however; the big
speakers always give me a crystal-
clear representation of the mix with
added power and presence" he said.
Reflecting a moment he adds, "Stu-
dio A kicks a serious butt."

The Studio A control room boasts
ample square footage, allowing for a
MIDI keyboard/workstation above
and behind the engineer's actual mix
position. The workstation itself is an
extremely accurate listening area.
"We designed the room this way so
that if the producer is also program-
ming keyboards, he or she can get an
accurate representation of the mix
right from that keyboard/worksta-
tion position," Frager said. "It elimi-
nates the need for the producer/pro-
grammer to continually get up from
the workstation, walk around and
ask the engineer to move aside so
they can hear what's really going
on," he said.

"Studio B is still known as the clas-
sic," said Skye. "It remains un-
changed from the original design
built by Gary Kellgren and Torn
Hidley. The original Trident TSM
console is still intact," he said.
"There have been repairs. Gear has
been upgraded where technology
permits, but for all intents and pur-
poses, this room is exactly as it was
when built 15 years ago. Neverthe-
less, it is now replaced by an SSL.

Due to the contrast in appearance
between Studios A and B, some mu-
sicians may be skeptical about re-
cording in Studio B, based on its non -
high -tech appearance. "I used to get
a kick out of when Jim Gaines, one of
our leading producers, would have a
new group come in, and invariably,
the drummer or drum tech would be
setting up the kit, take a look

SONY

around, and based solely on visual
perception, grumble about not being
able to get a big drum sound in a
room too dead and too small," Skye
said.

"Of course, Jim's expertise, com-
bined with the room and the way he
likes to work, produced great results,
giant, hugely ambient drum tones.
It's not a magical thing. It's experi-
ence and it's having the right space
and tools to work with," he added.

EYE BEFORE EAR
JUDGEMENTS

"What I find frcm a lot of people
who don't have real engineering ex-
perience is that they tend to make
eye judgements before they make ear
judgements, and I think in this busi-
ness, that's a little dangerous," Skye
said. "Show me a CD or a piece of
vinyl. Put it in front of my face. Do
you really expect me to make a
judgement about the music based on
what the physical medium looks like,
or what the packaging consists of?

SAMPLE
PERFECTION.

Sony's professional portable DAT recorder is a digital
sampling musician's dream come true. About the size of a
hardback book and weighing less than five pounds, the TCD-
D10 PRO delivers the extraordinary sound of DAT with a
dynamic range exceeding 85dB. To find out where you can
sample one, call 1 -800 -635 -SONY.

.,
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TCD-D10 PRO
 Light weight: 4 lb., 7 oz.
 Measures only 10" X 2 1 4" X 7 5/8"
 Continuous operation of 1.5 hours

on one rechargeable battery
 Easy to -read large back -lit LCD multi -function display
 S P and AES EBU digital I 0
 Professional balanced MIC Line XLR Input

Sony Communications Products Company.
1600 Queen Anne Rd Teaneck. NJ 07666.

1989 Sony Corporation of America
Sony is a registered trademark of Sony
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No. The bottom line is listening.
How does it sound? The product, the
results. That's the bottom line," he
said.

One encounters an extraordinary
blend of new and old technologies at
The Plant. For example, an SSL con-
sole is side -by -side with a Pultec tube
equalizer. Weathering a climate in
which everyone is clamoring for the
newest and latest in digital technol-
ogy, it is interesting to look at The
Plant's approach.

Stepping outside into a
beautiful Fall morning, it'

impressive how quiet I,
secluded and close to Sit n
Francisco Bay The Planl is.

"Over the years," said Frager,
"there's been a lot of technology
that's changed. Supposedly, all the
new technology is the best, but
there's also a lot of old technology
that's the best, for example, tube mi-
crophones, tube equalizers and
EMTs. There's a lot of things that
were around 15 years ago that are
considered in today's market, vin-
tage stuff," he said. "This studio
probably has one of the largest col-
lections of well -maintained vintage
microphones and signal processing
gear. In these Pultec equalizers, the
primary circuit components are
tubes, so when you put them on line,
they have a tendency to be warmer
than the digital EQ's. Each of our
control rooms has several of them,"
Frager said.

Elaborating on his recent experi-
ence with a particular group of re-
cording artists and their preferences
in technology, Frager added, "We
just recorded this group called

Make Tracks...
... to your nearest mailbox and
send for the latest copy of the
free Consumer Information
Catalog. It lists about 200 free
or low-cost government
publications. Just send your
name and address to:
Consumer Information Center
Department %IT
Pueblo, Colorado 81009
L.S. General Services Administration.

Mother Love Bone from Polygram.
They worked in both rooms (Studios
A & B) and they actually preferred
doing their tracking in Studio B be-
cause of the ambience of the room.
They liked the sound of the Trident
board, and they liked using the tube
equalizers and the tube micro-
phones. I think Carlos Santana is an-
other example of a guy who, when he
cuts his tracks, wants to cut his
tracks in Studio B. Studio A has be-
come highly desirable for its mixing
applications, but Studio B, for many

of our clients, is the desirable room
for cutting tracks."

Stepping outside into a beautiful
Fall morning, it is impressive how
quiet, secluded and close to San
Francisco Bay The Plant is. Skye re-
fers to The Plant as "a place to call
home for a lot of the artists and the
anonymity to go with it, so they're
not on display and not on show when
they come in and work here, and
that's important to us."
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Uhe demands of digital moni-

toring have driven many "old

standby' coaxial speakers to

bits. Instead of singing the

blues, more and more studios are

replacing their blues with Gauss

coaxials.

The Gauss coaxials were

designed neutral so they wouldn't

color the music. The cosh horn and

time coherent design eliminate the

need for time correction and greatly

reduce fatigue. The carefully

matched drivers require little or no

EQ, provide the widest possible fre-

quency response and 200 watts of

power handling (400 peak) without

self-destructing.

For more information on how

you can bring your old coax systems

up to the digital 90's, see your

authorized Gauss dealer, or call us

today.

gauss 4 4 4 4
a MARK IV company

9130 Glenoaks Blvd.

Sun Valley, CA 91352

(213) 875-1900

Fax: (818) 767-4479 1990 Gauss
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BRAD LEIGH BENJAMIN

Sound Whiz Frank Serafine
on The Hunt for Red October

"It's a keyboard." "It's a tank." "It's a keyboard! "It's a tank!"

1
t's the M-1, and it is a key -
board...to most musicians,
unless of course you're
contemporary composer

and sound effects wizard, Frank
Serafine, in which ear it could be a
keyboard, but it
might also be a
tank. Commis-
sioned by the Pen-
tagon in 1985 to
create sounds for
the Army's M1
tank operations
simulator, Seraf-
ine, whose current
library contains
well over 30,000
sounds, was able to
use many of his M1
tank sounds on his
most recent fea-
ture project, Para-
mount Picture's
Hunt For Red Oc-
tober.

"It was back in
'85 when I rode
around in one of
those Mrs.
They're turbo -con-
trolled tanks capable of speeds of up
to 60 m.p.h. They can even pop
wheelies," Serafine said. "Well at the
time, I used an Electro-Voice RE20
mic and a Sony PCM F-1 digital re-
corder and got all these sounds, exte-
rior; interior and turret rotation
sounds.

"The tank had a small interior,
spatially similar to the interior of the
DSRV, the little rescue sub in Hunt
for Red October. They had a similar
environment and ambiance, and so
many of the M1 sounds worked just
perfectly for the DSRV.," he said.

"Luckily, I had all these sounds al-
ready sampled into my Emulator III

and stored on a Sony 650 megabyte
Pinnacle drive when Cecelia Hall
and George Watters II came over to
preview sounds from my library," he
said.

Hall and Waters, the supervising

Figure 1. Frank Serafine at his keyboard with racks of needed equipment
behind him. Not seen, the racks of synthesizers that are in front of him.

sound editors on the film, were suffi-
ciently impressed with the sounds
enough to offer Serafine a position
working on sound effects for the en-
tire film.

"Cecelia and George, with whom
I've worked since 1979, gave me my
first film, Star Trek The Motion Pic-
ture," Serafine said. "I did the first
and third Star Treks with them.
They called and said they had an-
other big picture for me. This time
though, instead of going into space,
we were going into water, deep
water.

"First we started out trying to fig-
ure out what we were going to do for
every single effect," he said. "We

read the script and went through a
rough sketch. Then they had a VHS,
real rough temporary dub that they
wanted to put sound on so that the
Direct(); John McTiernan, could
kind of get an idea of what was going

on, so, basically,
the movie was
made first, the
whole thing, and
-.hen we had a cou-
ple of weeks to
come up with all
the sound ef-
fects," Serafine
said.

During that pe-
riod, most of the
zoncepts came to-
gethe; and Seraf-
ine obtained per-
mission from
Disneyland to
tape anywhere in
their park. "I
went over (to Dis-
neyland) and re-
corded all of their
turbine systems,"
he said. "They
have these big hy-

draulic air-conditioning systems
that power the whole park. They're
huge. When the turbines turn on, it
takes about three minutes for them
to reach their peak, so it's like this
giant wind-up, this build-up of power
and pitch.

"The opposite occurs when they
shut down, a very gradual decrease
until the system conies to rest. The
decreasing sounds were used to sim-
ulate the nuclear reactor breakdown
on Red October," he said.

ON TO DISNEYLAND
"I went to every location at Disney-

land that might have potential



Figure 2. Serafine and assistant, Drew Neaunian blowing bubbles in
Cecelia Hall's pool.

sounds that we could use for subma-
rine technology," Serafine said. "I
even recorded the submarines, the
ones from the ride over there that ac-
tually go underwater. I went under-
neath the pavilion at Star Tours,
Lucasfilm's ride simulator, and re-
corded all the hydraulics and ma-
chinery that moves the cabin
around. Mission to Mars had some
interesting mechanical sounds and
this is all being recorded from under-
neath Disneyland," he said.

Serafine previously worked for
Disneyland on Space Mountain's
grand opening in 1976, and on Tron,

a Disney movie. He credits the Dis-
ney people for letting him into the
park to do his work, despite the work
being for a Disney competitor.

"I got lots of sound effects doing
that-all kinds of hydraulics and
metal latching, turbine wind-ups,
and these grinding, metallic hatch
sounds," he said.

"The steel structure of rides such
as Space Mountain withstand thou-
sands of pounds of stress from the
centrifugal force of the cars as they
pass through sharp turns. That ride
yielded lots of great squeals and
groans really suitable for the sound
elements used to convey stress on

Figure 3. Left to right, John -Paul Fasal, Paramount sound designer;
Cecelia Hall Paramount sound supervisor; and Frank Serafine.
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the submarines' hulls as they dove
deeper and deeper in the film," he
said.

INTO A SWIMMING POOL
Serafine and John -Paul Fasal, of

Paramount Pictures, did quite a bit
of work in Hall's swimming pool,
knowing they would need many un-
derwater ambiances, such as differ-
ent water motions and torpedoes. "I
brought out dozens of microphones
and experimented. I took a film can,
filled it with 40 -weight oil, put a
Crown PZM inside it, sealed it shut
with epoxy to make it completely wa-
terproof and then we threw it in the
water and it floated just underneath
the surface," Serafine said. "We used
it to record all these different kinds
of sound effects and movements that
we did underwater;" he said.

A Crown SASS mic was used on
the surface and Schoeps mics were
also used. "What we did was put the
Schoeps' inside condoms," Serafine
said. "We put Vaseline on the inside
edge to make a good seal, and sealed
them shut with rubber bands and
pipe cleaners. We dropped those in
the water as well. So we had Nagras
going," he said.

Serafine performed cannonball
dives, swimming movements and
other similar acts with underwater
air tools while a DAT machine was
on. "The great thing about it is, un-
derwater; we'd get the recording
through the film can mic," he said.
"For any sound, it worked just like
an underwater sounding board. It
was fantastic. It picked up a lot of
low frequency vibrations. We also
created another film can mic with-
out any oil in it, and attached it to a
sinker which pulled it down a little
deeper. It was brighter sounding,
picking up more of the highs. For
every movement or effect done in
the pool, we always recorded in two
channels (stereo) with two different
mics, giving us a wide variety of re-
corded textures to choose from for
any given sound," he said. "Back at
the studio we could then play with
two different aspects, in sync, of any
given sound. We used all sorts of
mic'ing combinations. John was
running the Nagra with the under-
water Schoeps', and Sennheisers on
the surface. I had the film can mica
underwater and E -V 309's on the
top, as well as the Crown SASS PZM
on the surface," he said.



"In the studio, we were able to take
the high end off of the surface -re-
corded material to make it sound
more under watery. We were also
able to boost the highs on the under-
water recordings and give them
more presence," he explained. "We
used these sounds for the sub's
movement underwater; propeller
wash, depth charge impacts, every-
thing."

The prop noises themselves were a
combination of several elements in-
cluding an old steam paddleboat and
an empty tanker recorded with its
prop slightly out of the water as it en-
tered Los Angeles harbor. Additional
prop elements were taken from un-
derwater recordings made by Alan
Howarth, an independent sound
contractor; of ships and tankers
traveling between Long Beach and
Catalina Island.

SONAR WAS DIFFICULT
The sonar sounds proved difficult

to capture or create on tape. There
were none available in anyone's li-
brary that were satisfactory to the
sound editors or the military consul-
tants on the film, Ron Patton and
Bob Smith of Sonalysts. Patton and
Smith were hired to provide a sound-
ing board for credibility and authen-

Figure 4. Frank
Serafine swims
around while his
sound assistant
Drew Neaunzan
records his splash-
ing sounds.

ticity of the film's effects. They inter-
faced with Hall and Watters, who in
turn, gave feedback to Serafine,
Fasal and Howarth in regards to au-
thenticity.

"One of the things we were chal-
lenged with was that the subs were
supposed to be kind of silent," Seraf-
ine said. "They couldn't be those
loud World War II submarines. They
had to be quiet, you know, so you
couldn't easily detect them, so we
had to use a lot of finessing and make
the sounds really discreet, not overt,
not real subby and baggy-more sub-
tle, quiet but ominous, so that when
they came by they really scared you.
It's not like Star Trek where we
could shake and rumble the whole
theater when space ships passed
over. On that project we were playing
totally in the realm of fantasy. For
Red October, we had to address a de-
gree of realism and authenticity. It is
fantasy to a degree, like any movie,
so we couldn't go totally quiet on en-
gine sounds," he said.

A staff of nuclear submarine con-
sultants knew how the submarines
should sound, and they gave Seraf-
ine and his crew feedback on all of
the sounds. "Oddly enough, several
of the turbines at Disney sounded ex-

actly like the turbines they have on
these submarines," Serafine said.

"But many of the sounds we made
they dumped, and so we'd get these
reality checks from time to time and
have to make decisions. In most in-
stances we took their advice. Other
times, we went with more fantasy -
oriented sounds. I mean, if you went
accurate on everything, you'd have a
silent movie because some things
just don't make sound, so you have to
kind of make things sound like
they'd appear to sound," he said.

Using the Star Trek movies as an
example, Serafine explained that al-
though there is no sound in space,
sounds were designed for the movie
in the way people perceive them to
sound, as well as for entertainment
purposes. "There's no real sound for
a warp drive acceleration, but we've
set the standard for what that should
sound like through sound effects de-
sign," he said. "Then there's lasers-
lasers don't make any sounds, but in
your mind you think they're sup-
posed to make this hot, piercing elec-
tronic sound because that's what
we've made you think from the way
in which we've ccntinually created
these effects. So tow we're playing
with submarines and making you
think that this is how submarines
sound, while trying at the same time
to provide a high degree of realism,
because submarines, unlike star -
ships and laser pis-ols, really do exist
and really do have their own unique
sound," he said.

The sonar pings had to have a high
degree of realism; there was no com-
promise on that issue. Several ver-
sions of sonar were amplified under-
water in Hall's pool and recorded at
the other end 42 feet away. The natu-
ral reverb yielded the sonar sounds
for the little DSRV sub, but the sonar
for the large American and Russian
ships took a little more work and per-
severance.

A highly authentic sonar element
contributed by Fasal was processed
through an Eventide 949 Harmo-
nizer along with many closely spaced
delays. That signal was sampled into
a Synclavier and played back along
with an interval just under a fifth
below the original tone. These
sounds eventually served as the
sonar sounds throughout the film.
Howarth sequenced the pings to pic-
ture, increasing the rate of repetition
as other ships or torpedoes ap-
proached the Red October. Making co



Figure 5. Supervising Sound Editors Cecelia Hall and George Watters at
Paramount's editing -viewing equipntent.

this work dramatically required
more than just speeding up the rate
of the pings;

Howarth used a Synclavier to
achieve the faster repetitions
through the use of a manual arpeggi-
ator while varying the sounds' pa-
rameters and degrees of intensity.
The result is very real.

TORPEDO SOUNDS
Getting the right torpedo sound

proved to be just as challenging as
the elusive sonar ping. This is due in
part to the fact that an actual
torpedo's sound is classified infor-
mation. Since the sound itself is cru-
cial to the defense of a submarine,
tapes of the sound exist only in the
Navy's vaults. Patton, who had
heard the real thing, guided Serafine
and staff toward (and away from)
the ultimate result which took four
months to produce. Fasal recorded
motorboats passing on Lake Castaic
with two underwater mks. The
sounds were very similar to a tor-
pedo because motorboats and torpe-
does both have piston -driven en-
gines. The final torpedo "sound"
consisted of these motorboat sounds
layered with a Ferrari, various ani-
mal screeches and growls, bubbles
coming off of a boat prop, a
motorscooter and a screeching
screen door spring. This resultant
sound was combined with the under-
water sound of water rushing from
Hall's garden hose into the pool. The
rushing water element was pro -

co cessed to simulate the explosive ele-

ment of the initial, compressed -air
release of the torpedo when
launched from the tube. The overall
sound effect is not just your ordinary
everyday torpedo, but, according to
Serafine, "the howling vengeance of
a weapon anxious to hit its target,"
extremely menacing and frighten-
ing, as if it had a mind, a will and vo-
lition of its own.

The "silent" Caterpillar Drive, re-
quired to be non -overt and virtually
undetectable by sonar, also pre-
sented some interesting challenges
to Serafine and crew.

"I did communicate quite a bit
with Basil Poledouris, the composer
on the film, on the sound of the silent
drive, the Caterpillar Drive," Seraf-
ine said. "He had played some
sounds for the Director, John McT-
iernan, that the director liked, from
a Korg M-1. He played the M-1 patch
for me and I went off and made
something within that feeling be-
cause it sounded like metal kind of
driving, so I developed something
out of some of the things we'd done
at the pool," he said. "It was a splash
from a cannonball dive which I took
down a couple of octaves, layered
with this pile driver from my library,
and looped on the E -III, making it re-
peat like a giant caterpillar pushing
along the ocean bed. It worked really
well.

"For the Caterpillar failure, an oil
pump, some weird tire skids and a
boat banging and skidding against a
dock were all combined in the final
mix to create an alarming but realis-

tic malfunction," Serafine said.
"McTiernan, concerned that the
subtle effect might go unnoticed, re-
quested that an anvil sound be in-
serted in order to create the rhyth-
mic pounding of metal that
audiences would associate with a
damaged engine," he said.

While the task of ultimately laying
the sounds to film was in Hall's and
Watters' hands, Serafine, Fasal and
Howarth were more concerned on a
day-to-day basis with the acquisition
of sounds and the design of sound el-
ements.

"I used the Emulator III with a
Sony 650 megabyte read/write/eras-
able optical drive to do the whole
film. I'd take all my DAT recordings
from out in the field, bring them
back to the studio, sample them all
into the E -III and store them in my
read/write optical," Serafine said.
"The disk comes with removable
cartridges which hold up to 650
megabytes apiece. I'm currently
transferring my entire library over
to the Emulator III, and I can access
a huge database of sounds through
the Sony drive. I can run both of my
E -Ill's off the Sony. I'm constantly
sampling stuff. I have over 30,000
digitally recorded sound effects now,
catalogued in the Mac, using
Microsoft Works," he said. "I've got
them listed in categories and cross-
referenced in several sub -groups."

In my new facility we'll be
able to post in-house and
also offer some of those

services but in a way, I like
going outside to post and

mix...

COMMERCIAL ADS
Most of Serafine's work for com-

mercial ads is original music with a
sprinkling of effects. He does mostly
sound effects for features, but he's
beginning to score feature films. His
diverse and well -established clients
include Nintendo, Chevron, Merce-
des-Benz, Chrysler, Nissan, Ever-
eady, CBS, Fox Broadcasting, "En-
tertainment Tonight," Universal,
Paramount and MGM.

"I do all of my tracking right here
for commercials. Then we take it
outside for posting," Serafine said.
"I like to work a lot at Mix Magic
right here in L.A. In my new facility



we'll be able to post in-house and also
offer some of those services but in a
way, I like going outside to post and
mix, you know, just be the creative
guy, put the arrangements together
and get them down on tape really
super -clean, and then let someone
else deal with the grind of mixing,
mastering and preparing it for
broadcast, he said.

"I really feel strongly though,
about standing by my projects
throughout the entire production
process, especially at the critical
points like mixdown and post -pro-
duction.

"If I do an entire project here, there
are many instances where I'll take
the whole thing outside for
mixdown," Serafine said. "For in-
stance, I just finished doing a thing
up at Skywalker Ranch for (Filmma-
ker George) Lucas. It was a simula-
tor ride through space and I did all
the music, voice and effects right
here on multi -tracks. Then I brought
the masters up there and mixed
them on Lucas' big theater system.

"For sound effects, I master all of
them down to DAT, and get them just
the way I want them because sound
effects you have to really fine tune,"
Serafine said. "For commercials, I
record a sync pop to tape and then
just record each individual sound el-
ement in sequence onto that same
DAT recording," he said. "The ele-
ments are transferred to mag or
multi -track tape, according to the
format, and posted along with the
other elements."

Serafine does all of his musical
compositions on sequencers using
Opcode Vision and Digidesign Cue
Sheet A/V for effects. "I have 25 syn-
ths which I can mix directly down to
DAT. After I've gat my effects ar-
ranged in the computes" he said, "I
edit and transfer them to multi-
track tape which is brought to the
dubbing stage and locked to an edit-
ing system for mixdown. On Red Oc-
tober, though, we transferred each
sound individually to analog, two -
track, with Dolby SR, on quarter -
inch tape at 15 in./sec., and gave ev-
erything to the sound editors in
stereo. They cut everything in them-
selves," he said.

IN THE NEW BUILDING
In Serafine's new facility, he'll be

able to do all of the music and effects
for films. He says that no one has
ever really scored and done all of the

sound effects for a feature, and that
movie effects have always been tra-
ditionally done by sound effects edi-
tors who are not composers.

"For my scores, I'd like to blend
sampled and synthesized sounds
with live orchestral players," Seraf-
ine said. "In my new place I'll be able
to bring in about ten players at a
time, but truthfully, for say strings,
I'm getting orchestra -quality strings
out of my synthesizers and samplers.
I play my string pads for people and

they can't tell the difference. I'd
much rather work with synths be-
cause I like the instant gratification
of being able to compose and hear
something right how with the pic-
ture," he said. "I might add ten real
string players afterward just to
make it sound super -real. I love the
real orchestral stuff but I also really
love exploring the technology"

Serafine approaches effects and
music together with equal focus. For
him, they play off cf one another and
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should balance and compliment
each other. He follows his instincts
and works on those facets of an
audio track which compel his inspi-
ration at any given time, working
with two different engineers, one for
music, and one for effects.

The rough mixes a computerized
sequence of music down to tape, and
locks tape to his effects sequence, so
he can preview them together and
really get a sense of the blend.

COMMMUNICATION
In Serafine's opinion, it appears

that sometimes, the separate indi-
viduals contributing to a feature's
soundtrack, specifically, the com-
poser and sound editors, can unin-
tentionally step on each others' toes
by not communicating their inten-
tions, resulting in music which
masks effects, and/or effects which
mask music.

"I've worked with some of the
greatest composers in Hollywood,
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doing effects for Jerry Goldsmith,
Alan Silvestri, Jamie Horner and I
know how effects work with music,"
Serafine said.

"I'd worked with Jerry Goldsmith
on Star Trek, but I'd never met him.
I'd spent weeks working on some ef-
fects, getting them just right, and
then go in and Jerry's music would
just knock it all down, just over-
whelm it with volume. Conversely,
he'd put all this energy into some
music cue and I'd just clobber him
with sound effects. Well, I just didn't
ever want to let that happen again so
when it was time to work on Polter-
geist, I called him and requested that
we meet and talk from time to time
about what we were doing, and as it
turned out, it was one of the most ho-
mogenized soundtracks you'll ever
hear; just beautifully engineered be-
tween music and sound effects.
That's because we really communi-
cated," Serafine said.

"Most sound effects guys and com-
posers don't communicate. There's
reasons, I mean, a lot of it is eco-
nomic. People want to use their time
effectively and efficiently without
putting too much time into any one
given project. It's business, but that
little bit of extra communication be-
tween Jerry and myself made all the
difference."

In producing both the sound ef-
fects and the music for a feature,
Serafine believes that even more co-
hesion can be reached in blending
music and effects. In between re-
cording projects, Serafine is spend-
ing his time preparing for the grand
opening of his brand new multi-
media facility in Venice, CA. Seraf-
ine Studios will offer complete musi-
cal and post -production services
including symphonic, orchestral and
progressive electronic music compo-
sition and production.

Jingle production will also be in
full swing. Sound services will in-
clude sound effects and design, ADR,
Foley, mixdown and post -produc-
tion.

With the success of Hunt for Red
October, Serafine has had several of-
fers to work on more feature films.
Unless he decides to hijack a subma-
rine and defect to the Soviet Union,
you'll probably find him relaxing in
his new, exotic dip atop Serafine
Studios, basking in the Southern
California sun.

Evian anyone?
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A Guest Editorial by Shelley Herman

Over the past 40 years, as an employee of consumer and professional audio supply houses
and manufacturers, I have expressed the thoughts that follow verbally. However, the legal
departments of those firms told me that as an employee of a firm engaged in commerce, if I
were to write a letter to this effect, or publish it in a magazine, that action could be construed
as restraint of trade.

Now that I am an independent consultant, I can say what I want. Just one of the perks of
being "self -unemployed"! What I have to say is sensible advice to both dealers and customers
in the pro -audio business who would like to remain and thrive. Fast -buck artists and bean
counters couldn't care less about the future of this business.

For several years, customers with aggressive purchasing departments have been
conducting telephone auctions with dealers to see how little they can pay for eac-i, piece of
equipment. They send their technical staff to examine a piece of equipment on the local
showroom floor. Those with even more arrogance will ask a nearby dealer to send a piece of
equipment over for examination, with the dealer spending his money to have it in stock and
for shipping. When the customers have decided what they want, theyuse their 830 number
to call everyone in the country and then buy from the mail-order house that has the lowest
price. The mail-order house is able to maintain these lower prices because they don't have to
stock or display any merchandise, they don't have to hire competent people to service
customers, they don't have to maintain a showroom in the "high -rent district" and they
don't have to have a service department to repair the merchandise if it becomes defective.

On the other hand, some dealers lower their price, trying to buy the loyalty of customers
and state that they will "beat any deal in town," only to discover they're indeed making more
sales and losing money on every sale!

In my former life as a pro -audio salesman, I discovered it was impossible to ge; the price
low enough. I was once asked to bid on an item for a film studio. Our business with that
studio had fallen off to nothing in previous months, and I was determined to find out why.
The studio wanted only one, rather inexpensive but esoteric item, whose path I knew I could
trace. I bid the item at cost plus five percent, just to see what would happen.

Sure enough, I found out who underbid me, just because this particular company couldn't
stand to lose even one sale. At five percent over cost, the seller lost about 18 percent on the
deal! Someone had to prove that they were the cheapest house in town. This is stupidity!
Everyone's in business to make money. If a dealer stops making a profit, his bus_ness will
cease to exist.

Each time the price drops a little more, it cheapens the product in the customers' eyes.
Every manufacturer spends a lot of time, effort, energy and money to build a reputation of
quality, reliability and class. He doesn't want that reputation to be torn to bits by allowing his
product to become the industry football.



Stop and recall those product brands that have the best reputations, the products that
have the highest resale value. Those companies have sales policies that are careful about the
dealers chosen, taking care to see that there are not too many dealers in any one area, and
that those that have been selected hire competent sales personnel, stock sufficient
merchandise, and aren't known primarily as a lowest -prices -in -town establishment.

Many businesses that buy or sell pro -audio equipment are being operated by managers
who are completely bottom -line oriented, shortsighted and perhaps only in this business as a
stepping stone to another career. They don't know, or perhaps don't care, what happens to
this business in the next decade, only what the profit and loss statement says about the last
quarter! They will probably be in some other business as a "professional manager" by then.

Today, consumer stereo equipment is sold in discount houses by order takers (I won't
malign the sales profession by calling them salesmen) who haven't the vaguest notion of how
the equipment works, or even how to hook it together. It wasn't always that way. Twenty-five
years ago, hi-fi dealers were small entrepreneurs, just as pro -audio dealers are today. They
hired competent salesmen who knew the equipment, could explain how to install it and even
go to the customers' home and hook it up. Now, the manufacturers can just sit back and allow
the dealers to beat each other to death, because another dealer is right around the corner.

However, in the pro -sound industry that option is not available. The business is too small
to support the mass marketing techniques of hi-fi. The manufacturers must keep their
dealers in business as it takes a lot of time, effort and money to establish a new dealer. Each
time a dealer goes out of business, the manufacturer is sure to suffer a financial loss. By the
way, don't think that one dealer can drive everyone else out of business and be the "only
game in town." That's been tried and doesn't work. Single dealerships certainly are not to
the customer's advantage. If the dealer is successful and has the market all to himself, he can
charge whatever price he wants. If he wants to take a month to deliver or service a piece,
where else is the customer going to go?

For purchasers who conduct those low -ball auctions, imagine what will be lost if they
continue to do business this way. In the short run, they may save a few percent on the
purchase price of the item, but where will they go when the item needs repair? Who will they
call when they need help in connection or operation? Have they got the effrontery to ask the
dealer they just bypassed for half a percent to tell them how to hook it up? They probably do!
The next time these purchasers call that same dealer and ask him to send over the latest toy,
if he's polite, he'll decline. Most will just tell them where to go.

Pro -audio is a small industry, probably fewer than 30,000 people in the whole country, and
anyone who wants to make it their lifetime career will always have to deal with the same
people. These relationships are not the same as buying or selling home appliances, but are
professional relationships that businesses depend upon for survival. Bridges cannot be
burned in an industry this small.

It's time for us to start treating each other like ladies and gentlemen and conduct our
business as a profession, not a swap meet!
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Understanding Time Code Synchronization

 Over the past few years, the use
of SMPTE time code in the small -
format recording studio has greatly
increased. With declining price tags
on synchronization equipment,
what was once strictly the domain of
the major studio is now commonly
found nestled in the home studio.

Since SMPTE time code is a uni-
versal standard, all kinds of inter -
format production become possible.
Projects started in a smaller studio
(with limited tracking capabilities)
can be augmented in a more sophis-
ticated studio without additional re-
cording or generation loss. Off-line
video dubs ofTV or even film produc-
tions can be scored in the comfort-
able (low cost/low pressure) environ-
ment of the modern electronic
cottage. Later on, they can be mixed
and laid back utilizing the full arse-
nal of an on- line facility. The possi-
bilities open to a studio that can han-
dle time -coded products have been
greatly expanded-especially at the
level of the home studio industry. So
let's examine some of the basic con-
cepts of SMPTE time code synchro-
nization, the equipment used and
the way this technology is bringing
the smaller off-line studio into a new
and productive relationship with the
larger on-line facility.

HOW IT ALL BEGAN
The original concept of synchroni-

zation was pioneered in the film in-
dustry. Film is generally shot in what
is known as double system: the visu-
als are captured by a camera and the
dialogue recorded on standard audio
tape. Since these are separate de-
vices, a method was needed to keep
them running together on playback.
While the camera's film transport is
inherently frame -locked (in a very
secure way) by the nature of the me-

chanical sprocket drive, this is not
the cage for audio transports. With-
out some constant means of correc-
tion, tape slippage alone would spoil
all hopes of long-term lip sync.

A master reference was needed
whereby minor fluctuations in tape
speed could be neutralized or re-
solved on playback. The solution was
to record a continuous, precise audio
frequency alongside the dialogue
tracks. Late4 the variations in this
frequency would serve as an abso-
lute reference for the speed of the
playback deck. Through this re-
solver, the tape transport would re-
ceive messages to speed up or slow
down-whatever it takes to keep
this previously recorded tone at its
original frequency.

This system of resolver synchroni-
zation still works marvelously well
for the film industry-where scenes
are pieced together from many
shorter takes. The sync sound from
the location recorder is quickly re-
solved to magnetic film where
sprockets once again give frame -ac-
curate control to the sound editor
and render a one-to-one correspon-
dence to the visuals. Resolver sync
works quite well for transferring
audio tape to mag film. ("Mag film" is
simply film coated with an oxide for-
mulation like standard audio tape,
but having no picture. It is a conve-
nient way to link up reels of picture
and sound mechanically, by the same
sprocket drive.) The process is done
once and then the sound is manipu-
lated in the sprocket format. For
strictly audio purposes, howevei it
leaves a lot to be desired. While two
machines can be kept synchronized
utilizing this level of technology, the
drawbacks are pretty sizeable. Un-
less you always start precisely at the
beginning of the tape, the two trans-

ports will never be :.ocked. Try doing
that every time you want to overdub
a hit three minutes into a song!
Guaranteed, it would make things
very frustrating.

Fortunately for us in the world of
audio, the video industry had their
own share of frustrations trying to
label a frame of video, and this led di-
rectly to the development of SMPTE
code technology. Until the late 60s,
all that could be done to locate a par-
ticular video frame was to count ta-
chometer or control track pulses.
This provided some increasing num-
bers to go by (from a given fixed
point on the video tape); it was a nice
rule -of -thumb, but hardly accurate.

Drop -outs and tape slippage once
again resulted in accumulated inac-
curacies and no one was yet able to
give the video frame an address and
get the machine to go there twice in a
row. The best that could be expected
with this type of video editing sys-
tem-even today-is a consistency
of two or three frames between the
preview and the actual edit. It was
hit or miss at best, and would never
do for any kind of audio purposes
where time durations equal to only a
fraction of a single frame can make a
noticeable difference. If we consider,
for example, the monochrome video
standard of 30 frames per second-
as related to an audio tape spinning
at 15 inches per second, then each
frame equals about 1/2 inch of audio.
In most situations, that frame of
audio could be su'odivided into sev-
eral slivers of sound with quite an
audible change at each point.

Suffice it to say, whether it be for
editing purposes cr synchronization
of multiple tape transports, a means
of positively identifying the location
of the tape in a precise and repeat-
able way is needed. Thanks to the
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work begun by the Society of Motion
Picture and Television Engineers
(SMPTE) in 1969 and standardized
in 1971, that need has been fulfilled
and increasingly implemented by
manufacturers with each passing
year.

THE ESSENTIALS OF SMPTE
TIME CODE

Reduced to absolute basics,
SMPTE time code is a frame -accu-
rate digital clock. The passage of
time that it marks need not corre-
spond to actual local time, but can be
arbitrarily set by the user. When any
audio or video event is marked by
SMPTE time code, it establishes a
permanent identity usually referred
to as an address. Measured in hours,
minutes, seconds and frames, the
events become temporally and spa-
tially related to discrete points along
the path of the tape.

Actually, there are two kinds of
SMPTE code. Both are composed of
continuous streams of digital words
created by a SMPTE generator and
stored on tape. The most commonly
used variety is longitudinal time
code (LTC), which is stored as an
audio signal along the length of a
spare track. (This track of recorded
SMPTE is frequently referred to as a
stripe.) The second variety, called
vertical interval time code (VITC), is
stored as video information on the
video track during the blanking in-
terval in each frame of video. (The

blanking interval is the time during
which there is no video information,
in order to allow the CRT electron
gun scanner to retrace its path to the
top of another frame.) While VITC
has many advantages, LTC is most
commonly used in a multi -track
audio facility-even one that does
audio -for -video work. Hence, for the
remainder of this article, when we
speak of SMPTE time code, we will
be referring to the common longitu-
dinal variety.

HOW DOES SMPTE TELL
TIME?

SMPTE tells time simply by in-
creasing a digital counter by one
with every passing frame. Techni-
cally, SMPTE time code is not really
SMPTE time code unless the
generator's counter uses video sync
as its timing reference. In other
words, the SMPTE generator ought
to agree with the video sync genera-
tor on where a frame actually begins.

I f you are shooting or editing video,
this can be of utmost importance. If
you operate a smaller audio facility,
you don't need to be too concerned.

For most audio applications, it's
simply not relevant. Simply locking
up two audio machines does not re-
quire a video reference, and even if
you are doing post production sound
to a video dub, usually the tape will
have been striped with SMPTE at a
facility utilizing a house sync refer-

ence. So for most purposes in the
smaller studio, you won't need to
deal with the added expense of a
video sync generator.

Here is what you will need for basic
synchronization of two tape trans-
ports: a SMPTE generato4 a syn-
chronizer and the appropriate inter-
face cables. A remote controller is a
useful and time -saving option, but if
you are on a tight budget, get just the
basic gear and you can get to work
right away. Granted that the remote
will allow you to preprogram a lot of
repetitive moves, but the synchro-
nizer itself controls all the essential
operations (See Figure 1).

Simply stated, the synchronizer is
a device that "listens" to the SMPTE
time code previously recorded on two
or more tape machines (audio/audio
or audio/video), compares the code
and adjusts tape speed based on the
results of that comparison.

One of the time code inputs to the
synchronizer is designated as the
master reference, and hence, sets the
standard. The other time code refer-
ence is aptly called the slave refer-
ence. According to how we imple-
ment the synchronize it will
continuously adjust the speed of the
slave transport so that the time code
numbers of the master and slave
maintain the desired relationship.

For example, assuming we want
the slave to follow the exact time
code sequence of the master (which
is commonly the case), we would
enter a zero offset on the synchro-
nizer-meaning we want the time
code numbers of both master and
slave to be locked, exhibiting identi-
cal numbers when both transports
are playing. The synchronizer will
compare the two time codes and con-
trol slave speed so there is no differ-
ence between the numbers. At this
point, the machines are said to be
frame -locked.

Note, however, that a zero offset
might not always be desirable. If you
are working with video, and dialogue
is on screen, there is always a possi-
bility that the lip sync might need ad-
justing. As little as two or three
frames of lead or lag in the audio can
begin to look a little strained. By ex-
perimentally determining the exact
amount of difference, the number of
frames can be programmed in as an
offset, to better coordinate lip move-
ment and voice. Another possible use
of offsets is for signal processing
when doing music on two multi-



tracks. Small offsets may, in certain
cases, add a spacious dimension to
tracks that seem a little sterile when
perfectly locked. This is similar to
the chorusing effect which results
from splitting a signal, delaying one
path very slightly and recombining
the two.

SOME PRACTICAL
QUESTIONS ANSWERED

With this brief overview in mind,
let's cover some applications notes
about specific areas of concern. For
openers, what about record level? It
seems that no two sources on the
subject of time code ever seem to
agree on this. My own experience
tells me it is best to derive it experi-
mentally for the system you are
working with. This is especially im-
portant for narrow gauge recorders
(i4 -inch 8 -track machines, 4 -track
casettes, etc.) where headroom is
limited and noise reduction often
cannot be switched off. Much of this
flies in the face of conventional wis-
dom which recommends putting
healthy levels on tape and switching

ORIGINAL TIME CODE

REGENERATED TIME CODE

READER

00:29:12:07

GENERATOR

00:29:12:07

JAM
SYNC

Figure 2. The SMPTE Time Code Reader/Generator. During the
JamISync process, original time code (perhaps during a discontinuity or
damage, or just in the need of copying) enters reader and emerges freshly
generated.

off noise reduction. Nevertheless,
SMPTE code and its related equip-
ment seem to be more forgiving than
people initially thought. For such
equipment, I find that conservative
levels (somewhere around -3 VU)
seem to work best; this also reduces
the tendency to bleed through on ad-
jacent audio tracks.

As to which track (on a multi -track
recorder) is best for holding time
code, a common practice is to utilize

one of the edge tracks, leaving the
track next to it empty as a guard
band. Howevei the outside edges of
a tape are susceptible to damage by
improper handling or poorly aligned
tape transports, so some users are
most cautious and record the code
one track shy of the outside track
(for example, track seven on an 8 -
track recorder). The reason for using
a guard band is threefold: to protect
the SMPTE from intermodulating
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with the neighboring track, to pro-
tect the audio tracks from the sound
of SMPTE (which is truly hideous)
and also for protecting the SMPTE
from nervous punchers (by sticking
it on a remotely located track).

If your multi -track tape is going to
remain in-house for an entire proj-
ect, using an edge track with a single
guard band is all you need to do. If,
however, the project is going to be
shuttled to various studios, it might
be wise to use an inner track for that
extra measure of protection against
edge damage. While it's never a good
policy to record on your guard
tracks, if you really need to squeak
out another track, you can try (care-
fully) recording some low -end, inter-
mittent program material on those
tracks (such as bass or percussion)
and gate out any SMPTE crosstalk
on mixdown. If you do end up utiliz-
ing a guard band, make sure the level
is not so loud that it interacts with
the SMPTE, thereby making the
synchronization unstable.

How about frame rate? Since
SMPTE was designed primarily to
meet the needs of the television and
film industries, the subdivision for
seconds of time is always related to
the frame. SMPTE time code gener-
ators give us a choice between sev-
eral frame rates: 30 frames/second
(the black and white TV standard),
29.97 frames/second (the NTSC
color TV standard, called drop
frame), 25 frames/second (the PAL
European TV standard) and 24

frames/second (the frame rate for
film).

For audio purposes, the 30
frames/second rate will be used al-
most all the time, but sometimes
when a video dub comes in from an
outside facility, its time code may be
at one of the other rates-particu-
larly if the visuals are not final cuts,
but are earmarked for further edit-
ing after you track the sound. Syn-
chronizers act a little strange when
master and slave code have different
rates, so don't assume anything
when synchronizing a product from
another studio. Be sure before laying
code on your slave.

Another important point is to re-
cord sufficient amounts of extra
time code both before and after the
program (about 20 to 30 seconds of
extra SMPTE at the head and tail
should suffice). While your synchro-
nizer may usually be able to stop on a
dime, occasionally it will mysteri-
ously refuse. If your little buffer of
extra code is only five or ten seconds,
the machine may careen into the
next song or go totally off the reel be-
fore the synchronizer can regain its
poise. This usually occurs if you in-
struct the machines to go close to the
beginning or end of the program. If
the tape runs out of code, the syn-
chronizer will shuttle the tape trans-
port all around trying to find some-
thing it can read. So don't be too
frugal with your tape, even if you
have to crack open another reel in

order to insure a sufficient pad of
extra time code.

If your system is locking up quite
well for a while and then things start
to go slightly berserk, try some first
aid before panicking. First, it may be
time to clean the tape heads again.
When your track width is narrow, a
little dirt can do a lot of damage. If
that doesn't do it, the next thing to
do is make sure all connections are
still sound. Jiggle them all around;
maybe even apply a little contact
cleaner. Usually a little tender loving
care will take care of it.

WORST -CASE SCENARIOS
There are worst -case scenarios,

though. What if your machines
won't lock up because you acciden-
tally erased a big chunk of time code?
And you were almost finished with a
week's worth of recording! A night-
mare and embarrassing, too; but for-
tunately, in most cases this problem
is easily solved-assuming you have
access to the proper equipment. I
didn't mention this equipment in the
basic list, because it is not an abso-
lute requirement for the smaller stu-
dio. But serious professionals in the
large audio -for -video houses would
not be without a versatile time code
reader/generator module as a part of
their system. (This is not because
they accidentally erase time code
every day, but rather because of all
the other nifty things they can do
with it.)
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A reader/generator differs from a
plain old generator in that it can read
existing SMPTE code from tape and
spew a refreshed version of the in-
coming code from its generator out-
put. It will do this even if the code is
somewhat degraded or partly miss-
ing. This process is generally re-
ferred to as jam sync (See Figure 2)
and is properly used in any case
where SMPTE time code needs to be
copied. Analog audio always gets
somewhat degraded with each gen-
eration, and while program material
might not seem noticeably different,
SMPTE code is particularly sensi-
tive to any lags in the integrity of its
waveform. While you could probably
get away with one generation of di-
rect copying without losing sync,
there would undoubtedly be a notice-
able difference in the way the trans-
ports handled at high wind speeds,
where degradation is more notice-
able to the synchronizer.

In any cast., to fix a missing code
problem and still maintain the origi-
nal time -code numbers, a reader/-
generator is the only way to go. (To
the small studio owner it is comfort-
ing to know that such devices can be
rented as needed.) The actual proce-
dure is pretty simple. Find a spare
track on which to record the regener-
ated code. Route the damaged code
into the reader, and route the gener-
ator output into a spare track.
Switch the reader/generator into the
continuous jam mode and start re-
cording.

The jamming procedure will gen-
erate fresh time code that takes its
numbers from those still present on
the damaged time code.

When the erased section comes up,
the generator will just keep on run-
ning at the same rate (temporarily
taking its cue from the tachometer
pulses)-even though no code is
coming into the reader. In this way, it
will fill in the blanks with the code
that theoretically should be there.
It's easy as pie when you have the
right gear.

There is actually another way to
remedy this particular problem
without benefit of a reader/genera-
tor. It will take a little longer, and the
original numbers will not be pre-
cisely in tact, but it will work! Pre-
pare to record another track of
SMPTE and set your no -frills gener-
ator box (or time code CD) to start
rolling at the same numbers that
were on the original. Cue the tape up
to the top, and start the generator at
the appropriate time as you go into
record.

The resulting new code will proba-
bly be ten or more frames oft de-
pending on your reflexes. Later,
upon synchronization with the other
transport, the exact offset can be ex-
perimentally determined and stored
in the synchronizer. The results will
be satisfactory even though the
numbers may be a little different be-
tween the master and slave.

WHEN YOU NEED A
READER/GENERATOR

There are, however some things
that only a reader/generator can do.
While the smaller, more specialized
studios may not use these functions
as often, they are really a staple item
in the large multi -service facility.
These functions are also worth men-
tioning to illustrate the flexible and
farsighted nature of the SMPTE
time -code specification.

Referring to Figure 3, the longitu-
dinal variety ofSMPTE time code is
basically a stream of 80 -bit digital
words increased oy one for each
passing frame. There is, however,
much more information stored in
those 80 bits than just a frame count.
Actually, only 26 of those 80 bits are
occupied with the usual numbers we
associate with SMPTE. Some of
them are occupied with housekeep-
ing functions (like the 16 bits dedi-
cated to defining the end of each dig-
ital word, hence defining the
beginning of the next word as well).
All this is necessary just so we may
know in which direction a tape
transport is moving. Some bits are
flags which are mostly useful in edit-
ing NTSC color video, and others re-
main undefined and reserved for fu-
ture implementation.

The most helpful of all, though, are
the 32 appropriately named user
bits. These chunks of data, dormant
until accessed by the user; can be
used to label sequences, trigger re-
mote equipment and/or run alterna-
tive time code sequences (simulta-
neously with the main reader
output). One use is to run time code
backwards so elapsed time can also
be displayed. Another common use is
to run alternative frame rates so a
choice would always be available to
the next user.

These rather specialized applica-
tions ofSMPTE time code will prob-
ably not be utilized much by the
small studio operator their prefer-
ence being for a low-cost turn -key
system that allows two tape trans-
ports to chase and lock.

Still, as the technology continues
to get less expensive to design and
manufacture, many of the very so-
phisticated features of high -end syn-
chronizers will, undoubtedly, con-
tinue to find their way into the small
studio. cG
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THE SMPTE TO MIDI CON-
NECTION

Since 1983, when the specifica-
tions for MIDI were first laid down, a
major change has been seen in pro-
duction technique. A good deal of the
process is done in a tapeless world of
synthesizers, samplers and sequenc-
ers that communicate via the musi-
cal instrument digital interface. (A
recently published article on MIDI
revised this well-known acronym to
read multi instrument digital inter-
face-which I think is a fairer de-
scription of its contemporary appli-
cations, since it has expanded to
include control of signal processing,
console automation, lighting control
and a host of other activities not even
vaguely related to music.) Both
SMPTE and MIDI are powerful
tools, and when they come together
synergistically, the production possi-
bilities are virtually limitless.

When tape is not required, MIDI is
a self-sufficient means for electronic
musical production. Even rigorous
pieces of music with complex tempo
changes can be programmed into
computers, edited and played back
on a variety of sound generating
modules. But when such a produc-
tion needs to be synchronized with
tape, two sovereign domains must
somehow find a common ground. In
the course of its short history, several
approaches have been developed to
synchronize MIDI with tape, all of
them having some major draw-
back-until very recently.

If MIDI data were capable of being
recorded in real-time within the
bandwidth of a standard analog re-
corder, the matter would have been
much simpler, but such is not the
cage. SMPTE is transmitted at a
maximum frequency of 2400 Hz (80
bits/frame X 30 frames/second)-
which is easily recorded; MIDI
(being loaded down with much more
than just timing information) is
transmitted at 31.25 kilobaud-far
above the recordable range. Various
means of extracting timing informa-
tion-apart from all the other
data-and representing it on tape
have been devised over the years:

FSK
First came FSK (Frequency Shift

Keying). FSK simply shifts between
two easily recordable tones (one low
and one high) 48 times per quarter
note, adequately representing the
MIDI clock rate of 24 PPQ (pulses

per quarter note). While this works
rather well for locking MIDI to tape,
it does have its limitations. One
drawback is that it is always tied -in
to the tempo of the musical composi-
tion at the time of recording the
tones. The only way to change tempo
later on is speed up or slow down the
tape transport-which may not be
acceptable. Another inconvenience
is that FSK contains no location in-
formation-it just ticks away, one
tick being indistinguishable from the
next-the user being required to
start the synchronization process at
the top of the program every time.
This makes one very inclined to print
all synthesized tracks to tape before
mixing, in order to avoid a lot of
extra tape shuttling and intermina-
ble waiting. Given these limitations,
it does work quite well.

A recent improvement in FSK,
sometimes called Smart FSK, has
become very popular in recent
months. Smart FSK, in addition to
the MIDI clock information, also
contains the additional MIDI infor-
mation of Song Position Pointer
(SPP), a means of counting and
thereby identifying each sixteenth
note in a sequence. The big advan-
tage here is that a MIDI sequencer
can lock up to a tape even if the tape
is started in the middle of the compo-
sition.

With Smart FSK, the producer is
now encouraged to keep the synthe-
sized tracks as virtual tracks,
thereby preserving more tape tracks
for live instruments.

Still, what is glaringly missing
from both of these systems is any
kind of real-time reference linking a
particular location on tape with a
particular moment in time. Only
SMPTE time code is able to posi-
tively identify space and time in this
manne4 and for this reason, there
have been various attempts to get
SMPTE and MIDI to talk to each
other in a comfortable and sophisti-
cated way. Until recently, it took a
dedicated piece of outboard gear-a
"SMPTE to MIDI converter" such
as the classic Roland SBX-80 (See
Figure 4). Such devices are easiest to
use on simple pieces of music with an
invariant tempo; with pieces that
have tempo changes, howeve4 the
programming can get quite tedious.

For such devices to transmit such
information to a MIDI sequencer re-
quires that the duration of the piece
and each point of tempo change be

programmed in at the converter it-
self.

Correlating the absolute time of
SMPTE with the relative time of the
MIDI sequencer is called tempo
mapping and must be performed in
order to translate real-time into
MIDI clocks, but the programming
required by outboard SMPTE-to-
MIDI converters is time consum-
ing-especially when dealing with
accelerating or decelerating pas-
sages.

CREATIVE FREEDOM, AT
LAST

The search for a totally transpar-
ent SMPTE to MIDI interface may
well be at hand. Several ways have
been developed to eliminate the
hardware-hagPd SMPTE-to-MIDI-
converter with all its complexities,
the most notable of which is MIDI
time code (MTC). From the sound of
the phrase, it might seem, at first,
that someone finally found a way to
put the MIDI signal on tape; but
nothing could be farther from the
truth. MIDI time code still relies on a
stripe of conventional SMPTE time
code as the absolute timing refer-
ence.

What is new about MTC is that by
utilizing some of the previously un-
assigned bytes and also some univer-
sal system exclusive commands (the
provisions made in the MIDI specifi-
cation for unforeseen applications),
engineers have devised a way to send
essential SMPTE timing informa-
tion down a MIDI line.

Sequencers able to utilize MTC
can now superimpose their own
tempo maps on top of the real-time
reference. Any changes in arrange-
ment or tempo can now be quickly
dealt with by the sequencer itself-
without ever needing to restripe the
tape or do additional tempo mapping
with some external box.

Likewise, when scoring or adding
sound effects to video, hits can be
tagged by SMPTE number or MIDI
event-whichever works best.
SMPTE and MIDI have become in-
terchangeable currencies, each hav-
ing unique strengths which can now
be tapped without restriction. The
possibilities, most of which are just
beginning to be implemented, are
rather exciting.



JOHN BARILLA

Perspectives on
Sound Design:
An Interview with John Alberts

What is sound design anyway? This contemporary buzzword often means different things to differ-
ent people, but John Alberts' personal definition is all -encompassing.

ohn Alberts says "My con-
cept of sound design for
television shows is to see
the audio from start to fin-

ish-from pre -production to post -

production, which may involve con-
sultations with producers, advising
on microphone choices or tech-
niques, interfacing equipment, etc."

Much of Alberts'
work involves this
kind of holistic ap-
proach, and the
net result bears an
integrity that has
made him one of
the industry's
most popular
sound designers.

Much of his
work also involves
music -oriented
television pro-
jects. A typical Al-
berts sound de-
sign was the Spike
Lee A Cappella
show (recently
aired as a PBS
Great Perfor-
mance). Alberts
was involved with
this show six
months before
taping, consulting with producers
and designing all sound effects and
ambiences for the non -concert por-
tions of the show

Another aspect of Alberts' work is
recording, editing and post -produc-
tion of live musical performances for
TV and video release. His recent
credits include concerts by The Who,
The Rolling Stones and Paul Simon.
Since audio -for -video requires a dif-

ferent set of skills than mixing a hit
record, on such venues Alberts often
works with Producer/Engineer Bob
Clearmountain. The Alberts -Clear -

mountain collaboration has been
quite fruitful, since their skills are so
complementary.

"We work together and have dif-
ferent areas of expertise," Albert

Figure 1. John Alberts at the studio console.

says. "On a show like that (the Roll-
ing Stones concert), I consider my-
self the equivalent of a mastering en-
gineer in the record process. It's kind
of my job to get his mixes on the air in
the truest passible fashion."

While Alberts is constantly in-
volved in special projects of this na-
ture, he is probably most well-known
for his post -production mixing. Most
of it goes on in a 48 -track digital suite

at Howard Schwartz Recording in
New York City. An independent con-
tractor, Alberts has an exclusive ar-
rangement virtually locking out the
suite for his personal use.

A major part of Alberts' week is
spent doing post -production for his
number one client, Broadway Video,
which produces NBC's Night Music.

Having once been a
studio musician,
Alberts has all the
right sensitivities
for portraying Jazz
Artist David Sanb-
orn and his ensem-
Die of great studio
musicians (and
guest artists, as
well) in the best
possible light. Al-
berts was prepar-
ing a series of pre-
viously aired Night
Music shows for in-
ternational distri-
bution when I ar-
rived to interview
him.

We first spent
some time explor-
ing the new tools
of post -production,
and then talked

about what goes on at the various
stages of the post -production pro-
cess.

BULLISH ON D-2
A typical Alberts project involves

mixing a 48 -track digital recorder (a
Sony 3348) to picture. At one time,
all digitally recorded sound was
eventually laid back to some analog
audio tracks on a one -inch video



layback deck. By the time the prod-
uct hit the airwaves, the audio was
destined to go through several ana-
log generations-with losses in fidel-
ity. In recent years however, some
post -production facilities have in-
stalled the relatively new D-2 format
DTTR (digital television tape re-
corder). In an effort to maintain the
pure quality of digital audio for as
long as possible in the broadcast
chain, Howard Schwartz Recording
purchased a SONY DVR-10 D-2 re-
corder which features digital com-
posite video plus four channels of 16
bit digital audio (with extra dedi-
cated analog tracks for cue, control
and time code. See Figure 2). Natu-
rally, considering the potential im-
provement in the quality of the end
product, Alberts is quite pleased with
the D-2 format.

The show is digitally
recorded on two 24 -track

machines, and the tracks are
always edited to picture

prior to the mix.

"I think D-2 is the biggest innova-
tion in audio post -production in
quite a while," he said. "For example,
this show Night Music we've been
repackaging for international distri-
bution and we need both stereo and
mono mixes; We've gone back to the
original digital audio masters re-
configuring them on D-2 with stereo
mix on tracks 1 and 2, and a mono
mix on 3 and 4," he said. "D-2 is
pretty amazing. The shows I've done
recently...

"The Tommy show (The Who's
1989 Los Angeles performance)-
that was shot in D-2 and recorded on
48 -track digital and edited in D-2. It
was the first all -digital TV pro-
gram-both audio and video," Al-
berts said. The show aired live as a
pay -per -view, rebroadcast for the
Fox Network as a 90 -minute special,
and finally packaged for home video
as a 2 -hour and 15 -minute program.
The Fox and home -video versions
were remixed by Alberts and
Clearmountain on the original 48 -
track digital. Alberts then "re -con-
formed" (basically putting the songs
in the right place as per the edited
picture) the mixes to the edited video
on D-2. While re -conforming to the
new song order-with possible dele-

Figure 2. The Sony DVR-10 D-2 system at Howard Schwartz Studios.

tions, insertions and edits-does not
require a remix of the tracks, it does
require building new transitions,
"whether it be applause or whatever
is happening between the songs to
make it seem like it actually hap-
pened that way,"

Alberts said. "That's technically
called a recon form and sweeten-
ing-the addition of other elements
to build the transition. The home
video of Tommy was actually mas-
tered to VHS Hi-Fi right off D-2, so
therefore, there are no analog gener-
ations in the taping of the show until
the final product," he said.

The D-2 format has gained rapid
acceptance in audio post houses over
the past two years. According to Al-
berts, the D-2 is now seen as a cost
effective unit, not exceeding the
price of a one -inch video deck (about
$80,000). As historically proven, TV
stations-having such a mass of
equipment and the need for uniform
standards-have not been rushing
to convert to D-2.

One -inch and M-2 machines are
still the de facto broadcast stan-
dard-by virtue of sheer numbers in
use. For post -production purposes,
however, many stations are making
use of D-2.

Figure 3. Alberts at the console mixing Night Music.



Figure 4. The foley room at Howard Schwartz.

WORKING ON "NIGHT
MUSIC"

This show is an example of Alberts'
innovative post -production tech-
niques. Undoubtedly, his past train-
ing as a musician serves him well in
this task, because it requires a de-
gree of musical discernment that
mere technical training could not
provide. The show is digitally re-
corded on two 24 -track machines,
and the tracks are always edited to
picture prior to the mix.

"We used to do shows like this
where we just mix the songs and
then edit the songs to the picture,"
Alberts said. "My feeling is it's better

to edit the tracks. If you can mix to
the final picture-actually, if they
change a shot, like a close-up of
David Sanborn playing a sax fill-
you're going to want to push his
track a little bit. This way you have
the raw tracks available to you look-
ing at the final picture. Also, if you
have edited tracks, you don't have to
deal with offsets; you just match
(timecode) to picture," he said.

For Night Music, the two 24 -
tracks are edited to a 48 -track ma-
chine (digital -to -digital), resulting in
an edited audio master. What differ-
entiates the edited audio master is
that it may contain a solo perfor-
mance from another take integrated

Figure 5. One of the Studio's Sony 3348s alongside a 3324 permit an en-
tire production to be built up in the digital domain.

into the tracks; also, its time -code
numbers have been conformed to the
edited picture. When blending
tracks from two or more takes, hav-
ing access to the raw tracks allows
Alberts to make the insertion of the
new material at the optimum point
for each instrument. Drums may all
be from a single take, but a saxo-
phone phrase may be inserted while
the musician has actually paused for
a breath! Other tracks may be edited
at different points, making the tran-
sition completely undetectable.

"They usually edit the picture first,
so I'm kind of locked -in to where I'm
coming from and where I have to end
up," Alberts said. "How I get there is
usually up to me. Sometimes, how-
eve4 when circumstances dictate
that the musicality of the edit may be
a critical call, I would make the audio
edit first, and let them conform the
picture to the audio edit."

I do the run-through on
Saturday, and get all my

tracks together and we tape
dress rehearsals and the air

show.

TRACKING SATURDAY
NIGHT LIVE

The sound design for NBC's Sat-
urday Night Live is done by Techni-
cal Producer Stacy Foste4 who has
acted as somewhat of a mentor to Al-
berts. Here, Alberts acts as part of
Foster's team, taking control of the
live mixing and tracking for the
show.

"We record Saturday Night Live
48 -track digital and we re-edit and
remix every show for the repeat
broadcasts (This 48 -track recording
is done on two ganged 24 -track digi-
tal recorders)," Alberts said. "One
24 -track (manned by Music Engi-
neer Jay Vicari) is dedicated to
music-both the house band and the
guest band-using a pretty tradi-
tional music tracking situation: 6 or
8 tracks for drtms, everyone on a
separate track, very little mixing to
tracks. That's what's handled by the
music control room. (Two separate
teams of engineers record music and
production tracks separately, synch-
ing them together later on, for post -
production.) I record the production
tracks which consists of stereo pairs:
stereo audience, stereo sound ef-



fects, stereo underscored music and
8 -tracks dedicated to dialogue-
that's a big part of my job," Alberts
said. "I get all the microphones in the
studio off a splitter. Generally, we av-
erage between 18 and 24 micro-
phones-that includes wireless
mics, mics that are mounted in sets,
etc., and I mix those to tracks. I only
work on Saturday, so I start rehears-
als with them on Saturday at noon. I
do the run-through on Saturday, and
get all my tracks together and we
tape dress rehearsals and the air
show. The post -production for (fu-
ture broadcasts) I do at NBC," he
said.

It should be noted that there
are different requirements
for synching analog and

digital multi -track machines.

DEFINING THE
POST -PRODUCTION
PROCESS

While the terminology and con-
cepts of post -production may be ob-
vious to those who work in the field,
it is, no doubt, an audio specialty.
Some competent recording engi-
neers outside the field might want
some definitions, so I asked Alberts
to walk us through the various
stages of the post -production pro-
cess. (While there is clearly no such
thing as a "standard post -produc-
tion job," the attempt here was to
generalize as much as possible, but
where a digression is profitable-to
explain a piece of equipment or a
given technique-that has also been
included.)

There are basically four stages in
audio -for -video post production: The
first stage is the strip (an East -Coast
term) or lay-off (as they call it on the
West Coast), which textbooks refer
to as the layover. (With so many
terms describing the same phenome-
non, it is easy to see how an outsider
could find the field a bit perplexing.)
This is followed by the pre -lay (the
second stage), then the mix (the
third stage) and finally the lay -back
(also known as re-lay). This maze of
expressions becomes easier to grasp
when Alberts explains their mean-
ing.

1. The strip involves "taking the
video master and transferring the
two tracks of audio and time -code to
an audio multi -track tape. The two

Figure 6. The SSL fully -automated console.

audio tracks may be a live mix of the
show, or in the case of a documen-
tary, narration and natural sounds,"
Alberts says. "Whatever the sound is
that accompanies the edited picture,
you transfer those tracks along with
matching (regenerated) SMPTE
time -code to a multi -track tape," he
says. (It should be noted that some
shows have tracks recorded simulta-
neously on multi -track, in which
case the task here may also involve
editing the tracks to match the pre-
viously edited picture. This process
of machine -to -machine digital edit-
ing will be discussed shortly-ED.)

2. Pre -lay is "adding elements to
your multi -track tape prior to the
mix session. It is the equivalent of
sound editing in filmmaking, where
ADR, Foley, sound effects editors
and music editors are cutting mag-
film to picture,"

(For those unfamiliar with film
terminology, ADR is short for auto-
matic dialogue replacement, where
an unsatisfactory passage is later
dubbed -in; Foley is where techni-
cians create footsteps, punches and
other such sounds while watching
the on -screen action and. Mag-film
is the medium on which film editors
handle sound elements: it is film that
has been coated with a magnetic
oxide, hence, capable of recording
sound in a conventional way. -ED.)

Alberts says, "For example, let's
take a documentary as a generalized
case. You go through the entire show
(with a multi -track audio machine
synched to picture) and build your

tracks. You might, for example, put
two tracks from your video tape on
tracks 23 and 24. On tracks 17
through 22 you could build your
background ambiences-traffic,
birds, wind, whatever. Tracks 9
through 16, you might build your
spot effects-door closings, car
horns-whatever's happening with
the action," he says.

It should be noted that there are
different requirements for synching
analog and digital multi -track ma-
chines. When doing the strip (lay-
over) to analog, not only regenerated
SMPTE should be recorded, but also
a 59.94 Hz NTSC sync pulse-as an
absolute time -accurate reference
and also as a safety factor. In ease the
SMPTE time code was accidentally
damaged or destroyed, restoring the
code would be a totally accurate pro-
cess.

"With digital, however, it's not nec-
essary, because digital has a control
track built into the format, which is
more or less the same thing," ex-
plained Alberts. "If something hap-
pened to your time -code track on a
digital 24, you'd still be okay. The
digital multi -tracks don't resolve to
time -code, they resolve via control -
track. It's like a video control track;
it makes the tape play back at the
right speed.

The time -code simply enables you
to do editing with it," he said. "Digi-
tal playback is flawless, but if you
don't lock the multi -track to incom-
ing video (during the recording pro-
cess), then (the digital multi -track)
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will run on its own internal crystal
and there will be a discrepancy: 60
Hz versus 59.94. In post -production
then, the audio and video will not be
synchronous. But even that is fixable
using the precise varispeed function
of the digital 48 -track," he said.

While we were speaking of 48 -
track digital, Alberts took a moment
to list some of the features of the
SONY 3348 that really aided the
post -production process. "It has an
on -board sampler with 20 seconds of
RAM, which means if you have
something on a track and you want
to move it, you can basically put it on
a chip and then put it some place
else," Alberts said.

"It comes in real handy. It also has
two -channel digital bouncing capa-
bility, so if you want to just move

E
E

f

Figure 7. The
DASH -system nor-
mal (24 -track,
left) and double
density (48 -track,
right) formats.
This clearly shows
how tapes can be
moved from one
format to the
other with compat-
ible ease.

tracks for one reason-for e- of
mixing, you can do it.

"I've been working in the digital
48 -track realm for three or four
years (prior to that working with two
24 -track machines). It's only with
the advent of the 3348 that we're
down to one machine, half -inch tape;
so it doubles the speed you can work
at," he said.

"You're not always waiting for two
machines to lock up. Additionally, on
the 3348 you can take a tape that
was recorded on the 3324, put it on
the 48 -track and get 24 more tracks.
And 1 through 24 on the 48 -track
format play back on the 24 -track,"
he added. (For a visual representa-
tion of the "double density" format
used in SONY 3348 DASH record-
ers, see Figure 7).

THE MIX
Once all the addiional elements-

dialogue replacement, sound effects,
or musical sweetening-have been
added to the existing raw tracks, it is
time to mix down a standard for-
mat, which makes creating varia-
tions an easier job.

"I generally mix to tracks 1

through 6. Basically, when you're
mixing on a multi -track, it's pretty
universal for audio post -production.
You're mixing within the machine.
You build your tracks with your strip
and pre -lay, and then you basically do
a bounce," Alberts said. "So you're
rerecording your mix onto tracks of
your multi -track, and this way, you
don't have to spin another mix ma-
chine.

There is a piece of
equipment that I'm pretty
excited about, and that is

ScreenSound

Your elements and your mix are on
the same reel. I generally put my mix
on tracks 1 through 6: 1 and 2 being
stereo dialogue, 3 and 4 being stereo
music, 5 and 6 being stereo effects.
Using the SONY 3324 and 3348, you
can play your nth back on either the
48- or the 24 -track machine," he
said.

Layback is simply the transfer of
the final mix back to the video mas-
ter. "When you do the layback of a
90 -minute show, you do it as an AM
roll," Alberts said. "In other words,
you roll the second machine later in
the show and you just do a switch,
during a commercial or whatever."

Alberts makes the switching rou-
tine simple by cascading the digital
output of the second machine
through the first.: tracks 1 through
24 on the second machine feeds 1
through 24 on the first, so the switch
is effected by going into input mode
on the first machine. "If there is no
commercial, the process is a little
more involved," Alberts said. "A
manual switch might result in an au-
dible glitch in a continuous program,
so the reel change has to be done as
an edit on the video master," he said.

BULLISH ON SCREENSOUND
I asked Alberts if there was any

new piece of post -production gear
that captured his imagination. With-
out hesitation he replied, "There is a
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piece of equipment that I'm pretty
excited about, and that is Screen -
Sound from Solid State Logic. It's a
hard -disk based editing and mixing
system which uses a recordable laser
disc for video and various hard
drives for the actual sound," he said.

"It's an all-inclusive mixing/edit-
ing system. It's very exciting.
ScreenSound is a compact worksta-
tion -type system using a light pen
and tablet-similar to paintbox
video. While it would not replace a
large digital multi -track facility (it's
only 8 tracks), it would be most ap-
propriate for jobs with a limited
number of tracks. For such jobs,

ScreenSound is amazingly fast," Al-
berts said.

As to applications, Alberts says he
sees using it as a tool for doing fast
pre-lays-off-line-and then bring-
ing it into a larger facility and doing a
dump onto digital multi -track to fin-
ish the job (SSL loaned Alberts a
ScreenSound system for trial and
evaluation. His opinions appear in
the sidebar below -ED.).

From the time I spent with Alberts,
it became very clear he enjoys get-
ting up in the morning to go to work.
He forsook the glamour of rock -n -
roll mixing a long time ago for the
less visible, but more stable world of

audio post -production. Not that it
doesn't have its long nights now and
then. Sometimes Alberts gets so
busy he can't even make it from the
Manhattan studios to his home in
nearby Brooklyn.

Alberts likes to keep his work to
somewhat normal hours as much as
possible. But whatever the hours, Al-
berts has a job that totally satisfies
his creative needs.

"I love what I do," he says. "I really
love what I do. I enjoy coming to
work. I've been very lucky, I have to
say. I've been blessed with some re-
ally good clients and jobs that are lots
of fun." 717

Solid State Logic ScreenSound
JOHN ALBERTS

 I used the SSL ScreenSound in a
demo situation at Howard Schwartz
Recording for one week. My goal
with the demo was to do some rela-
tively simple jobs with the unit. I did
the assembly, sweetening, mixing
and re-lay to D-2 for two half-hour
specials of Saturday Night Live (Eu-
ropean syndication), as well as the
assembly and placement of sound ef-
fects for NBC's How To Be Famous.
(Spy Magazine)

I was extremely impressed with
most aspects of the device. The
human interface is designed in a way

Figure 8. SSL's ScreenSound system.

enabling one to really start working
after only a two- or three-hour train-
ing period. The intuitive prompts
guided me through the more compli-
cated functions, and there is a kind
of real-time feel about things which
enabled me to work in a "stream of
consciousness" manner. The Store
(hard -disk storage for sound clips) is
available at all times to preview any
and all sound files on the various disk
drives. The speed at which you can
access this is amazing.

Using the companion TEAC re-
cordable video disc as my video
source, I noticed a hard -lock to video

that I had never before experienced.
Placement of sounds was effortless
and always exactly on the desired
frame. Also, while using the automa-
tion, I was able to do static fader
moves on the exact frame of the
scene change.

The pen and tablet system, in my
opinion, has its limitations, but to
me, is preferable to an intensive key-
stroke situation. The automation
works nicely, but of course is limited
to one fader or one group of faders at
a time. You can go back and write
other faders, however. This automa-
tion does provide some interesting
possibilities for panning (i.e., follow-
ing the action with the pen across a
stereo effect on two grouped faders).

Finally, I found the computer very
fast, with no waiting time between
windows. Also, there was never any
loss of data (as I have found with
other systems). Machine control is
another plus, with ScreenSound's
on -board synchronization system. I
used it with a Sony DVR- 10 and it
was flawless.

I completed the second Saturday
Night Live show in less time than I
would have by conventional means.
For fairly simple mixes, and for prep-
aration of elements for bigger mixes
(transferring to multi -track), I feel
there is a real place for this device. As
SSL further develops both software
and hardware (there is plenty of
room for growth in the system), it
will become even more attractive. 717
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GENERAL INFORMATION
 To understand Sony's design philosophy of the MU -

R201, it is necessary first to consider just what a rever-
berator does. As Sony explains in their well -written
owner's manual supplied with this product, the sound
field experienced by listeners in a concert hall, for exam-
ple, is made up of three basic components: the direct
sound arrival from the sound source, the early reflec-
tions from the walls and ceiling and the later reflections,
often referred to as reverberation. These three elements
are always present, but their quality and ratio depends
upon several factors, such as hall size, walls and ceiling
shape, sound absorption characteristics of the building,
decorating materials, and so on.

According to Sony, to achieve natural sounding rever-
beration and sound fields requires a reverberator with
stereo inputs, stereo signal processing and stereo out-
puts. This goal is achieved in the MU -R201 by use of a
two -channel digital audio processing LSI. All algorithms
were developed specifically for the MU -R201 and form
the basis of 10 different effect modes numbered 0
through 9. Table I summarizes the parameters available
for each of these modes. The modes themselves are con-
figured to recreate the following sound fields:

Mode 0 A large concert hall or an open air stage.
Mode 1 A small room, such as a club.

Mode 2 "Plate" reverberation, used in recording stu-
dios.

Mode 3 Multi Gate Reverb (for drum and percussion).
Mode 4 Multi Reverse Reverb (for cymbals, etc.).
Mode 5 Dual Multi Delay (for use as two independent

delay devices).
Mode 6 Multi Auto Pan.

Mode 7 Dual Reverb (for use as two independent re-
verberators).

Mode 8 Reverb and Gate (used for vocals in Channel 1
and drums and percussion in channel 2).

Mode 9 Reverb and Delay (used, for example, for vo-
cals in Channel 1 and keyboards in Channel 2).

Within these 10 modes, 100 presets have been created
and stored, haged on the suggestions of musicians, re-
cording engineers and sound technicians from all over
the world. Each preset can be selected at the touch of a
couple of buttons. "Edit" and "EQ ' functions can be
used to change preset reverberation effects and to pro-
duce original settings. Besides the 100 factory presets,
there is user memory capacity for another 100 settings
created by the user. The 10 basic modes serve as a refer-
ence, augmented by such versatile effects as hall ambi-
ence, acoustically -live room effects, tightly -controlled
plate reverberation, percussive multi -gate reverb and
multi -reverse reverb. The dual multi delay setting offers
up to 20 repeat outputs for each charnel separately.



"--------___ Mode

Parametei-------._
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Range

REV. T.

0 0 0.3-99.0sec

0 0.07-24.75sec

0 0 2 0.1-99.0sec

1, 2 1 1 0.90-9.90sec

1, 2 2 1-1001msec

1, 2 0-1001msec

PRE. DT

1, 2 1, 2 1, 2 1-733msec

1, 2 1, 2 2 1-850msec

1, 2 1, 2 2 0-255msec

1, 2 1 1 1-572msec

E R FL. T.

1, 2 1, 2 1,2,3,4 1-733rnsec

12,3,4 1,2,3,4 2 1-850msec

1, 2 2 0-255msec

1,2,3,4 1 1 1-572msec

ERFLL 1, 2 1, 2 1,2,3,4 1,2,3,4 1,2,3,4 1, 2 1,2,3,4 1, 2 1, 2 ±.000-±.992

RT HIGH 0 0 0 1, 2 1, 2 1, 2 1 1, 2 0.01-0.99

SPREAD
0 0 0 3, 4 3, 4 0 1 1 1-16

1, 2 1, 2 2 1-12

GATE T 0 0 2 1-300

FBL 1, 2 1, 2 1-.000-.1-.992

REPEAT 1, 2 0-20
DEPTH 0 .000-1.000

SPEED 0 0.10-20.00Hz

EQ LOW 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 - 12-12 dB

L. MID 1, 2 1, 2 1, 2 1,2 1, 2 1, 2 1,2 1,2 1, 2 1,2 -12-12 dB
H. MID 1, 2 1,2 1, 2 1, 2 1, 2 1, 2 1, 2 1, 2 1, 2 1,2 - 12-12 dB

HIGH 1, 2 1, 2 1, 2 1, 2 1,2 1, 2 1,2 1, 2 1, 2 1,2 - 12-12 dB

EFF L 1, 2 1, 2 1, 2 1, 2 1, 2 1, 2 1, 2 1, 2 1, 2 1, 2 .000-1.000

CASCADE 0 0 OFF, 1-2, 2-1

0 common for both channels
1 channel 1 only
2 channel 2 only
1, 2 separate for channels 1 and 2
3, 4 separate for channels 3 and 4
1, 2, 3, 4 separate for channels 1, 2, 3, 4

Table 1. The parameter reference chart.

In modes 3, 4, 5, 7, 8 and 9 the two channels of the MU-

R201 operate separately. This permits use with two dif-
ferent instruments during recording or during a live per-
formance. Up to 26 parameters can be set to design the
sound field the user wants and to create special effects
not available in ordinary acoustic environments. The
MU -R201 also incorporates a programmable two -chan-

nel four -band equalizer. EQ data can be stored along
with effects settings to provide the sound shaping char-
acteristics required for each application.

Although our unit did not come with them, an optional
remote control and an optional foot switch can be used to
permit operation of the unit from any convenient loca-
tion, and to incrensP or decrease memory numbers,
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Figure 1. Frequency response. Effects control at mini-
mum and the dry control at maximum.

switch effect processing off and on, and suspend effects.
Two sets of input/output jacks are provided to accommo-
date either standard phone plugs or RCA -type phono
plugs. A +4/-20 dB level selector matches the unit to pro-
fessional or consumer equipment or to any musical in-
strument.

The integrated MIDI interface on the MU -R201 unit
accepts program change signals for external selection of
memory numbers during a performance. The effect level
can also be controlled via the key -touch and control
change signals, all of which enable the MU -R201 to be
used as an effect creator for digital as well as analog mu-
sical instruments.

CONTROL LAYOUT
A combination power switch and indicator light is at

the left end of the panel. A dual concentric input level
control and individual "dry" and "effect" level controls
come next. The settings of the dry (unprocessed signal)
level and effect (processed signal) controls determine the
reverberation ratio at the outputs. Above these rotary
controls is an LED input level meter calibrated from -20
dB to +6 dB in seven steps. A display to the right of the

Figure 3. Spectrum analysis of a 1 kHz signal
passed through the Sony MU -R201. It shows resid-
ual noise and harmonic components.
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Figure 2. Harmonic distortion -plus -noise versus fre-
quency, again with effects control at r tinimum and
dry control at maximum.

level meter shows necessary operating information such
as memory numbei mode numbei channel number and
data (parameter) settings. "+" and "-' keys beneath the
display are used to change parameter values or the first
digit of preset memory numbers.

Six buttons perform memory functions (storage and
call up) and editing functions (Edit, EQ and MIDI pro-
gramming). Two rows of six pushbuttons each are fur-
ther to the right. The action of these b'ittons depends on
which function is selected. They can be used to call up the
second digit of a preset memory numbei select one of the
four EQ bands for adjustment, adjust certain MIDI pa-
rameters, select mono or stereo and edit other parame-
ters. At the extreme right of the panel is a Bypass button
which, when depressed, feeds input signals directly to
the outputs.

On the rear panel, in addition to the pairs of RCA -type
and phone -plug inputs and outputs, there are MIDI in
and out connectors, memory Up and Down jacks (in-
tended for use with a foot switch), a remote connector, a
Hold On/Off jack and a level selector switch with set-
tings for matching the input and output of the MU -R201

Figure 4. A spectrum analysis of the residual noise,
referred to 0.5 volts input, effects control set at mini-
mum.
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The contents of memory numbers (chosen by steps 3 and 4 on
the preceding page) are as follows.
 Memory numbers 00.-09.

The standard settings of the ten basic modes 0-9 (described
on pages 14 through 17) are stored in these numbers. The
numbers correspond to the respective modes, for easy recall
when creating your own effects.

 Memory numbers 10.-64.
Effects mainly intended for studio recording or instrument
performances.

 Memory numbers 65.-74.
Effects for public-address applications and live events.

 Memory numbers 75.-84.
Special effects for radio shows or live performances.

 Memory numbers 85.-99.
Effects for hall simulation and creating ambience during
audio playback.

Appli
cation

Memory
number Program

Appli
cation

Memory
number

Program Appli
Cation

Mornay
number ProiPam

0ca,w=
co
0.

ai
-oc
co

w)

00. Hall

2
N
.S

..e

34. Flute

1
re

0.4

68. Ballad (2)
01. Room 35. Lyric Piano 69. Male Vocal (1)
02. Plate 36. Mystic Strings 70. Male Vocal (2)
03. Gate Reverb 37. Cathedral 71. Female Vocal (1)
04. Reverse Reverb 38. Guitar Reverb 72. Female Vocal (2)
05. Delay 39. Rolyrhythm 73. Female Vocal Ballad
06. Flash Panning 40. Rock Vocal 74. Solo Synthesizer
07. Dual Reverb 41. Vibrato

ca

75. Tunnel
08. Reverb & Gate 42. Sharp Snare 76. Stadium
09. Reverb & Delay 43. Tom Beat 77. Gymnasium

'C'

ig
2
17)c

Ery,-

t-

cc

10. Large Hall 44. Kick Gate 78. Indoor Rol
11. Medieval Hall 45. Fancy Kick 79. Radio Play
12. Concert Hall 46. Slip Gate 80. MechaVoice
13. Piano Hall 47. Heavy Reverse 81. Cave

14. Chamber 48. Reverse Slip 82. Mountain Echo
15. Pipe Organ 49. Scratch Reverse 83. Karaoke (1)

16. Brass Solo 50. Single Tapped Delay 84. Karaoke (2)
17. Reggae 51. Twin Delay

":3

85. American Large Hall (1)
18. Shadow 52. Tapped Delay 86. American Large Hall (2)
19. Pinball 53. Flying Delay 87. European Large Hall (1)
20. Space Echo 54. Panning Delay 88. European Large Hall (2)
21. Compact Room 55 Shadow Rhythm 89. European Recital Hall
22. Powerful Drum 56. Rose Piano 90. Orchestra (1)

23. Woodwinds 57. Auto Panning 91. Orchestra (2)
24. Live House (1) 58. Tremolo 92. Chamber Music (1)
25. Live House (2) 59. Twin Plate 93. Chamber Music (2)
26. Vivid Snare 6C. Tom Tom 94. Opera (1)

27. Piano Bar 61. Ethnic Drum 95. Opera (2)

28. Baroque 62. Cliffverb 96. Jazz (1)

29. Trumpet 63. Solo Guitar & Metal Gate 97. Jazz (2)

30. Beat Sound 64. Special Beat 98. Rock (1)

31. Snare

N
if:

65. Standard Vocal 99. Rock (2)

32. Clear Reverb 66. Rock Vocal

33. Electric Guitar Distortion 67. Ballad (1)

0
U) Table II. The 100 preset effects.



to the level of connected equipment (+4 dB for pro equip-
ment, -20 dB for consumer equipment and electronic in-
struments).

LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS
In attempting to measure the electrical performance of

the MU -R201, it soon became evident that this product
cannot be measured the same way we would measure a
preamplifier or an amplifier. If a frequency response
sweep was attempted while any degree of "effects" was
on, the time delay introduced between input and output
resulted in an inability of the test equipment to produce a
smooth sweep. Accordingly, the frequency response
curve of Figure 1 represents the response of the product
with the Dry control fully clockwise (unprocessed sig-
nals), and the Effect control fully counterclockwise (to
eliminate any time -delayed reverb effects). On that
basis, response was reasonably flat from 20 Hz to well
above 20 kHz, with a slight rise of approximately 1 dB
noted at 20 kHz.

I cannot begin to calculate
how many permutations and
combinations of effects are

possible, but they must
surely number in the hun-

dreds of thousands...

Under those same test conditions, a test of harmonic
distortion -plus -noise was made for an input signal that
was just below the clipping point of the unit and the fre-
quency of the signal was varied over the audio spectrum.
Results are shown in Figure 2. THD plus noise measured
approximately 0.015 percent with a slight but insignifi-
cant rise at 10 kHz, at which frequency the reading was
0.02 percent. To isolate the noise components from the
actual harmonic distortion, we conducted another test,
using an FFT spectrum analysis program available on
our test equipment and a fixed, 1 kHz test signal at the
same level as in the previous test. Results are shown in
Figure 3 and are expressed in dB relative to the desired 1
kHz output signal which is represented by the tall spike
at the left of the graph. The greatest harmonic compo-
nent visible is the 5th harmonic of the fundamental, at 5
kHz, and it is some 86 dB below the reference level.
Translated to a percentage, that works out to be 0.005
percent, well below Sony's claim of 0.008 percent.

When a 0.5 volt signal was applied to the inputs and the
input level controls were adjusted for unity gain, A -
weighted signal-to-noise ratio for either channel mea-
sured 77.3 dB below 0.5 volts. In most professional appli-
cations, inputs and outputs are likely to be greater than
0.5 volts (+4 dB equals approximately 1.25 volts which,
in turn, is nearly 8 dB greater than 0.5 volts, so effec-
tively, the S/N ratio of the unit referenced to +4 dB input
and output levels would be over 85 dB). A spectrum anal-
ysis of the residual noise content was made at the same
reference levels as the A -weighted overall S/N measure-
ment and results are shown in Figure 4. The left channel
showed a slight peak in noise at the power line frequency
compared with the right channel-caused no doubt by

the layout of parts for that channel. Even at that, pri-
mary noise contribution came from the higher frequen-
cies and was not great enough to be audible under actual
operating conditions.

As explained earlier, if you try to measure any of the ed-
iting or effects capabilities such as EQ bands by turning
up the Effect knob and conducting a frequency response
test, what you get, initially, for a graph of the results, are
a series of spikes and dips as the tracking bandpass filter
of the test equipment tries, in vain, to follow the delayed
composite output signals. Our test equipment, howeve4
has a "smoothing" function that can be introduced to re -
plot the curve so it looks more like what you would ex-
pect. The lower plot was made with effects turned up, in
Mode 2, with the EQ bands set to their midpoint. The
upper two curves were made with the EQ setting at max-
imum boost and at maximum cut. It would have been
nice if we could have "centered" all three curves at mid -
frequencies to be on the "zero" dB line, but having done
that after conducting the first sweep (with EQ neither at
boost or cut settings), we had to accept the next two
curves wherever they fell. You'll have to use your imagi-
nation to "shift" those two upper curves so the lower
ends of the sweeps lie atop the first sweep to get an idea of
what the EQ midfrequency band can do.

CONCLUSIONS

The real test of the Sony MU -R201 came when I
hooked it up in my "amateur" recording studio and
began toying with the many presets and altering some of
them to see what I could come up with in my own listen-
ing environment. To put it simply, the number of possible
permutations possible is mind -boggling. Table II lists all
100 built-in presets and suggests what each might best
be used for. Sony devotes some ten pages in their owner's
manual to a more detailed description of what each of the
100 presets does. For example, they describe Preset 11 as
a "Medieval Hall," explaining this setting would produce
the effect of a medium size hall with fairly live character-
istics such as produced by stone or glass walls. They sug-
gest, too, that this preset setting would be suitable for
wind instruments.

Preset 40, listed as "Rock Vocal," is described simply as
"suitable for dazzling male or female vocal perfor-
mances." And so the descriptions go-on and on-giving
the user a good idea of what to use for almost any possible
application and effect. While I enjoyed checking out most
of the factory presets, the fun really started when I began
creating my own acoustic environments, deriving them
from the available presets. I cannot begin to calculate
how many permutations and combinations of effects are
possible, but they must surely number in the hundreds of
thousands, if not the millions. Yet, for all the flexibility
and versatility of this two -channel reverberato4 I found
it quite easy to use and adjust for any combination of ef-
fects and EQ wanted. All of these effects are, of course,
done digitally, which is why they can be trimmed and ad-
justed to such a fine degree. Trying to do what the MU -
R201 can do using analog reverberation devices would be
virtually impossible. The audio world is certainly going
digital, and Sony can rightly claim that they are at the
forefront of digital technology, based on the performance
of this and other digital products the company has devel-
oped. dIJ
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VITAL STATISTICS

SPECIFICATION

Quantization

Sampling Frequency
Standard Input Level
Frequency Response

Direct
Effect

Dynamic Range
Memory Capacity

Preset Memory
User Memory

THD

Power Requirements
Dimensions (WxHxD, inches)
Weight
Price: $1050.00

MFR'S CLAIM db MEASURED

16 -bit Linear

26 kHz
-20/+4 dbs

20Hz-20kHz, ± 1dB

20Hz-11kHz, ± 1.5 dB
90 dB

100

100

0.008%
120 V 60 Hz 28 W
19x1 -3/4x12-58

9 lbs. 15 oz.

serving: recording, broadcast and sound contracting fields

Confirmed

Confirmed
Confirmed

+1,-0.3 dB
See Text
85 dB

Confirmed
Confirmed
0.005%
Confirmed
Confirmed
Confirmed
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BRUCE BARTLETT

Digital Designs Model LS161 Studio Monitor Loudspeaker, ',Upgraded
for 1990)

 A recent line of small monitor speakers has attracted
a lot of attention because of their accurate sound repro-
duction in a small package. Digital Designs makes and
sells them, along with a wide variety of other pro audio
gear. Designer Jassa Langford showed me the model
LS161 monitor at a recent NAMM show, and I was very
impressed with its sound.

The I.S161 is a small, portable two-way unit of sealed -
box design. It is intended to be an accurate reference
monitor, wide -range except for the deep bass. To sharpen
stereo imaging, the speaker is sold in mirror -image pairs,
and the woofer and tweeter are mounted close together.

Digital Designs is offering an improved woofer in its
1990 model. The claimed benefits are extended low -fre-
quency range, smoother and better -defined midrange,
greater power handling and higher output. The woofer
uses a 61/2 -in. polypropylene cone of low mass for im-
proved transient response. Its textured, semi -hyperbolic
cone shape is said to yield excellent strength and damp-
ing. A rubber surround and precise edge termination re-
duce nodal resonances in the cone. The voice coil is a
four -layer design made of high -temperature wire wound
on kapton and nomex formers.

At 3.5 kHz, the woofer crosses over to the tweeter with
a 12 dB/oct. slope. The woofer's natural high -frequency
roll -off is used for its crossover to minimize phase distor-
tion in this range.

The 20 mm polyimide dome tweeter is a low -mass de-
sign with ferro-fluid cooling. A phase -correcting plate
over the tweeter is meant to provide adequate acoustical
loading and uniform dispersion. Supplied with the
speaker is a foam diffraction ring which you can press

into place around the tweeter. The foam is intended to
absorb the tweeter's side radiation. This prevents re -ra-
diation of the tweeter sound waves by baffle obstruc-
tions, and should improve the tweeter's impulse and fre-
quency responses.

The woofer is not fused, Langford says, because fuses
tend to deteriorate over time. The tweeter has a fuse
which resets itself 15 minutes after opening. Langford
also notes that the woofer will not be ttom out. So, if you
want to know when you're applying too much power to
the speaker, watch for excessive cone excursions rather
than listening for knocks.

On the back of the cabinet is a two -position switch la-
beled accurate and mid -boost. The accurate setting gives
the flattest response, while the mid-000st setting gives a
broad 4 dB boost centered around 1 kHz to simulate the
response of the popular Yamaha NS -10M monitor
speaker.

Also on the back are two gold-plated binding posts that
accept bare wires or dual banana plugs. At the llaqP of
each post is a black or red ring to indicate polarity, but
these rings are hard to see unless you know to look for
them.

The well -crafted cabinet is made of multi -density PBC
to reduce panel resonances, and has curved edges to min-
imize diffraction. The oak veneer finish is available in
natural or black. A snap -on black grille -cloth enhances
the handsome appearance of this speaker. Internal mag-
netic shielding permits the I.S161 to be placed near video
and computer monitors.

Rated frequency response is 50 Hz to 20 kHz 3 dB. Im-
pedance is spec'd at 4 ohms, while sensitivity is rated
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Figure 1. Frequency response, no diffraction ring.
Solid line-on axis, dotted line-30°off axis.

high at 90 dB/watt/meter. Power handling is claimed to
be 60 watts continuous average power and 100 watts
music power. Dimensions are only 13.5 -in. H x 9 -in. W x
10 -in. D (34.3 cm H x 22.9 cm W x 25.4 cm D), and the
weight is 35 lbs./pair (15.9 kg/pair).

The manufacturer has plans for future products that
will be compatible with all existing units. In the works is
a passive dual 12 -in. subwoofer, to be followed by an ac-
tive system. Also on the drawing board are monitors with
built-in bi-amplification and active signal processing.

I would not hesitate to use
the LS161 for a location moni-
tor or close -field monitor. De-

signer Langford is to be
commended for a job well

done.

HOW DO THEY SOUND?
I auditioned a pair of LS161s on a variety of program

material (all compact discs and master tapes) before
making any measurements. I placed them in a close -field
arrangement on top of a console, about one meter apart
and one meter from me, without the grille. When I an-
gled the LS161s inward to aim at me, they sounded too
bright. When aimed straight ahead, they sounded more
natural, so I did most of the listening tests that way. This
aiming also made the sound more spacious, since it re-
duced the direct -sound level and increased the reflected -
sound level at my ears.

Since the mid -boost setting sounded a little honky or
nasal on most material, I used the accurate setting for
the listening tests.

The LS161 sounds much bigger than it looks! It's loud,
with plenty of bass. For example, on the first cut on Tracy
Chapman's Crossroads album, the weight of the bass re-
produced by these tiny speakers is amazing.

The overall tonal balance seems just right. Acoustic
guitars, such as those heard on Never Go Home Again by
Fleetwood Mac, are neither edgy nor dull justdelicate.

f
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Figure 2. Frequency response of the previous model
LS161.

They seem to float in front of the speakers. On some re-
cordings with lots of high -frequency content, the speak-
ers sound bright or forward. A good example is Let It Roll
by Little Feat.

Do the diffraction rings help? To me, they make re-
cordings sound more like speakers and less like music.
It's a subtle effect; others might have a different opinion.
Since the rings roll off the highs off axis, theycan be used
to tame the high end if you think it's too bright.

Vocal quality depends on the recording. On Fleetwood
Mac's Songbird, or on folk recordings by Kate Wolf, the

It's neither tubby nor sib-
ilant. But on Tracy Chapman's Crossroads, sibilants are
harsh if you listen at a high volume. That's okay: a good
monitor reveals the differences among recordings,
rather than imparting the same coloration to all of them.
Similarly, Phil Collins' vocal on Rain Down on Me
sounds pinched, but sounds more natural on Another
Day in Paradise.

Details and sonic flaws are clearly revealed by the
LS161. On the recording just mentioned, you can easily
hear gated reverb on the snare, pick out harmony vocal
lines, etc. Different instruments are clearly delineated.

I was surprised how accurately this speaker repro-
duces classical -music recordings. It never sounds boxyor
bloated. On Telarc's recording of Stravinsky's Firebird,
all timbres are natural-not thin as I heardon the previ-
ous model. Strings sound smooth and sweet, never edgy.
Pizzicatos are palpable. Triangle and cymbals sound
crisp and airy. The fullness of the bass belies the size of
these little monitors. Brass sounds just right, neither
tizzy nor muffled. Instruments are reproduced with
great detail.

The bass -drum roll at the beginning of the Firebird is
nearly absent, as you'd expect with speakers this small.
They strain or distort on heavy bass -drum beats. Still,
they have impressive impact for their size.

Imaging is very sharply focused, such as heard on the
album Second Stage, a compilation by recording engi-
neer John Eargle. On pop recordings, I heard imaging
tricks I never heard before, such as woodblocks recorded
in opposite polarity on Ricardo Silveira's Sky Light
album. Imaging is sharper when the speakers are ori-
ented vertically.
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Figure 3. Frequency response with the diffraction
ring. Solid line-on axis, dotted line-30roff axis.

Tight bass is another attribute of these speakers. For
example, on Big Notes by Flim and the BBs, electric bass
is full, but tight, with no overhang. All instruments are
detailed without being edgy. On this and other record-
ings, kick drum has impressive punch. You may very well
be satisfied, with these speakers without adding a sub -
woofer.

On Chorus, by Eberhard Webe; the bass and kick
drum sound articulate and tight, never muddy. When
trombones join in, however the sound becomes slightly
bloated at high levels; the LS161 has some trouble han-
dling high-level bass, but this is normal for such a small
speaker.

I listened to several of my own recordings over the
LS161. The balance is similar to what I originally set up
over wide -range large studio monitors, except the deep
bass is weaker. The LS161s also reveal mic'ing distance.
I heard some things I didn't like about my recordings
that I hadn't heard over larger monitors, but this shows
the LS161 does its job well.

HOW DOES IT MEASURE?
I measured the LS161 with a Techron TEF System 12

audio analyzer/computer, Bruel & Kjaer 2235 sound

Figure 4. On -axis frequency response. Solid line-
mid-boost setting, dashed line-flat setting.
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Figure 5. On -axis frequency response with the grill,
but no diffraction ring. Compare to Figure 1.

level mete; Bruel & Kjaer 4165 1/2 -in. laboratory -cali-
brated condenser microphone and Crown D-75 power
amplifier.

The measurement microphone was placed one meter
away with the microphone midway between the tweeter
and the woofer edge. To avoid room reflections, the TEF
was set for a one -meter space windDw which provided
anechoic measurements accurate town to 333 Hz. I
measured low -frequency response with the mic very
dose to the woofer, which resulted in the anechoic half -
space response. Finally, I spliced the two curves together
to get the full -range frequency response.

For all these measurements, the speaker's tone switch
was set to "accurate" and the grille was removed, except
as noted.

Figure 1 shows the frequency response without the dif-
fraction ring. Neglecting the 4 dB bump at 13 kHz, the
on -axis response is an excellent 2.5 dB from 52 Hz to 18
kHz. This accounts for the speaker's neutral sound char-
acter. At 30 degrees off -axis, the response drops 3 dB at 5
kHz, but is still quite smooth. You can easily angle the
speaker to provide the desired high -frequency balance at
the mix position.

Figure 6. The energy time curve, no grille or diffrac-
tion ring.
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Figure 7. Energy time curve, no grille, but with the
diffraction ring. Compare to Figure 6.

Note the low -frequency response was measured in
half -space (2 Jr steradians), which approximates a mix-
ing -console surface. The low end would be flatter if the
speaker were moved into open space (4 zi steradians).

The response of this new model is better than that of
the previous model LS161. As shown in Figure 2, previ-
ous units had a 5 dB bump at 2.3 kHz, a rising character-
istic, and an overall response of 50 Hz to 18 kHz 3 dB.
Thus the newer model has been improved significantly.

Figure 3 is the frequency response of the 1990 model
with the foam diffraction ring added around the tweeter.
The ring slightly roughens the response and tightens the
high -frequency dispersion. A different foam porosity or
tapered cutout might provide a smoother response.

As shown in Figure 4, the mid -boost switch setting pro-
vides a broad 4 dB boost centered at about 1 kHz. This
measured response correlates well with the nasal or
honky effect heard in the listening tests.

However, I doubt I've heard
such an accurate, well-bal-

anced, close -field monitor in
such a compact package,

and at a bargain price.

Finally, in Figure 5, we see the response with the grille
in place. As expected, the response is rougher with the
grille, so it is better left off for studio use. Still, the overall
trend is uniform.

Turning to the time domain, we see an excellent En-
ergy Time Curve in Figure 6. The grille and diffraction
ring are removed. In Figure 7, the diffraction ring is in-
stalled, and it makes the direct -sound spike even
sharper. Finally, Figure 8 shows that the grille degrades
the ETC slightly.

The group delay (not shown) was very uniform, re-
maining under 0.5 msec from 333 Hz up. This excellent
time performance correlates well with the tight, clear
sound heard in the listening tests.
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Figure 8. Energy time curve, with the grille, but no
diffraction ring. Again, compare to Figure 6.

SUMMARY
The Digital Designs LS161 monitor is remarkably

clear and articulate in all frequency ranges. Bass is tight,
never boomy or tubby. So if your mix sounds muddy
through these speakers, it's probably the recording, and
not the speakers.

Since the LS161 sounds like many audiophile book-
shelf speakers, mixes made on it should hold up well on
upscale home speakers.

This speaker is very revealing of mic techniques and
stereo placement. If your stereo recordings have vague
imaging when heard over a pair of LS161s, the problem
is in your mic'ing technique and not the speakers.

As for drawbacks, some listeners might complain ofa
slightly forward or bright tonal balance, but this is partly
a matter of taste. The LS161 has weak deep bass like
other small speakers. When mixing with the LS161, you
should expect this effect and NOT boost the deep bass
until it sounds right. You might want to add a subwoofe4
but the speaker sounds warm rather than thin, so most
of the important bass information is there. Like other
small speakers, the LS161 distorts with high-level low
frequencies, so it is not recommended for extremely loud
monitoring.

However, I doubt I've heard such an accurate, well-bal-
anced, close -field monitor in such a compact package,
and at a bargain price. It looks great and is ruggedly
built. The overall character is neutral. My unit came
without an instruction manual, but it did have a spec
sheet.

I would not hesitate to use the LS161 for a location
monitor or close -field monitor. Designer Langford is to
be commended for a job well done.

I f you have a pre -1990 pair of LS161 monitors, you can
send in your woofers and get an upgraded pair for $43. I
highly recommend the woofer upgrade. You can either
install them yoursel or have Digital Designs (or another
dealer) install them for a nominal fee. The limited war-
ranty extends for one year on labor and three years on
parts. The LS161 costs $349.00-$367.00 a pair. 717
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Placing Sound in the Television Picture-The Old Fashioned Way
 A recent clean-up drive around

the NBC Engineering Development
offices turned up some interesting
files. They deal with the inclusion of
an emergency audio signal that for-
merly accompanied the video signal
sent out on the inter -city network
circuits that carried NBC's pro-
gramming to its affiliates. That
emergency audio system was devel-
oped in 1960, and in addition to hav-
ing historical interest, it illustrates
once again that there is nothing new
under the sun. It also reminds us
how far television network audio has
come since then.

In the days before the networks de-
livered programming to their affili-
ates via satellite, this function was
performed by the telephone com-
pany (and for most of those years, I
do mean the telephone company).
From about 1978 forward, the tele-
phone companies have used diplexed
video and audio (VANDA) circuits:
the audio signals are carried as fre-
quency modulated subcarriers on
the same transmission path as the
video.

This state of affairs has not always
existed. Prior to diplexing, television
picture and sound components were
carried by the telephone company
over separate facilities; different in
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the type of physical apparatus em-
ployed, in their characteristics, and
even in their routings. An example of
such differences was that long inter-
city video circuits were one-way
paths, while the audio circuits were
reversible by means of a series of re-
lays operating in tandem at the re-
peaters along the way.

These differences in equipment
and routings gave rise to regular in-
terruptions of the audio signals from
the network control center to the af-
filiate broadcasting stations. Be-
cause of the nature of the circuits
and the equipment used for them,
audio failures were far more fre-
quent than video failures. It can be
seen that one failure mode of the
relay -reversible audio circuits was
that spurious voltages could appear
along the various lines producing un-
wanted relay actuation, and thus a
break in audio continuity.

In response to the audio interrup-
tion problems, NBC Engineering
considered various schemes of vary-
ing degrees of complexity to provide
an emergency audio signal that
would be available when the normal
inter -city network audio feed failed.

They selected a system they called
"interleaved sound," which sand-
wiched a sound signal into the pic-
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Figure I. Video
energy concentra-
tions and inter-
leaved sound.

ture. The interleaved sound process
was described as being similar to
sliding a sheet of paper between two
pages of a book while the book re-
mains intact. The video signal con-
taining the emergency audio signal
is carried on the same inter -city path
as before, with no additional
bandwidth being required and no
special attention needed.

It has been known for some time
that television scanning of picture
material produces concentrations,
or clumps of energy distributed
throughout the video spectrum at
harmonics of the horizontal line fre-
quency (15,734 Hz for NTSC video),
each having sideband components at
multiples of the field scanning fre-
quency (59.94 Hz for NTSC video).

At the points midway between
clumps, there is little video energy,
and it was thought that there would
be sufficient space to fit an inter-
leaved sound channel into one of
these gaps. Figure 1 is taken from
the description of interleaved sound,
and diagrammatically illustrates
some of the video energy bunches,
including the area selected for place-
ment of the interleaved audio signal.
The selected location was the mid-
point between the 113th and 114th
harmonics of the horizontal scan-
ning frequency. The interleaved
sound signal was thus centered at
1.7858 MHz. Although any other
gap in the same general area of the
video spectrum would have served,
the general area itself was quite
carefully selected.

If an area appreciably lower in fre-
quency is considered, such as around
the 80th harmonic or around 1.2
MHz, it is likely that considerably
more video energy would be encoun-
tered, producing greater interfer-
ence to the recovered sound. If a
higher -frequency area, such as
around the 140th harmonic or C.71
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around 2.2 MHz were chosen, chro-
minance components would inter-
fere with the audio signal.

Because the presence of a large
amount of high -contrast fine detail
can narrow the gap between two en-
ergy clumps, it was desired to make
the interleaved audio signal occupy
as narrow a portion of spectrum as
possible. For this reason, the audio
signal was carried as a single side -

band, suppressed -carrier transmis-
sion. To avoid visual interference
with the television picture, the am-
plitude of the interleaved sound sig-
nal was kept as low as possible. The
normal level of the signal was about
one percent of the peak picture am-
plitude, which was considered ade-
quate for filling short audio inter-
ruptions.

It was proposed that when pro-
longed use was made of the emer-
gency audio signal, its amplitude
would be increased fourfold, improv-
ing the signal-to-noise ratio of the re-
covered sound signal by 12 dB, still
without causing visible picture inter-
ference.

NBC asked the FCC for permis-

sion to test the interleaved sound
system in normal operation, and
permission was given to conduct
such tests on the circuit between
New York and Washington for the
month of Septembe4 1960. Success-
ful completion of these tests eventu-
ally resulted in the use of interleaved
sound between NBC New York and
NBC Burbank beginning in Decem-
ber, 1961.

A report of test observations on the
use of interleaved sound between
New York and Burbank for the pe-
riod December 19, 1961, to June 19,
1962, reported that during that six-
month period, there were twelve
audio outages, with the interleaved
sound signal being used to restore
audio continuity each time.

The success of those tests led to
NBC implementing the interleaved
sound system on its network feed.
Interleaved sound remained on the
NBC feed until 1978, when tele-
phone company video/audio circuits
became diplexed, obviating the need
for it.

The reported quality of the inter-
leaved sound was "adequate for

emergency use." Frequency re-
sponse was reported as 100 Hz to 4.3
kHz, harmonic distortion below 3
percent, and signal-to-noise ratio 27
to 46 dB below program level de-
pending upon the nature of the video
signals. This performance is defi-
nitely poor by today's standards, but
"listening comparisons between the
derived sound and the sound trans-
mitted by the common carrier reveal
little difference in fidelity" This ob-
servation points up the fact that in
that era, longline television network
audio was really not very good.

We have a far better situation
today, with wideband, high -quality
stereo television audio being rou-
tinely transmitted over both satellite
links and common carriers. It is in-
teresting to note what problems the
television engineers of thirty years
ago were addressing, and how they
solved them.

Now it is time to return to the tele-
vision audio problems of today, such
as how to incorporate eight channels
of digital audio, frequency range 20
Hz to 20 kHz, into the digital video
bitstream!

NOT FOR SALE

Because It's Free!
Every year the Government
publishes thousands of
books. And every year the
Government Printing Office
sells millions of these books to
people in the know. Now there's
a book that tells you about the
Government's "bestsellers"-
but it's not for sale . . . it's free!

It's our new catalog of almost 1,000 of GPO's
most popular books. Books like Infant Care,
Merchandising Your Job Talents, The Statistical
Abstract, Starting a Business, The Space
Shuttle at Work, How to Select a Nursing Home,
Voyager at Saturn, and Cutting Energy Costs.

This catalog includes books from virtually
every Government agency. So the subjects range

from agriculture, business,
children, and diet to science,
space, transportation, and
vacations. And there are
titles on military history,
education, hobbies, physical
fitness, gardening, and much,
much more. There's even
a special section for recently

published books.
Find out about the Government's bestsellers.

Send today for a copy of the book we don't sell.
Write-

New Catalog
Post Office Box 37000

Washington, D.C. 20013
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 In the July/August issue, I dis-
cussed the five parameters for good
sound system design. They are:

1) Coverage
2) Bandwidth
3) Level
4) Gain Before Feedback

5) Intelligibility (the last and most
important ingredient in church
audio).

If you remember from my previous
article, we wanted the coverage of
the sound system to provide no more
or less than 3 dB of SPL to any seat in
the house. The bandwidth was the
second parameter that had to be de-
termined; it would be related to the
type of service you participate in. If
you were used to a large music pro-
gram, you would require a wider
bandwidth or frequency response
than a worship service that was pri-
marily voice. The desired level would
also be determined primarily around
the type of worship. Using the pa-
rameter above, we then need to
know if our system will have enough
gain before it feeds back. Finally, in-
telligibility is how well we will be able
to understand what is being said.

Thus far I have discussed electro-
acoustics, but for the remainder of
this article, I will discuss the hidden
aspects of a good sound system- the
acoustics.

The acoustic environment is the
most misused parameter in a good
sound system design. Many techni-
cians try electronics to fix acoustic
problems, which only makes matters
worse. The acoustic environment
should first be optimized, and then
use electronics to enhance the sys-
tem, instead of destroying it.

To start our discussion on acous-
tics, I will use the analogy of taking a
raw speaker and playing music
through it, which would not yield a

pleasing result. If we took the same
speaker and put it into a speaker
cabinet, it would have a pleasing fi-
delity. The change is due to reso-
nance frequencies created by the
speaker cabinet's dimensions. The
same thing happens when we put a
speaker system into a church, or a
bigger box.

As the sound waves move back and
forth in the church, this creates addi-
tions and cancellations of sound
waves. These additions and cancel-
lations are known as room modes. A
classic case of someone using elec-
tronics to fix the acoustic environ-
ment is in working with room
modes. If a technician is trying to
equalize the sound system with a
Real Time Analyzed he may see a
lower frequency that is drastically
down, compared to all the frequen-
cies around it. He would boost that
frequency to an extreme before see-
ing a difference, if any on the RTA.
What he is really experiencing is a
room mode cancellation and not a
true response of the sound system's
speaker. If the technician moved the
RTAs ink several feet, this fre-
quency would be equal with the fre-
quencies surrounding it, providing
he had the equalizer in its original
position. You can reduce the number
of room modes by reducing the
amount of parallel surfaces. There-
fore, square-, rectangular- and octa-
gon -shaped rooms are not recom-
mended for a church's audio rooms.

As I stated in the July/August
issue, church sound systems are
quite complicated because they re-
ally require two different sound sys-
tems, and for many of the same rea-
sons, the acoustic trearment is no
different. When dealing with acous-
tics and comparing good acoustics
for speech and music, you could take

a piece of paper, for example, and di-
vide it in half, labeling the top of one
side as Speech, while writing Music
as the heading on the other side.
Then list everything that would
make good acoustics for speech, and
write the complete opposite on the
side representing good acoustics for
music, and you would be correct. For
example, speech requires reverbera-
tion time (RT60) of 1.5 seconds or
less, and music requires RT60 of
greater than 1.5 seconds. To create a
good acoustic environment for
churches takes a solid understand-
ing of acoustics, because putting a
good sound system in a poor acoustic
environment will not gain you much
of an advantage.

SPEECH INTELLIGIBILITY
The primary ccncern in working

with acoustics in the church is
speech intelligibility, because it is the
most difficult to achieve. Reverbera-
tion can deteriorate speech intelligi-
bility. As someone speaks, the sound
travels through the room and hits a
surface, such as a wall, and bounces
back in the room, or hits another sur-
face. The sound bounces (or reflects)
at the same angle it struck a surface.
Reflections that arrive within the
first 40 milliseconds at the listener's
ears are called early reflections, but
they are too close for the brain to de-
tect a difference. Reflections start to
interfere with speech when they ar-
rive later than 40 milliseconds. The
brain realizes there is a delay from
the direct sound coming from the
speaker, and this delay can cause syl-
lables to run together, which will
start to reduce intelligibility. As the
reflections get farther in time, they
can end up blurring words together.

Although reverberation can re-
duce intelligibility, no reverberation to



is not optimum either. Therefore, re-
verberation for speech should be be-
tween 0.5 and 1.5 seconds. Music
sounding full and robust likes to
have a reverberation time starting at
1.5 seconds on up to 3.0 seconds.
Many late reflections are a desirable
effect with symphonies and organ
music. However, today's electronic
music could be less reverberant be-
cause each instrument, or voice, can
be electronically enhanced for spe-
cial effect.

Many variables make up reverber-
ation. One of them, such as room
modes, are the dimensions of the
sanctuary. The other is the type of
surfaces in the room. Every type of
material is either reflective or abor-
tive, and each type of material varies
that state. For example, acoustic
foam is more abortive than most car-
pet without foam, and these will
have a great effect on the reverb
time. While we are discussing acous-
tics and acoustic foam, I would like
to clear up the myth that many peo-
ple use acoustic foam to "sound
proof" a room. Acoustic foam only
works on mid to higher frequencies.
Lower frequencies will still pass
through, which can make a room
muddy -sounding. A dense wall or
materials such as sand- filled cinder
blocks are certain for stopping the
lower frequencies.

REVERBERATION
Reverberation time can be compli-

cated as well, because it varies at dif-
ferent frequencies, and figuring
them "long hand" is a time- consum-
ing mathematic headache. Fortu-
nately, several of the sound system
design programs available today can
do RT60 calculations in a fraction of
the time. I strongly suggest that any-
one constructing a new building,
renovating the existing, or just up-
grading their church sound system,
should consult with a qualified
sound contractor, engineer, or acous-

50 100 500 1000
Volume (in thousands of cubic feet)

Figure 1. This shows dimensions
in total cubic feet, and reverb for
calculating the RT60 time in sec-
onds.

tical consultant who uses an acousti-
cal CAD or sound system design pro-
gram-it will save you much more
than you spend (see my July/August
article for more details).

THE CORRECT RT60 FOR A
CHURCH

Now the big question-what is a
good RT60 for a church? The easiest
way to determine that is by the
room's size. Figure 1 shows dimen-
sions in total cubic feet, and reverb
time in seconds. The bottom line is
optimum for a church that relies
greatly on speech, and the top line is
optimum for music. Again, you de-
termine the amount of RT60 by the
type of worship you are used to. For
example, a church with 400,000
cubic feet that relies on a good,
strong music program would have
its RT60 at about 1.8 seconds. As you
can see from the chart, it lands
slightly higher than where a middle
line would be drawn. This reverb
time would be adequate for speech
without losing the spaciousness
needed for orchestral -style music.

The biggest enemy to good acous-
tics and speech intelligibility is noise,
or ambient noise. Firetruck sirens,
screeching tires, rain and thunder
are all types of noise, but the worst

Figure 2. An HVAC silencer is shown in its proper position for reducing
air -handling noise.
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offender to speech intelligibility, in
my opinion, is air handling noise
from your Heating, Ventilation and
Air Conditioning system. These
noises push air in the frequency
range that is important to speech in-
telligibility. To eliminate these
noises, get the air handl ing system as
quiet as economically possible. This
may be done by putting the heating
and air conditioning unit on the
ground instead of on top of the build-
ing. This will help lower frequency
rumble. Use an isolated room away
from the sanctuary for the air han-
dling unit, and use distributed duct
work with branches. Aim the vents
so they dump air instead of throwing
it. Also, use opposed blade damper
instead of the less expensive butter-
fly type, and place the dampers con-
siderably upstream from the vents.
Lastly, you can put silencers in the
duct work by placing them in the
wall of your isolation room to the
duct work that feeds the sanctuary
(See Figure 2).

When using a sound system, you
need to have a minimum of 25 dB of
signal-to-noise ratio for good speech
intelligibility. For example, if your
ambient noise is 40 dB, your sound
system should be putting out a sound

pressure level of 65 dB. A word of
caution-this works until you reach
90 dB. After reaching that level, your
intelligibility will start to drop any-
way. The level of noise in a good
acoustic environment for a church
should be no greater than 42 dB,
using an A weight QP-ale on a SPL
meter, and if it is, then you can al-
most be guaranteed that your HVAC
system needs some adjusting, al-
though other factors can apply, such
as not enough isolation from the out-
side walls.

SO DID WE LEARN
ANYTHING?

Sure we did. We learned that all
rooms have resonances and we can
reduce them by reducing parallel
surfaces. We learned what is the op-
timum RT60 for a church, by size
and type of worship. We found out
how to reduce HVAC noise, and what
the maximum noise level for
churches should be for good acous-
tics.

Next time we will take a trip to dig-
ital land and see the very near future
IA not tomorrow's technology, but
today's.
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 Proformance/1 and Proform-
ance/1+, are a family of 16 -bit true
stereo piano modules. Proformance
represents the first and only sampled
piano module to offer true stereo
samples. Proformance offers a
greater -than 90 dB signal-to-noise
ratio and true, phase coherent stereo
samples processed and transferred
directly from the Emulator III. Not
simply mono samples panned left
and right, Proformance contains ac-
tual stereo recordings that precisely
capture the expereince of sitting at
the keyboard of a concert grand
piano. All the sonic complexity and
rich spatial resonance that defines a
piano's sound is accurately repro-
duced. Proformance/1 gives a variety
of piano sounds to choose from. The
Proformance/1+ adds electric pi-
anos, organs, vibes and acoustic and
electric basses.
Manufacturer: E -mu Systems, Inc.
Price: $499.00
Circle 60 on Reader Service Card

TRIP OINT MICROPHONE

 The"TriPoint" microphone
(Model RD303), offers a new look to
the old problem of clustered mics for

multiple audio feeds. The TriPoint
has the smooth, extended response of
a condenser microphone, with a sym-
metrical unidirectional polar pat-
tern and incorporates three minia-
ture permanently -polarized
condensers in a single, inconspicuous
ease. Separate feeds, such as broad-
cast, house PA and back-up, are eas-
ily accomplished in a design that vir-
tually disappears on -camera.
Operable with three 9 V alkaline

batteries or 9-52 V DC phantom
power, the TriPoint features 30-
20,000 Hz frequency response, 130
dB maximum input sound pressure
level, 100 ohm balanced output (with
power module) and durable turned
brass housing with low -reflectance
finish.
Manufacturer: Audio-Technica
Price: $1,660.00
Circle 61 on Reader Service Card

SMALL CONSOLE
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 The MINImix 16:2 satisfies the
demand for a console providing 16
mic and 16 line level inputs with four
auxiliary sends in a 19 -inch rack
mount format and 8U space. Appli-
cations include stage keyboard or
electronic drum monitoring, live
sound reinforcement, confrerence
use, installations and location re-
cording/broadcasting.
Manufacturer: Hill Audio, Inc.
Price: $1,699.00
Circle 62 on Reader Service Card

STUDIO MONITORS
 This new line of studio monitors

consists of the System 2 NFM, Sys-
tem 8 NFM, System 10 DMT, System
12 DMT, System 15 DMT and the
System 215 DMT. All feature
biwired terminal panels, hard -wired
crossovers, polymide wire insulation
and magnetic gap coolant for im-
proved thermal conductivity and
power handling. The Dual Concen-
tric models feature gold-plated con-
tacts, a cast or moulded waveguide,
and sculpted, twin -ducted ports. Sys-
tem 10 DMT through System 215

DMT feature vented chassis', a spe-
cially -designed diffraction ring (en-
sures undisturbed HF wavefront
and prevents HF diffraction at junc-
tion of LF surround and cabinet
edge), adjustable HF level and supe-
rior crossover topography and com-
ponents wired with Vanden Hul
cable.
Manufacturer: Tannoy
Price: from $550.00/pair to
$5,500/pair
Circle 63 on Reader Service Card



NEW TUBE TRAP DUAL -CHANNEL PROCESSOR

 The Studio Trap is a portable, self-
contained freestanding 9 -inch diam-
eter Tube Trap, tripod -mounted
with floating suspension for easy
height and rotational adjustments.
Studio Traps are tuneable, featuring
adjustable diffusion. A built-in, ASC-
patented Sound Diffusion Panel dif-
fuses sound above 440 Hz. Hal fof the
Studio Trap surface is midrange re-
flective, the other half absorptive.
Rotating the Trap turns the panel
into or away from the sound field
changing its brightness. Studio
Traps may be lowered to 6 inches
from the floor and as high as 6-1/2
feet to treat standup or sitdown tal-
ent.
Manufacturer: Acoustic Sciences
Corporation
Price: $255.00/unit
Circle 64 on Reader Service Card

 The DDP 1 is a dual channel
multi -mode dynamics processor,
with three independent functions
per channel. Housed in an all -steel
one rack unit chassis, features in-
clude an easy -to -use noise gate with
switchable fast or slow release, a
variable ratio compressor from 1:1 to
infinity:1 and an independent peak
limiter following after the output
gain. A highlight of the DDP 1 is its
comprehensive metering, with 27
LEDs per channel covering input
and output levels, gain reduction me-
tering and status indicators. Each
channel has its own hardwire bypass

switch, and a stereo link switch for
master/slave operation. Other fea-
tures include true differential bal-
anced inputs and outputs with very
high CMRR, sliding bias VCA and de-
tector loop insert for frequency sensi-
tive compression. The DDP 1 has
been designed for use in all profes-
sional audio applications. It is
equally at home in studio and sound
reinforcement, with specifications to
suit the exacting requirements of
Digital Audio.
Manufacturer: ARX Systems
Price: to be announced
Circle 65 on Reader Service Card

I )UPLICATING TAPE

 Ampex 617 C-60 and Ampex 618
C-90 Audio Cassette Duplicator
Tape have been introduced. Both are
Type I High, Performance -Extended
Frequency Response tapes. Ampex
617 and 618 utilize high perfor-

mance magnetic particles for fre-
quency response. In addition, the
oxide and binder system provides
electromagnet characteristics. The
oxide is processed to assure consis-
tent and uniform dispersion of mag-
netic particles for high quality dupli-
cation. Both products feature
interlocking, symmetrical hubs
which are color coded for C-60 and C-
90 tape thicknesses. Hubs feature a
larger flange.
Manufacturer: Ampex Recording
Media Corporation
Price: N/A
Circle 66 on Reader Service Card

BACKGROUND MUSIC
CONTROLER
 Designed for background music

installations, the Pro-PT5R Pre-
ceiver, Control Center/Preampli-
fier/Tuner combines performance
and features of Soundcraftsmen sep-
arate tuner and preamplifers. The
approach allows the cost saving of
combined preamplifier and tuner
stages on a single chassis. It has
Feather -Touch Digital CMOS
Switching, FET preamp, source se-
lections including CD/DAT, Phono,
Tuner (built-in), Audio/Video, plus
two Tape Monitors with dubbing.
Unique Spectral Gradient circuit
eliminates high frequency harshness
found on many compact discs. Two
pairs of line outputs are provided for
Surround Sound applications or

Subwoofer/Satellite speaker sys-
tems. A Variable Contour Loudness
Control enables precise and easy se-
lection of frequency balance at any
volume level. A wireless Remote
Control is included and allows re-
mote selection of volume up/down,
tuner memories, input selectors,
audio mute and power. The Digital
PLL Tuner Section features a Micro -

Computer memory system, coupled
with Automatic Scanning, to allow
extremely simple programming of
16 stations.. The rear panel provides
two switched and one unswitched
AC convenience outlets.
Manufacturer: Sou ndcraftsnien
Price: $599.00
Circle 67 on Reader Service Card
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On the pages that follort; we present this issue's Buyer's Guide on equalizers, crossovers, delays, and revabs. Other signal
processing equipment will appear in the next issue. The information contained is supplied by the respecti2e manufacturers.
Further, if a manufacturer that you seek is not listed, the chances am strong that, as many times as we tried, we could not
get information from them.

*Editorial Note: Only units whose sole function is creating reverb have been classified as "Reverbs." Units which utilize algorithmic
(software) representations of several signal processing functions (which usually include reverb), have more accurately oeen labeled as
"Multi -Effects Processors."

MULTI -EFFECTS PROCESSORS
Alesis Studio Electronics
It has fully programmable simultaneous digital effects processor capable of creating up to four effects simultaneously, all at 20 kHz
bandwidth. Effects include stereo reverb, stereo delay, stereo chorusing, stereo flanging, phase shifting, pitch detuninc , up to 5 bands of
parametric EC and 11 bands of graphic EQ. Also, 1.5 seconds of sampling, programmable multi -tap delays, programmable panning,
resonators and ring modulators. MIDI implementation includes real-time modulation of up to 8 parameters simultaneously. 100 programs.
90 factory presets.
Dimensions: 1.75 -in. x 19 -in. x 7 -in.
Weight: 4.5 lbs.
Price: $499.0C
MIDIVERB III has preset/programmable simultaneous 16 bit digital effects processor capable of generating four effects including Reverb,
Delay, EQ and Chorus or Flange. 15 kHz bandwidth, 200 memory locations 100 non-volatile factory presets, 100 user -programmable
memory locations. Real -Time MIDI parameter control. MIDI mapping and system exclusive program dump capability. Eypass footswitch
jack.
Dimensions: 1.75 -in. x 19 -in. x 7 -in.
Weight: 4.5 lbs.
Price: $349.00
MICROVERB III is a preset digital effects processor featuring 256 all new 16 bit reverb, delay, gated/reverse reverb, multi -tap delay and
special effects programs. Each program can be fine-tuned by pre -emphasizing or filtering out frequencies with the Hich and Low EQ
controls before signal is effected. These shelving filters are at 100 Hz and 10 kHz with 10 dB of boost/cut for wide ranging tonal variations
of the effects. The unit also features stereo input on1/4-in. jacks, and 15 kHz bandwidth.
Dimensions: 1.75 -in. x 19 -in. x 4 -in.
Price: $249.00

Applied Research and Technology -See our ad on page 5
The SGE MACH II is a stereo multi -effects processor that will do 12 simultaneous audio functions with up to 20 KHz bandwidth. It features
over 70 different effects.
Dimensions: 1.75 x 19 -in. x 9 -in.
Weight: 11 lbs.
Price:$749.00
The DR -X is a new stereo studio processor that does 10 simultaneous effects including an exciter, compressor, limiter, noise gate and more
than 50 other effects.
Dimensions: 1.75 x 19 -in. x 9 -in.
Weight: 11 lbs.
Price: $629.00
The MULTIVERB III will do 4 simultaneous effects from a choice of over 50 and like the SGE and DR -X offers a MIDI DATA MONITOR for
actual readout of the MIDI data stream.
Dimensions: 1.75 x 19 -in. x 9 -in.
Weight: 11 lbs.
Price: $529.00
The LT will offer the power of the MULTIVERB III with a greater complexity of programs. It will do 3 simultaneous effects and has 192 studio
created patches.
Dimensions: 1.75 x 19 -in. x 9 -in.
Weight: 11 lbs.
Price: $299.00

BGW Systems
SPA -3 Signal Processing Amplifier is a complete built -to -order Signal Processing System with three amplifiers, built-ir electronic
crossovers, horn equalization, parametric EQ, all -pass filter delays, precision digitized attenuators, active balanced input, high -frequency
propagation loss compensation and system configuration via plug-in jumper network.
Dimensions: 5.25 -in. x 19 -in. x 13.1 -in.
Weight: 48 lbs.
Price: $2,599.00

DOD Electronics Corpooration
The IPS-33B Super Harmony Machine generates 1 and 2 note chromatic and intelligent scalar harmonies from a single note played.
Choose from 59 scales. Includes 7 different effects.
Dimensions: 1.75 -in. x 19 -in. x 8.50 -in.
Weight: 5.50 lbs.
Price: $899.95
Price: $782.00

(7)
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Peavey Electronics Corporation -See our ad on page 3
QFX 4x4 offers four channel multi -effects processor featuring 4 independent, full -featured, digital, multi -effects processors in one I.U. rack
space; 16 -bit sampling; up to 2.75 seconds of digital delay available; full MIDI or front panel access to all 128 presets and 128 patches.
Dimensions: 1.75 -in. x 19 -in. x 8.875 -in.
Weight: 7 lbs.
Price: $1,299.00

Yamaha Pro Audio
SPX900 Digital Multi -Effects Processor is second generation DSP technology; 50 factory preset effects including compression and ADR
noise -gate; 49 RAM user memory locations. Sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz. Comprehensive parameter control for each effect. Multiple
and dual effects programs. Optional full function remote control. Full MIDI compatibility.
Dimensions: 1 -4/4 -in. x 18 -7/e -in. x 12 -1/2 -in.

Weight: 9.7 lbs.
Price: $995.00
SXP1000 Digital Multi -Effects Processor is also second generation DSP technology and offers a wide selection of professional -quality
digital effects; 40 factory preset effects including compression and ADR noise -gate, 59 RAM user memory locations. Sampling frequency of
44.1 kHz. Comprehensive parameter control for each effect. Multiple effects programs and dual effects programs. Full MIDI compatibility.
Dimensions: 1 -3/4 -in. x 18 -7/e -in. x 12 -1/2 -in.
Weight: 8.2 lbs.
Price: $1,995.00
FX500 Simul-Effect Processor provides up to 5 different effects, simultaneously, and has extensive programming capability for
"personalization" of effects sounds. The effects are all created utilizing leading -edge Yamaha DSPII chip technology, which gives full 20kHz
bandwidth, extensive programming capability, and superb sound quality; 60 preset effects programs, each with changeable parameters,
and has 30 additional RAM (Random Access Memory) locations which can store user -modified effects for recall. Full MIDI compatibility.
Dimensions: 8- /e -in. x x 9 -7/8 -in.

Weight: 3 lbs.
Price: $495.00

EQUALIZERS
Alesis Studio Electronics
MICRO EQ is a monophonic, three band parametric equalizer featuring continuous frequency control, boost/cut controls with a range of
15dB, and two position "Q" switch that selects 2 -octave and 1/2 -octave bandwidth curves.
Dimensions: 1.5 -in. x 5.75 -in. x 7 -in.
Weight: 1.75 lbs.
Price: $149.00

MEQ-230 Precision Equalizer proovides dual 30 band, 1/3 octave EQ in a single 19 -in. rack space. Interface provided by means of
quarter -inch and RCA jacks. Center frequencies range from 25 Hz to 20kHz and are set to ANSI/ISO standards. Each band provides
+12dB cut/boost. In/Out switch.
Dimensions: (HxWxD) 1.75 -in. x 19 -in. x 4 -in.
Weight: 2.5 lbs.
Price: $249.00

Altec Lansing Corporation
8558B Programmable Microaudio Equalizer offers eight memories, only one rack space, no front panel controls, 28 one-third octave filters
with 12 dB of cut/boost, fixed HP/LP filters, elect. balanced in/out, xfmr in/out optional barrier strip only.
Dimensions: 1.75 -in. x 19 -in. x 7 -in.
Height: 5.9 lbs.
Price: $1,250.00

1750A Cut -Only 1/3 Octave Mono Equalizer has 28 constant -Q filters from 31.5 Hz to 16 KHz, 15 dB of attenuation per filter, 20 dB of
broadband gain, variable HP/LP filters, elect. balanced in/out with optional xfmr, XLR and barrier strip.
Dimensions: 3.5 -in. x 19 -in. x 9.75 -in.
Weight: 10.7 lbs.
Price: $1,150.00

1753A Boost-Cuts/3 Octave Mono Equalizer has 28 constant -Q filters from 31.5 Hz to 16 kHz, 12 dB cut/boost per filter, 20 dB broadband
gain, variable HP/LP filters, elect. balanced in/out with optional xfmr, XLR and barrier strip.
Dimensions: 3.5 -in. x 19 -in. x 9.75 -in.
Weight: 10.7 lbs.
Price: $1,150.00

Applied Research and Technology -See our ad on page 5
IEQ Intelligent Equalizers are a 31 band controller that may be matched with up to 15 satellite units. The IEQs offer a video output so the
acutal frequency curve is on a monitor screen. The IEQs are available in one-third and two-thirds octave versions.
Dimensions: 1.75 x 19 -in. x 11 -in.
Weight: 11 lbs.
Price: $829.00

HD Series Graphic Equalizers are new equalizers that feature ART's exclusive High Definition filter technology circuits that dramatically
reduce phase shift and centerpoint drifts. Ultra -Low -Noise design yields a 115 dB signal-to-noise ratio.
Dimensions: 3.5 x 19 -in. x 7 -in.
Weight: 11 lbs.
Price: $425.00



ARX Systems -See our ad on page 2
EQ 60 is a dual channel 30 band EQ in a 3 rack units package. Features Low Noise (98dB MN) Constant Q circuitry, balanced Inputs and
Outputs, switchable 15 dB/6 dB cut and boost, with 30 well -damped, center grounding sliders on standard ISO frequencies, from 25 Hz to
20 kHz.
Dimensions: 5.25 -in. x 19 -in. x 9 -in.
Weight: 15 lbs.
Price: $1,349.00
Multi Q is a six channel parametric equalizer, with exclusive internal patching system. User can access up to 6 channels of parametric EQ
individually, or in multiples without the need for patch leads. A unique creative tool for any EQ situation, in one rack unit.
Dimensions: 1.75 -in. x 19 -in. x 6 -in.
Weight: 5 lbs.
Price: $688.00

Ashly Audio, Inc.
The PQ -16 and PQ -26 are parametric equalizers and feature tunable low and high frequency shelving filters; center frequencies tunable
over a 5.6 octave range; adjustable badwidths from 3-1/3 to 1/2o of an octave; full 20 dB headroom; true reciprocal curves; optional 12 -band
mono operation (on the PQ -26) and; master and individual band in/out bypass switching.
Dimensions: 1.75 -in. x 19 -in. x 6 -in. (PQ -16)

3.5 -in. x 19 -in. x 6 -in. (PQ -26)
Weight: 8 lbs. (PQ -16)

12 lbs. (PQ -26)
Prices: $399.99 (PQ -16)

$699.99 (PQ -26)
Models GQ-215, GO -131, GQ-231 are a graphic equalizer series that feature precision Wein-bridge filters for accurate esponse and low
distortion; detented metal -shaft fader with saddle knob; constant "Q" design with low ripple and accurate response near "flat" setting;
selectable 15 dB or 6 dB range (on 31 -band models); switchable-tunable low-cut filter (switchable 40 Hz fixed on GQ-215); 9 -position,
3 -color LED Level Meter (on 31 -band models), plus peak LED indicators and balanced XLR and Unbalanced 1/4 -in. inputs and outputs.
Dimensions: 3.5 -in. x 19 -in. x 6 -in. (GQ-215, GQ-131)

5.25 -in. x 19 -in. x 6 -in. (GQ-231)
Weight: 9.5 lbs. (GQ-215, GQ-131)

13 lbs. (GQ-231)
Prices: $499.99 (GQ-215)

$569.99 (GQ-131)
$1,059.99 (GQ-231)

dbx Professional Products, a division of AKG Acoustics, Inc.
1531X Graph c Equalizer has selectable 15 band stereo (:'/3 octave) or 31 band mono (1/3 octave) equalizer on ISO ceiters. With
constant -Q and symmetrical peak/dip curves with selectable 7.5 or 15 boost or cut, and switchable HP filtering g 20 Hz, 60 Hz or 120 Hz.

Price:
$399.00

Electro-Voice, Inc.
Model 2710/1/3 -Octave Graphic Equalizer features 27 -band, 1/3 -octave equalizer, constant range variable -Q filters, minimal interference
between adjacent filters, user -selectable high- and low-pass filters, built-in pink -noise generator for noise masking, system equalization and
other applications.
Dimensions: 3.5 -in. x 19 -in. x 10.25 -in.
Weight: 11.5 lbs.
Price: $889.00

Orban, a division of AKG Acoustics, Inc.
642B Parametric Equalizer is a stereo 4 band or mono 8 band parametric equalizer with each band tunable over a 20:1 frequency range.
+16dB boost or - 40 dB cut for each frequency and continuously variable "0" for true infinite depth notching. Continuously -tunable 18
dB/octave HPF and "Automatic Sliding" 12 dB/octave LPF. Other variations for tuning ranges include thp 642B/SP and 642B/SPX.
Price:
$1,045.00
672A Graphic Parametric Equalizer is an 8 band mono, Graphic/Parametric equalizer with tuning and bandwidth controls and "fader -style"
boost/cut controls. Each band tunable over a 3:1 frequency range and "Q" variable between 0.3 and 20 with tuning .:ontrol centered.
Narrowband notching possible where the "Q"=10. Switchable, 12dB/octave, continuously tunable HP and LP filters, with separate outputs
for use as a crossover. The stereo version is the Model number 674A.
Price:
$689.00 for the 672A
$1,299.00 for the 674A
The 764A P'ogrammable Parametric incorporates all of the audio advances as the 642B. However, Storage, Recall and Programmability
now possible for up to 99 presets of EQ for the single channel unit and an additional 99 presets for two channel unit. Instant Recall,
Grouping, Comparing and Naming are also standard features. An additional 99 presets are available with the 764A/SL Slave unit. We also
offer MIDI, RS -232 and RS -422 as optional interface modules.
Price: $2,495.00 for 2 channel

$1,995.00 for single channel
$1,895.00 for slave unit rn
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Oxmoor Corporation
DEQ-29 ProgrammableV3 Octave Equalizer is an octave programmable equalizer without a physical control panel. Equalization is adjusted
by using the Oxmoor TWEEQ software program and the Apple Macintosh computer. Sixteen equalizers can be controlled by a single
computer. Each filter and the overall gain is software programmable in 1/2 dB steps over a range of 12 dB. The corner frequency of the 18
dB/octave high pass filter is also software programmable. The PC is required only during the equalization process. You can store up to
eight curves in the DEQ's non-volatile memory. Through the control port you can recall any one of the eightcurves remotely using a
simple dry -contact closure.

Peavey Electronics Corporation -See our ad on page 3
PME 4000 is a four -channel parametric equalizer featuring full control of frequency, cut/boost, and Q (variable from 1/6 to 2 octaves); top
and bottom bands switchable (peak to shelving); +4 dBu balanced in and out.
Dimensions: 1.75 -in. x 19 -in. x 7 -in.
Weight: 6 lbs.
Price: $349.00

AEQ 2800 is a MIDI controlled automated equalizer featuring 28 -band EQ on 3rd octave centers; 40x2 character liquid crystal display; MIDI
controllable "sliders"; 6 dB in 0.5 steps; 128 complete EQ program memories.
Dimensions: 1.75 -in. x 19 -in. x 8.125 -in.
Weight: 7 lbs.
Price: $549.00

Roland Corporation US
E-660 Digital Parametric Equalizer is a fully programmable, digital parametric EQ. Stores 99 settings. Operates as two -channel, four -band
EQ or single -channel, eight -band EQ. Analog, AES/EBU digital I/O connections. Accommodates 48 kHz, 44.1 kHz signals.
Dimensions: 3 -9/16 -in. x 19 -3/16 -in. x 16 -9/16 -in.
Weight: 17 lbs., 10 oz.
Price: $1,995.00

Soundcraflsmen -See our ad on page 11
PRO-EQ 22 C-MOS 0.1dB Differential/Comparator Octave Equalizer is a two -channel device with 10 octave -wide bandsof adjustment for
each channel featuring C-MOS Digital Switching, Differential/Comparator 0.1 dB True Unity Gain controls, LED True Unity Gain indicators,
EQ defeat totally bypasses equalizer, Pre/post EQ processor loops.
Dimensions: 3.50 -in. x 19 -in. x 11 -in.
Weight: 15 lbs.
Price: $349.00

PRO-EQ 44 is a C-MOS 0.1dB Differential/Comparator Third Octave that features C-MOS Digital Switching, Two independent Channels of
EQ,1/3 -Octave 40Hz/1kHz, Alternate'/3 -Octave 1kHz/16kHz, Exclusive Differential/Comparator Unity -Gain Circuits, balancing LEDs for
instant adjustment to Unity -Gain, Pre -Post EQ Loops and EQ Defeat Switch.
Dimensions: 3.50 -in. x 19 -in. x 11 -in.
Weight: 15 lbs.

Symetrix
SX201 Parametric EQ/Preamp features three bands with +15dB boost and- 30dB cut, 16Hz to 20kHz frequency control, .05 octave to 3.3
octave variable bandwidth, separate line and preamp inputs, balanced and unbalanced inputs and outputs.
Dimensions: 1.75 -in. x 8.5 -in. x 6 -in.
Weight: 5 lbs.
Price: $259.00

Tascam Professional Division (Teac Corporation of America) -See our ad on page 20-23
The GE -20B 2 -Channel Graphic Equalizer has lu linear equalization controls per channel, each providing up to 12 dB of boost or cut in the
corresponding band. Each channel also has separate 12dB/Octave high pass and low pass filters.
Price: $325.00
The PE -40 4 -Channel parametric equalizer has 4 EQ Channels each with 4 EQ bands 800 Hz to 16 kHz, 500 Hz to 10 kHz, 200 Hz to 4 kHz
and 40 Hz to 800 Hz. Each EQ has frequency, Q (Bandwidth) and gain control.
Price: $650.00

coo Price: $875.00

White Instruments
Model 4320 One -Third Octave Passive Equalizer is twenty-eight one-third octave L -C filters on I.S.O. centers. Continuously variable, rotary
controls, 10dB cut only. Used with 0/10 kilohms termination. Plug-in 2 -way or 3 -way crossovers. Security cover included.
Dimensions: 3.5 -in. x 19 -in. x 7 -in.
Weight: 5 lbs.
Price: $800.00

Model 4700-2 Digitally Controlled One -Third Octave Active Equalizer offers two channels of one-third filters like the 4700. Remote preset
select interface, RS -232 interface, EIA-422 interface and preset switch kit options available for both 4700-2 and 4700.
Dimensions: 1.75 -in. x 19 -in. x 2 -in.
Weight: 7 lbs.
Price: $1,375.00

Model 4700 Digitally Controlled One -Third Octave Active Equalizer provides the flexibility of digital control with the performance of analog
circuitry, 10 dB boost/cut, 0.5 dB resolution, 10 memories and presets, 2 level password protection, non-volatile memories. Servo -balanced
differential I/O.
Dimensions: 1.75 -in. x 19 -in. x 12 -in.
Weight: 6 lbs.



Model 4500 One -Third Octave R -C Active Equalizer has twenty-eight one-third octave R -C filters on I.S.O. centers. Cont nuously variable,
rotary controls, 10 dB boost/cut, 12 dB/octave variable high-pass and low-pass filters. Active buffered input, 3 outputs. Plug-in 2 -way or
3 -way crossovers and I/O transformers options.
Dimensions: 3.5 -in. x 19 -in. x 5 -in.
Weight: 7 lbs.
Price: $750.00
Model 4650 One -Third Octave R -C Active Equalizer offers twenty-eight one-third octave R -C filters on I.S.O. centers. Continuously variable,
60mm linear controls, 12dB boost/cut, 12 dB/octave fixed high-pass and low-pass filters. Optional input/output transformers.
Dimensions: 3.5 -in. x 19 -in. x 5 -in.
Weight: 7 lbs.
Price: $649.00
Model 4675 Two -Thirds Octave Two Channel R -C Active Equalizer has fourteen two-thirds octave R -C filters on I.S.O. centers. Continuously
variable, 60mm linear controls, 12 dB boost/cut, 12 dB/octave variable high-pass and low-pass filters. Servo -balanced nput/output circuitry.
Dimensions: 3 5 -in. x 19 -in. x 5 -in.
Weight: 7 lbs.
Price: $779.00
Model 4660 One -Third Octave R -C Active Equalizer has twenty-eight one-third octave R -C filters on I.S.O. centers. Con-inuously variable,
60mm linear controls, 12 dB boost/cut, 12 dB/octave variable high-pass and low-pass filters. Optional input/output transformers.
Dimensions: 3 5 -in. x 19 -in. x 5 -in.
Weight: 7 lbs.
Price: $699.00
Model 4400 -One -Third Octave L -C Active Equalizer offers twenty-eight one-third octave L -C filters on I.S.O. centers. Continuously variable,
rotary controls, 10 dB boost/cut, 12 dB/octave variable high-pass and low-pass filters. Active balanced input, 3 outputs. Plug-in 2 -way or
3 -way crossovers, I/O transformers available.
Dimensions: 3.5 -in. x 19 -in. x 7.875 -in.
Weight: 15 lbs.
Price: $1,050.00

Yamaha Pro Products
DEQ7 Digital Equalizer is a 16 -bit digital programmable equalizer with a range of EQ formats available: 1 -octave, octave, 1/2 -octave or
1/3 -octave. All except 1/3 -octave are full stereo configurations -either simultaneous of independent programming.
Dimensions: 18 -7/ -in. x x 11 -1/4 -in.

Weight: 8.2 lbs.
Price: $1,395.00
GQ1031BII Graphic Equalizer is a single channel, 1/3 octave EQ. Only one EIA rack space high. 31 bands of EQ, each 12 dB boost/cut.
Input level control. Peak level LED set at +17 dB with 3dB additional headroom. 1/4 -in. Jacks and RCA pin jack for Input and Output. 22 k
ohm input impedance for easy interface. Output source impedance of 600 ohms.
Dimensions: 1 -2/4 -in. x x

Weight: 6.4 lbs.
Price: $375.00
Q1027 Professional 1/3 Octave Graphic Equalizer is a single channel, 1/3 octave EQ, 27 bands at ISO frequencies, each 12dB boost/cut. 27
separate active peaking filters and summing network for minimum phase shift. Calibrated, 1 dB -stepped input level ccntrol. High Pass
filter -18 dB/octave, selectable 40 Hz or 80 Hz. Front Panel LED indicates 3 dB below clipping. XLRs and 1/4 -in. jacks for both Input and
Output.
Dimensions: 3 -73 -in. x x 12 -in.
Weight: 17.6 lbs.
Price: $1,095.00
Q2031A Dual 'A Octave Equalizer is a dual channel, 1/1 octave EQ. 31 bands of EQ on ISO frequencies from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. Selectable
12dB or 6dB boosUcut for each channel. Octal socket for optional BRT-15K transformers. Peak level indicator set for 3 dB below clipping.
XLR electronically balanced and 1/4 -in. unbalanced inputs.
Dimensions: 3 -1/2 -in. x 18 -7/e -in. x
Weight: 11.2 lbs.
Price: $695.00

CROSSOVERS
(f)
CDAltec Lansirg Corporation "Cs

Model 1631A Electronic Crossover is a two-way electronic crossover using plug-in modules to select crossover frequency, and configure cD

specific equalization to provide flat power response for various horn/driver combinations. The high-pass output has a level control and the
Crlow-pass output has a delay adjustment of 0 to 25 ms.

Dimensions: 1 -Y. -in. x 19 -in. x 0Weight: 4.74 lbs.
Price: $625.00 0

Cr
1632A Electronic Dividing Network is a daul channel two-way or single channel three-way active crossover, 24 dB/oc:ave, selectable from
50Hz to 10K4z, elect. balanced in/out with xfmr in/out optional, 30/60 Hz HP inputs, hard limiters on all 4 outputs, sub -modules to
customize response. CO

Dimensions: 1.75 -in. x 19 -in. x 9.75 -in.
Weight: 8 lbs.

rnPrice: $1,100.00



co
co

15594A Low Pass Crossover/Equalizer Module is a plug-in module for 9400 series power amplifier. 18 dB/octave roll -off pre-programmed at
125 Hz, 500 Hz, 800 Hz, 1250 Hz, customer programmable for other frequencies, programmable 12 dB HP roll -off with pre-sets at 16 Hz or
32 Hz.
Dimensions: 1.6 -in. x 2 -in.
Weight: 1.6 oz.
Price: $88.00

15595A High Pass Crossover/Equalizer Module is a plug-in module for 9400 series power amplifier. 18 dB/octave roll -off pre-programmed
at 125, 315, 500, 800, 1250 Hz, customer programmable for other frequencies, sub -modules available to customize frequency response to
horn/driver.
Dimensions: 1.6 -in. x 2 -in.
Weight: 1.6 oz.
Price: $88.00

ARX Systems -See our ad on page 2
EC 1 is a stereo 2 way, mono 3 way Electronic Crossover. The single rack unit package has true Linkwitz Riley 24 dB per octave filters, 2
or 3 way mode switch, and 'user friendly' crossover point changing.
Dimensions:1.75-in. x 19 -in. x 6 -in.
Weight: 4 lbs.
Price: $299.00

Ashly Audio, Inc.
12dB Per Octave Electronic Crossovers
Models XR-22E, XR-77E, XR-80E, XR-88E. All crossovers use state -variable filter circuits to perform the frequency divisions. Features
include balanced or unbalanced inputs/outputs; variable filter response allowing tuning -in; damping control to flatten frequency response
and; peak overload warning lights. Layout provides "easy -operation" feel.
Dimensions: 1.75 -in. x 19 -in. x 6 -in. (XR-22E, XR-80E)

3.5 -in. x 19 -in. x 6 -in. (XR-77E, XR-88E)
Weight: 8 lbs. (XR-22E, XR-80E)

10 lbs. (XR-77E, XR-88E)
Prices: $359.99 (XR-22E)

$499.99 (XR-77E)
$419.99 (XR-80E)
$629.99 (XR-88E)

24 dB Per Octave Electronic Crossovers, Models XR-1000, XR-2000, XR-3000, XR-4000. Some features include variable filter response
allowing tuning in Linkwitz-Riley, Butterworth or other filter performances; balanced XLR or V4 -in. Phone,TRS inputs/outputs; 20 Hz hi-pass
filter; peak overload warning lights and tuning ranges of 40 Hz -8 kHz for the XR-1000/2000, and 40 Hz -24 kHz for the XR-3000/4000.
Dimensions: 1.75 -in. x 19 -in. x 6 -in. (XR-1000, XR-3000)

3.5 -in. x 19 -in. x 6 -in. (XR-2000, XR-4000)
Weight: 8 lbs. (XR-1000, XR-3000)

10 lbs. (XR-2000, XR-4000)
Prices: $399.99 (XR-1000)

$599.99 (XR-2000)
$499.99 (XR-3000)
$699.99 (XR-4000)

BrystonVermont Ltd.
10B Active Crossover features independently selectable crossover points for high-pass and low-pass, also independently selectable
crossover slopes from 6, 12 or 18 dB/Octave, and incorporates Bryston's exceedingly linear and superbly quiet discrete op -amp circuitry.
Two-way stereo, three-way mono, No integrated circuits in the signal path, uses only triple gold-plated contacts and all modular
construction.
Dimensions: 1.75 -in. x 19 -in. x 10 -in.
Weight: 12 lbs.
Price:$1,195.00

Electro-Voice, Inc.
Model XEQ-3/Electronic Crossover features 3 -way configurations, allows low -frequency signal delay for source alignment, low -frequency
boost for extended bass, step-down operation of TL bass system. Has simple, easy -to -install modules for compression -driver
high -frequency equalization.
Dimensions: 1.73 -in. x 19 -in. x 7.28 -in.
Weight: 6.8 lbs.

Yamaha Pro Products
F1030 Frequency Dividing Network is a two-way or three-way active frequency dividing network with three outputs. Precision 26 -position
Log -Linear detented and dB -calibrated attenuators. Three high-pass filters, two low-pass filters. First high-pass is at 40Hz; 12dB/octave for
sub -sonic. Each filter ahs selectable crossover point. Filter slopes are selectable -12dB/octave or 18 dB/octave. XLRs for input and output.
Dimensions: 3 -Y4 -in. x 19 -7/6 -in. x
Weight: 16.5 lbs.
Price: $745.00

F1040 Professional Frequency Dividing Network is a two-way, three-way or four-way active frequency dividing network with precision
26-p6sition Log -Linear detented and dB -calibrated attenuators, and four outputs. Three high-pass filters and three low-pass filters, each
filter has selectable crossover point. Filter slopes are selectable -12 dB/octave or 18 dB/octave. XLRs for input and output.
Dimensions: 3 -2/4 -in. x x 12 -in.
Weight: 17.6 lbs.
Price: $920.00



DIGITAL DELAYS
Applied Research and Technology -See our ad on page 5
The PD3 is a 1 in/3out speaker alignment delay offering up to 256 ms per tap in 1 ms increments. Its 64 kHz simple rate yields flawless
signal reproduction.
Dimensions: 1.75 x 19 -in. x 9 -in.
Weight: 11 lbs.
Price: $749.00

Roland Corporation US
SDE-3000A Programmable Digital Delay. Maximum delay time 4500 ms. 10Hz - 17kHz (+0.5/-3.0 dB) frequency response from 0 to 1500
ms. Eight memory locations. 88 dB S/N ratio. 0.05 percent THD at 1 kHz. 100 dB dynamic range. Modulation CV input E nd CV In-output
jacks.
Dimensions: 1 -13/46 -in. x 19 -in. x 12 -13/4e -in.

Weight: 11 lbs.
Price: $1,095.00

Sound Concepts
Model SS550 Delay and Surround Processor is a companded analog delay system with two channels of 5 to 50 milliseconds delay that
may be switched between stereo and sequential mono operation. Also has film surround mode.
Dimensions: 3.50 -in. x 15 -.25 -in. x 9 -in.
Weight: 8 lbs.
Price: $879.00
Price: $549.00

Yamaha Pro Products
DDL3 Digital Delay Line offers high-performance digital delay with on -board equalization. 1-in/3-out configuration with iidependently
programmable delays up to 1300 milliseconds. Independent digital equalization for each delayed output with four moths: 1 -3 -band
parametric EQ. 2 -3 -way frequency divider, 3 -2 -way frequency divider pluslow-pass filter, and 4 -2 -way frequency divider plus band-pass
filter. 15 memory locations for EQ settings, recallable via front panel, MIDI or customer controls. Delay settable in milliseconds, feet or
meters. 20-20 kHz response with greater than 100 dB dynamic range and THD less than 0.03 percent.
Dimensions: 18 -7/8 -in. x x
Weight: 8.4 lbs.
Price: $1,295.00

REVERBS
Alesis Studio Electronics
MICROVERB II 16 Bit digital reverberation system offers a comprehensive range of reverb programs. The heart of MICROVERB II is the
custon-designed Alesis VLSI microchip. INPUT, MIX and OUTPUT controls. Stereo in, stereo out, 15 kHz bandwidth.
Dimensions: 1.5 -in. x 5.75 -in. x 7 -in.
Weight: 1.75 lbs.
Price: $199.00

Orban, a division of AKG Acoustics, Inc.
111 B/1 Dual Channel Reverb is a 2 channel reverb featuring 6 springs per channel for applications where natural, open sound is preferred.
An adjustable Floating Threshold Limiter to minimize spring twang on transients also provided. Bass and Mid EQ also adjustable, while
Mid EQ is bandwidth adjustable.
Price:
$959.00

Roland Corporation US
R-880 Digital Reverb is four independent DSPs. Wide variety of reverb types. 90 dB dynamic range. 20 biz -20 kHz (+C.2/-3.0 dB) frequency
response. 48 kHz and 44.1 kHz sampling rates. Chorus, delay, EQ, compressor. Analog, AES/EBU digital I/O connecti Dns.
Dimensions: 3 -Vie -in. x 19 -in. x 16-13/46.in.
Weight: 22 lbs., 1 oz.
Price: $3,995 00
GC -8 Graphic Controller for R-880 is a graphic remote control unit for the R-880 Digital Reverb. Large, 256 x 64 dot LCD. Five rotary knobs,
numeric keypad. Memory card slot for storing and loading programs.
Dimensions: 2 -in. x 13 -1/8 -in. x
Weight: 2 lb., 10 oz.
Price: $850.00

Peavey Electronics Corporation -See our ad on page 3
The DSR 1000 digital stereo reverb featuring adjustable Echo, Pre -Delay, Early Reflections, Room Size, Tonal Color, Reverb Time, Left and
Right Stereo Channel Delay, Left and Right Stereo Echo Feedback, Chorus Rate, Depth, Delay Time and Feedback; full MIDI access.
Dimensions: 1.75 -in. x 19 -in. x 8.125 -in.
Weight: 7 lbs.
Price: $499.00 rn
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Correction on the Wireless Microphone Directory in July/August issue. Please note that
incorrect information was listed for HME.

HME Electronics, Inc.
Systems 50, 55 systems have frequency response of 50 Hz -15 kHz ±2 dB, with RF Carrier Frequency of 160-216MHz. Frequency Stability is

±0.005 percent. Less than 1 percent distortion. Dynamic Range is greater than 115 dB CA' weighted). System requires FCC station license if
operated in U.S. or its possessions depending on application.

Systems 515/525. The 515, a body-pac wireless mic system, includes body-pac transmitter, antenna, belt -clip, receiver, whip antenna and 115

VAC power adapter. The 525, a handheld wireless mic system, includes transmitter with dynamic mic element, mic clamp, receiver, whip

antenna and AC power adapter. Specifications include frequency response of 50 Hz -15 kHz ±3 dB, RF Carrier Frequency of ±0.005 percent,

less than 1 percent THD distortion and a dynamic range of greater than 100 dB ('A' weighted). FCC station license required if systems
operated in U.S. or possessions.

HM Electronics, Inc., 6675 Mesa Ridge Road, San Diego, CA 92121

Alesis Corporation
3630 Holdrege Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90016

Altec Lansing Corporation
10500 West Reno Avenue
Oklahoma City, OK 73128

Applied Research &
Technology
215 Tremont Avenue
Rochester, NY 14608

ARX Systems
P.O. Box 842
Silverado, CA 92676-0842

Ashly Audio, Inc.
100 Fernwood Avenue
Rochester, NY 14621

BGW Systems
13130 Yukon Avenue
P.O. Box 5042
Hawthorne, CA 90261-5042

BrystonVermont, Ltd.
979 Franklin Lane
Maple Glen, PA 19002

ADDRESSES

dbx, a division of AKG
Acoustics, Inc.
71 Chapel Street
Newton, MA 02195

DOD Electronics Corp.
5639 South Riley Lane
Salt Lake City, UT 84107

Electro-Voice
600 Cecil Street
Buchanan, MI 49107

Orban Associates, Inc., a
division of AKG Acoustics,
Inc.
645 Bryant Street
San Francisco, CA 94107

Oxmoor Corporation
237 Oxmoor Circle
Birmingham, AL 35209

Peavey Electronics
Corporation
711 A Street
P.O. Box 2898
Meridian, MS 39302-2898

RolandCorp US
200 Dominion Circle
Los Angeles, CA 90040-3647

Sound Concepts
P.O. Box 135
Brookline, MA 02146

Soundcraftsmen
2200 South Ritchey
Santa Ana, CA 92705

Symetrix
4211 24th Avenue West
Seattle, WA 98199

Tascam-Teac Corporation
of America
7733 Telegraph Road
Montebello, CA 90640

White Instruments
P.O. Box 698
Austin, TX 78767

Yamaha
P.O. Box 6600
Buena Park, CA 90622
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FOR SALE

"Tonmeister Technology"-the
first book that fully integrates music
and engineering in the German
Tonmeister concept. Equally useful
to recording musicians and mixers.
Send $21.95 for soft, $36.95 for
hard cover (plus NY tax). Temmer
Enterprises Inc. 767 Greewich St.
New York, NY 10014.

MAGNETIC RECORDING HEADS
RELAP/REPLACEMENT for Audio,
Video, Time Code, Duplication.
Thirty years of head design ex-
perience. IEM, 350 N. Eric Drive,
Palatine, IL 60007. (708) 358-4622

WANTED

RADIO TRANSCRIPTION DISCS:
Any size, speed. Drama, comedy,
music, variety, adventure, soaps,
children's, AFRS, big band re-
motes, library services. KINER-db,
Box 724, Redmond, WA. 98073-
0724.

WE BUY USED DOLBY CAT. #22
CARDS! If you have replaced your
cards with Cat. #280 SR cards, we
will buy them. Please let us know
how many you have and the asking
price. Smart Theatre Systems,
P.O. Box 80361, Atlanta, GA
30341. (800) 45 -SMART.

Closing date ;s the first
of the seconc month
preceding the date of
issue.

Rates are $1.00 per
word with a $25.00
minimum. Boxed ads
are $40.00 per column
inch. db Box Numbers
are $8.50 additional for
wording "Department
XX" plus $1.50
additional for postage
and handling.

Quantity discounts are:
3X-15%; 6X-30%.

ALL CLASSIFIEDS
MUST BE PF EPAID

Send copy to:

db, The Sound
Engineering viagazine,
203 Commack Road,
Suite 1010, Commack,
NY 11725.

Peette, ka4.
 Ed Learned, a db Magazine

contributing edito4 will not be fea-
tured in this or the November/De-
cember issue, as he is on tour with the
Charlie Byrd Trio from Aug. 12 to
Sept. 14, and Wayne Toups and
Zydecajun from Sept. 22 to Oct. 30.
His complete tour schedule follows.
 Aug. 12-16 Manila, Philippines ,

Aug. 17 Cebu, Philippines, Aug. 18-
19 Davao, Philippines, Aug. 20-23
Singapore, Aug. 24-25 Chiang Mai,
Thailand , Aug. 26-27 Bangkok,
Thailand, Aug. 28-30 Jakarta, Indo-
nesia, Aug. 31 Surabaya, Indonesia,
Sept. 1-2 Medan, Indonesia, Sept. 3-4
Penang, Malaysia, Sept. 5 Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia, Sept. 6-9 Seoul,
South Korea, Sept. 10 Kwangju,
South Korea, Sept. 11 Chonju, South
Korea, Sept. 12-13 Taegu, South
Korea, Sept. 14 Pusan, South Korea,
Sept. 15-21 Beijing, China

While in Beijing, Learned will con-
duct lectures and demonstrations on
modern sound reinforcement tech-
niques and rock 'n' roll mixing tech-
niques.

Sept. 22-26 Bangkok, Thailand,
Sept. 27 Knon Kaen, Thailand, Sept.
28 Chiang Mai, Thailand, Sept. 29-

30 Bangkok, Thailand, Oct. 1-3 Ma-
nila, Philippines, Oct. 4 Cebu, Philip-
pines, Oct. 5 Davao, Philippines, Oct.
6 Manila, Philippines, Oct. 7-13 Sri
Lanka (schedule to be announced-
includes Colombo), Oct. 14-17 Singa-
pore, Oct. 18-21 Auckland, New Zea-
land, Oct. 22 Christchurch, New
Zealand, Oct. 23-24 Wellington,
New Zealand, Oct. 25 Nadi, Fiji, Oct.
26 Suva, Fiji, Oct. 27-28 Sigatoka,
Fiji, Oct. 29 Lautoka, Fiji, Oct. 30
Depart for USA

 A new, state-of-the-art stereo sur-
round sound system, featuring an
array of Tannoy P100 Dual Con-
centric loudspeakers, has been
installed at the Space & Rocket
Center theater in Titusville, FL.
The system, developed around the
Tannoy P100, is designed to render
dialogue and high dynamic sound ef-
fects from a CD -quality audio source,
specifically rocket launch sounds
and audio program information as-
sociated with the field of space explo-
ration...A Sony digital two -track
PCM-3402 DASH recorder has
been delivered to Foto-Kem/Foto-
Tronics, a motion picture labora-
tory and post -production facility in

Burbank, CA. The unit has already
served in several applications, in-
cluding a project to save rare film
footage made 15-20 years ago of
some of Neil Young's earliest perfor-
mances. Sony has also delivered a
PCM Digital mastering system to
Lion and Fox Recording in Wash-
ington, D.C. The system, which Lion
and Fox will use for its Mastering
Studio B, is the standard mastering
format for CD production. The sys-
tem includes a PCM 1630 Digital
Processor, DMR 4000 Digital Master
Recorder and a DTA 2000 Tape An-
alyzer

Shure StereoSurround has
made its Michigan debut at Ron
Rose Productions in Farmington
Hills. The equipment was installed
at the company's Studio Center
"Room With A View" suite by Shure
HTS, which was looking for a com-
mercial product on house to test
market its new StereoSurround
audio system...Gauss loudspeak-
ers have been installed at Olympic
Park in Seoul, South Korea. Young
Nak So Ri Sa, the firm that de-
signed and installed the sound sys-
tem, previously supplied Gauss 18-
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inch and 15 -inch woofers for most of
the low frequency systems in the
Olympic Stadium...Blank Produc-
tions of Stamford, CT, has updated
its studios with a variety of new tech-
nology, including the latest mixing
software from Steinberg, DOD 24 -

channel noisegates, two Pro-
teus X units and Crown PZM
mics for their drum booth...Crown
International engineers have
begun the initial phase of a long-term
project that will bring state-of-the-
art electronics to the Indianapolis
Motor Speedway's audio system.
New design elements given to the
system in time for the recent Indy
500 are an IQ System 2000 and mi-
crophone assortment, including a
custom-built "tridundant" mic,
PCC160 Super Cardioid bound-
ary mic, CM200 mic, CM310 dif-
feroid mic and new SASS -P
mics...Remote Recording Ser-
vices has replaced its "Black Truck"
with the all -new Silver Mobile Stu-
dio, which features a 48 -input API
console with all -discrete circuitry
and GML automation, Bryston-
powered KIM monitors and Stu-
der A810 and A820 tape decks.
The Silver Mobile has full video mon-
itoring facilities, and special atten-
tion has been paid to infrastructure
factors such as A.C. line voltage and
filtering, SMPTE time code lock,
audio distribution and patch-
ing.. Ardent Recordings in Mem-
phis, TN, has put its new digital
Dyaxis to work on a number of pro-
jects including jingle production,
album editing, sound tracks and
sound effects editing...The 19th
Hard Rock Cafe, which recently
opened in Singapore, is the first to
use Electro-Voice components in 100
percent of its audio system. The
equipment makes up what is esti-
mated to be the most powerful audio
system ever installed in a Hard Rock
Cafe. The total RMS power for the fa-
cility is in excess of 30,000 watts.

 Systems Development Group
announces the opening of Audiomas-
ter, a digital recording facility dedi-
cated to the production of high qual-
ity radio and television soundtracks
for advertising. The SDG team has
designed a facility for adwork and
TV post -production that has a 28' x
25' control room with more than
enough space to comfortably accom-
modate ad agency producers and
their clients. There are also two sep-

arate 16 x 12 -foot studios, each with
its own visual access to the control
room...International Post, an ad-
vanced international post -produc-
tion facility, has opened on the East
Coast as a division of Audio Plus
Video International, a Video Ser-
vices Corporation company. Interna-
tional Post offers multi -standard ed-
iting, film -to -tape transfer and audio
layback rooms...The groundbreak-
ing and start of construction for a
new SoundTech manufacturing
facility that will total more than
100,000 square feet has been an-
nounced. Rudy Schlacher, president
of SoundTech, said a new factory is
needed in order to keep up with the
company's rapid growth of its line of
sound reinforcement equipment and
efficient delivery to customers.
Scheduled completion date of the
new facility is November,
1990...AKG Acoustics, Inc., has
consolidated its U.S. operation in a
new, 77,000 square foot facility in
San Leandro, CA. Richard Ravich,
company president, said the recent
acquisitions of dbx Professional
Products and Orban, Inc., as well as
the growth of AKG Acoustics, neces-
sitated the move.
The Institute of Audio Re-

search (IAR) has established an on-
going course in live sound reinforce-
ment. Specifically designed to enable
students to learn the necessary tech-
niques of live sound, the course gives
students direct, hands-on experience
in selecting and assembling systems
for all types of venues, from small
clubs to large concert halls. In addi-
tion to physically setting up and
breaking down each system, IAR stu-
dents learn the proper procedures for
sound checks and monitor and house
mixing.

 David S. Mash has been ap-
pointed to Assistant dean of Curricu-
lum for Academic Technology at the
Berklee College of Music in Bos-
ton, MA. Other appointments and
promotions at companies nation-
wide include the appointment of Wil-
liam C. Mohrhoff as vice president
of Worldwide Sales and Service at E-
mu Systems, Inc. Before joining E-
mu, Mohrhoff was the marketing
manager at the Tascam division of
TEAC Corporation of Amer-
ica...Nancy A. Calvert has been
appointed manager of Advertising
and Public Relations at Shure
Bros...Bill Whitlock has been

named president of Jensen Trans-
formers, Inc...Gary Stanfill, presi-
dent of wireless technology company
Vega, has been named a vice presi-
dent of Mark IV Audio. Hans
Tschernig, president of Dynacord
in West Germany, has been ap-
pointed to the additional position of
vice president of Mark IV Audio,
Inc., a subsidiary of Mark IV In-
dustries, Inc...John Carey of
Otari Corporation, who started
his career at Otari in 1981 as Product
manager and moved up to Sales
manager and Marketing manager,
has been promoted to vice president
of Sales and Marketing...David W.
Roudebush, formerly worldwide
marketing manager for Orban Pro-
fessional Products, has been pro-
moted to U.S. Marketing and Sales
manager for AKG Acoustics, the
Orban Professional Products
Division and the dbx Profes-
sional Products Division...David
Hamlin has been appointed to plant
manager of SoundTech's Elkhart,
IN, manufacturing facility, and he
will play a key role in the Elkhart
facility's planned relocation...Inter-
sound Inc. has promoted Bryan J.
Rusenko to vice president of Engi-
neering and Garry Morris to execu-
tive director...Paul V. Hugo, Na-
tional Sales manager of Gauss
Loudspeakers, has been promoted to
marketing and sales director. He has
also been appointed to Gauss' oper-
ating and management staff...
George Massenburg Labs
(GML) has appointed Adriane
Benacquista as the new Sales and
Marketing administrator. She joins
GML after two years at Sony Pro
Audio in Burbank, CA, as coordina-
tor of Sales and Administration...Vic
Steffens, who has been associated
with Allen and Heath as a product
development consultant, has been
appointed as Product Specialist and
Customer Support. Steffens will con-
tinue his activities as independent
producer and studio owner with the
Horizon group of studios in Connect-
icut...Rick Porter has joined the en-
gineering team at Apogee Elec-
tronics...Stephen L. Ingram has
been hired by the Society of Broad-
cast Engineers as the
organization's executive direc-
tor...Pro Audio Consultants and
Engineers has been appointed as
ARX Systems' (Australia) repre-
sentative for the fast-growing Indian
Pro Audio market.



Shure L Series
brings reliability to affordable wireless.

Why take chances with anything else?
If you're providing wireless micro-

phone systems to churches, schools, or
other value -conscious users, you need reliable

equipment you can sell at an affordable price-and
make a profit doing it.

That's what the new L Series from Shure is all about.
The L Series sets a new standard of value in its price
range, offering features, performance and reliability
other "economy" systems can't match.

We didn't forget the details.
Designed and built by Shure in the U.S.A., L Series

systems include many of the features that set profes-
sional -quality wireless systems apart from the "toys."
L Series receivers are sturdy, metal -cased, and rack -
mountable. Antennas are detachable and may be
placed in remote locations, providing excellent per-
formance in situations where many other wireless
systems have trouble.

Our Ll Body -Pack Transmitter has features like a

serrate
audio mute switch and a universal 4 -pin

iny QG" connector that accepts a variety of micro-
phone and musical instrument sources. And L Series

lavalier systems come with the 839W, a reliable Shure
condenser microphone designed for clear, natural
vocal picku

Performance meets economy.
Even though L Series components are economically

priced, they incorporate sophisticated RF technology.
The L4 Diversity Receiver utilizes "intelligent"
MARCADTM circuitry to monitor signals from its two
independent RF sections, blending them in the opti-
mum proportion-not merely switching them. The
result is reliable, uninterrupted audio with no clicks,
no pops. And all L Series systems feature Shure
"Mirror Image" companding, plus high -gain, low-

noise MOSFETs, a high-fidelity quadrature detector,
and a 3 -pole Chebyshev audio low-pass filter. It all
adds up to outstanding audio quality with exceptional
freedom from noise and distortion.

Why risk callbacks with anything else?
Other systems may not meet expectations. But you

can recommend a Shure L Series system with confi-
dence. So why risk callbacks-and your reputation
-with anything else?

For more information about the Shure L Series, call Shure Customer Services at (312) 866.2553.

THE SHARE' WIRELESS

i&itIl.cizzom
THE SOUND OF 7;-!E PROFESSIONALS'...WORLDWIDE

222 Harney Avenue, Evanston, IL 60202.3696

Circle 12 on Reader Service Card See us at the AES in booth 107, 109



NOW YOU CAN LEASE DIGITAL BY
THE MONTH FOR THE PRICE OF
RENTING ANALOG BY THE DAY.*

The Fostex D-20 operates
just like the most expen-
sive analog open reel 2 -
channel recorders with
SMPTE/EBU capability,
and now we're offering a
lease program which
makes it easy for you to
have all the benefits of
even better performance
at lower rates (see details
below).

With the D-20 profes-
sional digital audio mas-
ter recorder, you can post -
stripe time code on an
existing DAT tape (re-
corded on any DAT ma-
chine), or you can record
time code and stereo au-
dio on the D-20 and play that
tape back on any other DAT ma-
chine with complete compatibil-
ity.

The 20 -pin synchronizer port
allows interface with all the
popular synchronizer systems
(ours included) and there's an
RS -422 port for control which re-
quires serial communication.
There's an external sync input
for composite video, plus Word
Sync Input and Output capability
- all standard on the D-20.

Because of our 4 -head recording
system the D-20 features off -the -
tape monitoring so that you'll
always know exactly what you
have on tape - a very important
feature considering the DAT's
ability to record for two straight
hours (no more multiple reels
and alignment hassles).

You'll be able to control all trans-
port functions by remote con-
trol-including punch-in/out.
Built-in cross -fade timing gives
you seamless punches. There's

even a pitch control com-
plete with digital read-out.

Most important of all, the
D-20 sounds great. It rec-
ords and reproduces all
the music completely,
faithfully, and better than
analog alternatives. So
plug into the digital mas-
ter recorder that has the
professional features you
need now at a price you
can afford now.

$ The analog recorder refer-
enced is the Studer A-80 1/2"
with 3 -track head nest; the price
comparison is based on option
(A) below and an average of
published rates of major audio
rental companies for the Studer.

Details of the D-20 Lease Program:
 A simple one page application is all
that's required.  Maximum 48 hour
turnaround approval.  Two attractive
payment schedules: (A) $199.70 per
month, 60 months, first and last
payments in advance: 10% pur-
chase option. (B) $287.20 per month,
36 months, first and last payments in
advance; 10% purchase option.  Please
note that this lease with option to pur-
chase is not offered through Fostex Cor-
poration. All documents and associated
paperwork will be completed by Signet
Lease Group. Call them directly at (215)
783-6666.  High approval rating in
the audio industry.

D-20
Digital Master Recorder

Fostex
1989 Fostex Corporation of America. 15431 Blackburn Ave.. Norwalk, CA 90650 (213) 921-1112

Circle 11 on Reader Service Card See us at the AES in booth 820


